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Introduction
The purpose ofthis index is toprovide a subject guide to the SDSU Collegian. Included are allarticles written by
the staff as well as wire-service news stories. Excluded are brief announcements, notices, and minor sports events.
This issue cumulates twopublistung years, September 1988-July 1990. Afuture index also will bepublished
beneficially at the end of everyother academic year,including any sutmner issues.
Although this is a computer-assisted index, subject headings arenotautomatically assigned from key-words outof
hPLadtineg "Whenever the headlinewordsdo not accurately reflectthecontentof the article,appropriatesubject
heading(s) areassigned. Names of flie editor, columnists, andstaffwriters ontheopinion page areincluded in
subject headings. Excluded are names of letterwriters (todieeditor) andother reporters.
Subject entries arelimited to eightewi charact^, including spacing. Thus, abbreviations andincomplete headings
aresometimes necessary. Forexample. Student Assodation Elections arelisted as SA-Elections. Across reference
is tnadp. whenever necessary, for example. Student Association seeSA. Placenames in subject entriesare also
abbreviated to save space (cities andstates in twolettos; countries inthree letters)but arespelled out in thenotation
whenever possible-e.g.;
SA-Electidns 1/25/1989 A021 Slates reveal first campaign
The following abbreviationsare used throughoutthe index:
* An astmiskat the beginningof a notationindicates thatan illustration accompanies the story.
(L) At the eid of a notationdenotesa letterto the editor.
(Ed) At the end of a notationdenotesan editorial.
( ) "Whenever space allows, a reporter's name is included in parenthesis at theendof notation.
Instructions For Use
Subject headings arearranged alphabetically under each main heading. Theentries arearranged chronologically.
The input record is composed of three fields:
1. Subject headmgs-e.g.; AAUW
2. A twelve-digit codecontaining the date (year, month, andday) andpagination (section, page,and column)-e.g.:
4 = April
05 = Day
1989 = Year
4/05/1989 D031
D = Section
03 = Page
1 = the column
* = illustration
3. The headline notation-e.g.; "sale slated" Thus an entry composed of the above units would rea±
AAUW 4/05/1989 D031 Sale Slated
LB015.4
SUBJECT
AAUW
ABERDEEN SD
ABORTION
ABOUREZK JAMES
ABUSED SHELTER
ACADEMIC AMNESTY
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
ACADEMIC SENATE
ACCIDENT AIRPLANE
ACCIDENT AUTO
ACCIDENTS
ACCREDITATION
ACROBATS
ACTIVITY FEES
ACTIVITY TICKETS
ADMINISTRATION
ADMISSIONS
ADOPTION
ADVERTISING
SDSU COLLEGIAN
INDEX
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/05/1989 D031 SALE SLATED
10/18/1989 A05A SCHOLARSHIPS SET
9/27/1989 A063 ABERDEEN VIOLATES FIRST AMENDMENT
12/07/1988 coil SHOULD OVERTURN ROE VS WADE DECISION
I2/1A/1988 C021 FAVORING CAPITOL PUNISHMENT CONTRADICTS
1/18/1989 C014 NO ONE HAS RIGHT TO TAKE FETUS' LIFE (L)
1/25/1989 coil FATHER DESERVES VOICE (ED)
2/22/1989 B051 ATTORNEY TO SPEAK
3/15/1989 BOll *'ROE' ATTORNEY—ABORTION DECISION SAFE (MARTIN)
9/13/1989 A07A UNBORN BABIES DESERVE CHANCE (L)
1/31/1990 A07i KDENYING ABORTION ONLY HELPS PRIVILEGED
2/1A/1990 A071 COLUMNIST HAS NO RIGHT TO DECIDE (L)
10/25/1989 AOll FORMER SENATOR TO VISIT SDSU
11/15/1989 A05A POLITICIAN PROMOTES BOOK ABOUT LIFE (HUTCHES)
SEE ALSO DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
WAGNER APPROVES ACADEMIC AMNESTY (COATES)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF PROGRAMS, CLASSES
9/07/1988 BOll DOCTORAL DEGREE OFFERED AGAIN (MARTIN)
9/07/1988 B014 SDSU GAINS CHEMISTRY DOCTORAL (MARTIN)
11/09/1988 F021 SDSU'S ATHLETIC TRAINING MINOR TO A MAJOR
11/30/1988 BOll RECRUITMENT PROGRAM DEVELOPED (HAUG)
1/18/1989 A021 DISPUTE OFFERINGS AT ELLSWORTH BASE (BROWN)
1/18/1989 C021 MIX OF TECHNICAL & LIBERAL EDUCATIONS
3/15/1989 A012 MICROBIOLOGY STUDENTS FIGHT TO MAINTAIN DEPT (MARTIN
3/30/1989 A013 OUTCOME OF DEPARTMENT COMBINATION DELAYED
4/26/1989 A013 CHEMISTRY TO OFFER DOCTORATE NEXT FALL (ROSS)
4/26/1989 BOll *DIVERSITY OF EXPERIENCE GAINS IMPORTANCE (MARTIN)
10/11/1989 A054 GRADUATE SCHOOL PLANS EXPANSION (HINZMAN)
11/15/1989 A114 PRESSURES TO BE 'THEATER PEOPLE' (SCOTT)
11/15/1989 Ai24 ^NATIONAL EXCHANGE PROGRAM OFFERS OPPOTUNITIES (LEE)
12/06/1989 A035 14 PERCENT SAY NOT SATISFIED (COATES)
12/06/1989 A051 ASPECTS OF EUROPEAN CULTURE EXPLORED (HINZMAN)
12/13/1989 A014 REGENTS APPROVE NEW DEGREE MINOR (BROWN)
2/07/1990 A051 WOMEN ENGINEERS REACH FOR PROMINENCE (CECIL)
3/28/1990 A061 LEARNING TAKES BACK SEAT (ED)
4/04/1990 A124 *TAKE LONGER TO FINISH COLLEGE (SLY)
2/01/1989 A015 ACADEMIC SENATE DISCUSSES STATE SALARY INCREASES
9/27/1989 A035 ACADEMIC SENATE SERVES AS FACULTY FORUM (COATES)
11/29/1989 A041 SENATE PROPOSES RECYCLING POLICY
1/24/1990 A031 NEW GRADE PROPOSED BY SENATE (RATZLAFF)
9/20/1989 A031 ARGUS PANEL DISCUSSES CRASH (KOHLMAN)
10/04/1989 A031 PROMOTE SAFETY BELT AWARENESS (OWEN)
10/18/1989 A104 HIGHWAY FATALITIES INCREASE (PAUL)
10/18/1989 A105 *ALCOHOL-RELATED TRAFFIC FATALITIES
4/05/1989 C021 ACCIDENTS CAUSED BY HUMAN HANDS
2/14/1990 A051 STUDENT VALUES LIFE AFTER ACCIDENT (THILL)
2/28/1990 A044 SA ANNOUNCES UNIVERSITY EVALUATION (COATES)
9/28/1988 E013 *THRILLER
SEE ALSO UAFBC
9/28/1988 C014 UAFBC SELECTION PROCESS INVITES
2/01/1989 AOll UAFBC APPROVES ALLOCATIONS GIVEN BY SENATE (MARTIN)
2/01/1989 coil TRADITIONS DISTANCE STUDENTS FROM PROCESS (ED)
2/08/1989 AOll UAFBC STRUGGLES WITH MAJORITY (MARTIN)
2/15/1989 A0I5 MUSIC COUNCIL FUNDING RECONSIDERED (MARTIN)
2/22/1989 AOll UAFBC MAINTAINS ACTIVITY FEE (MARTIN)
10/04/1989 A081 USER FEE SHOWS POOR PLANNING (ED)
1/17/1990 A012 SA REJECTS FEE INCREASE (COATES)
2/28/1990 A031 STUDENT ACTIVITY FEE TO REMAIN (FEICKERT)
1/25/1989 A015 SPECIAL TICKET FOR INCOMING STUDENTS (KRATZ)
4/26/1989 B034 ^ADMINISTRATION BUILDING ENDURES CHANGES (HAUG)
1/18/1989 B021 SDSU COMPARES NATIONALLY (MARTIN)
9/13/1989 A055 COUNSELOR APPOINTED
9/20/1989 A094 REGENTS EASE REQUIREMENTS (BROWN)
12/13/1989 A041 GROUP AIDS PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS (HINZMAN)
2/14/1990 A114 SDSU TRIES TO ATTRACT FRESHMAN (SLY)
4/19/1989 E033 ONE STUDENT OFFERS INDIVIDUAL STORY (SCOTT)
11/15/1989 Alll MOVIE ABOUT ADOPTION HITS CLOSE TO HOME (ROSS)
1/31/1990 Alll PARENTS EXPERIENCE PROCESSES (BUTTARO 8 ROSS)
2/07/1990 Alll ADOPTED SHARE WORRIES (ADERMAN)
2/21/1990 Alll GIRL FINDS BIOLOGICAL PARENTS (SCOTT)
9/13/1989 A071 ADVERTISING WORLD HIDES HUMAN VULNERABILITY
5/02/1990 A012
SUBJECT
ADVERTISING
AEROBICS
AERONAUTICS
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
AFRICA SUB-SAHARAN
AG S BIOLOGICAL
AG EXPERIMENT
AG EXTENSION WORK
AG HERITAGE
AG MANAGEMENT
AG-SD
AG-US
AGRICULTURE
AIDS
AIKMAN DAVID
AIR FORCE
AIRLINES
AIRPLANES
ALCOCK RALPH
ALCOHOL
ALCOHOLISM
ALLEN JEFF
ALLERGY
ALPHA GAMMA RHO
ALUMNI
ALUMNI CENTER
AM LEGION-SD
AMBROSE GARY
AMUNDSON MARK
ANDERA LEONARD
ANDERSON DAN
ANDERSON EDNA
ANDERSON TRAVIS
ANGELL STEPHEN
ANIMAL g RANGE SCI
ANIMATION
ANSORGE MICHELLE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/27/1989 A071 ADVERTISING WORLD KILLS CULTURE
A/25/1990 A052 KIMPACT OF ADVERTISING ON EVERYDAY LIFE (MERSCH)
10/18/1989 A171 INTRAMURAL AEROBICS FILLS FAST (LAMBERT)
11/08/1989 A031 *ETHICS OF CHALLENGER LAUNCH QUESTIONED (HINZMAN)
2/01/1989 C02A COMMITTEE ACTION AFFIRMS RACISM
2/22/1989 B03A SAHARAN AFRICAN PERFORMS BALANCING ACT (LEE)
9/07/1988 B03I ASSOCIATE AG DEAN WANTS VISIBILITY (KRATZ)
11/30/1988 BOll RECRUITMENT PROGRAM DEVELOPED (HAUG)
1/18/1989 BOII AG/BIO COLLEGE SEEKS FUNDS (LEE)
3/15/1989 EO'il FEMALE AG MAJOR BREAKS TRADITION (FEICKERT)
3/30/1989 B0A4 AG/BIO QUEEN SETS GOALS FOR REIGN (CUTLER)
11/15/1989 A056 FUND ESTABLISHED A NEW SCHOLARSHIP
3/28/1990 A033 STUDENT SHOWS DAIRY COW, HORSE (MAUDE)
3/28/1990 A033 NEW AG BIO QUEEN SELECTED (HALVERSON)
11/02/1988 D0<»3 REGENTS APPROVE REQUESTS (MAULE)
11/16/1988 B025 ACTING DIRECTOR FOR EXTENSION SERVICE (SLOWEY)
9/06/1989 AI2I EXTENSION NAMES NEW DIRECTOR
12/13/1989 A13A MUSEUM EXHIBITS 1918 CHRISTMAS TREES (MUSTEK)
A/04/1990 A095 AG MUSEUM OFFICIALS HOPING FOR GRANT (FRISVOLD)
2/28/1990 A051 AGRICULTURAL MANAGEMENT SKILLS (COATES)
SEE ALSO FARMS g FARMING
11/09/1988 BOII SDSU LENDS DROUGHT HELP (KRATZ)
10/04/1989 A044 CONFERENCE GIVES ALTERNATIVES (HEINE)
2/28/1990 A105 FARM CENSUS SHOWS UNUSUAL NUMBER CHANGE (HEINE)
4/19/1990 AI31 WAVE OF FARM FUTURE IN TECHNOLOGY (FEICKERT)
3/30/1989 DO11 *DASCHLE ADDRESSES FARM BILL (HUTCHES)
4/05/1989 DOII DASCHLE STRESSES BUDGET AS FACTOR (AVOK)
SEE AG, FARMS g FARMING
9/28/1988 con STUDENTS AIDS PRONE (ED)
9/28/1988 C014 SPEAKER KNOWN TO HARRASS OPPONENTS
10/19/1988 A012 *SAFER SEX WEEK PROVIDES EDUCATION (MARTIN)
10/19/1988 BOll KNOWLEDGE CURRENTLY BEST DEFENSE (MARTIN)
10/19/1988 BOll NEW CHALLENGES FOR TODAY'S SOCIETY (MARTIN)
10/19/1988 B015 COMPASSION NEEDED FOR THOSE WITH AIDS (BLY)
10/19/1988 con CONDOM DISTRIBUTION STIMULATES THOUGHT (ED)
10/19/1988 C014 SEX INFORMATION IMPORTANT (L)
10/26/1988 C024 NEGATIVE ATTITUDE NO ANSWER TO AIDS (L)
4/12/1989 AOll SURVEY ASSESSES AIDS AWARENESS (LEE)
10/25/1989 AIII EDUCATION, TECHNOLOGY AGAINST AIDS (PAUL)
11/15/1989 A031 *REPORTER DESCRIBES CHINA CRISIS EXPERIENCE (MERSCH)
10/19/1988 E044 *STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND BAND CONCERT
1/25/1989 DOll JtDELAY SAVES MESABA (AVOK)
9/27/1989 AlOl MESABA SERVICE THREATENED (FRISVOLD)
10/04/1989 AI02 FUNDS APPROVED
IO/n/1989 A07I NO MONSTERS APPEAR ON FIRST AIRPLANE RIDE
11/29/1989 A104 SERVICE EXTENDED
1/24/1990 AlOi KNEW PROGRAM OFFERS INTRASTATE LINK (FRISVOLD)
3/21/1990 A091 KFLYING IN AN AIRPLANE THROUGH STORM
3/15/1989 B031 KADMINISTRATORS, FACULTY TAKE TO THE SKIES (KRATZ)
4/05/1989 B041 STUDENTS CONSTRUCT EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT (COATES)
3/21/1990 con SMALL PLANE LANDS WITH COLLAPSED GEAR
4/19/1990 A064 STRIVES FOR INCREASE IN STUDENT RECRUITMENT (HEINE)
SEE ALSO LIQUOR TRAFFIC
10/26/1988 A014 ALCOHOL FORUM ADDRESSES LEGALITY (BLY)
3/30/1989 E031 ALCOHOLIC HOMES LEAVE SCARS (SCOTT)
4/26/1989 DOII SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS COMBINE TO INCREASE AID
2/08/1989 E025 COMIC BEGAN CAREER AT AMATEUR NIGHT (TAYLOR)
3/28/1990 AI21 ALLERGY SUFFERERS DEAL WITH SYMPTOMS (ADERMAN)
3/28/1990 A122 INVISIBLE HOUSE DUST MITE CAUSES (BUTTARO)
9/21/1988 BOll FRATERNITY ESTABLISHES SCHOLARSHIP (BLY)
10/05/1988 B031 AWARDS HONOR ALUMNI
2/08/1989 A0I2 DELAYS ALUMNI PUB FUNDING DECISION (KRATZ)
2/15/1989 A021 DENIES ALUMNI ASSOCIATION FUNDING (KRATZ)
4/04/1990 A134 ALUMNUS INCLUDES CAMPUS IN FAMILY HISTORY (BUTTARO)
9/27/1989 A05I FOUNDATION LEAVES ALUMNI CENTER (CECIL)
3/21/1990 C012 KAMERICAN LEGIONNAIRE, BUSSINESSMAN LENKER DIES
1/17/1990 A012 KCHECKING IN
9/27/1989 AI51 KLINKSTER SCORES WELL WITH TALENTS (SIEVERT)
3/21/1990 Con ANDERA TO RUN AGAIN FOR STATE SENATE SEAT
9/06/1989 A141 VAUGHAN PIONEERS BLUES
1/18/1989 B032 DEAN HONORED
10/11/1989 A035 DEAN WORKS TO PREVENT TEEN PREGNANCY PROBLEM (OWEN)
9/21/1988 E031 KSTUDENT ADJUSTS TO LOSS (RANEY)
5/03/1989 B041 RELIGION PROFESSOR PRESENTS PAPER (HAUG)
9/07/1988 B041 MALES TO MAKE TEACHING PROGRAM TOPS (KRATZ)
2/15/1989 B032 SCHOLARSHIPS OFFERED
I0/I9/I988 E024 ANIMATION FESTIVAL LOOKS AT WAVE OF THE MOVIE FUTURE
4/05/1989 EOll EATING DISORDERS PREVALANT AMONG WOMEN (SCOTT)
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SUBJECT
APPEL DOROTHY
APPLES
ARAFAT YASSER
ARBOR DAY
ARNOLD AIR SOCIETY
ARNOLD EUGENE
ARSON
ART MUSEUM
ARTISTS
ARTS
ARTS S SCIENCES
ARTS FESTIVAL
ASHER BETTY
ASSAULT
ATHLETES
ATHLETES-COLLEGE
ATHLETICS
ATHLETICS-COACHES
AUCTION
AUDLEY BARBARA
AUGUSTANA COLLEGE
AUKES ANGELA
AUTISM
AUTO ACCIDENT
AUTO PARKING
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/19/1989 BOAS EMPLOYEE PRAISED
10/26/1988 B031 JfAPPLE MASH
12/07/1988 coil REAGAN STANDS IN WAY OF PROGRESS
A/25/1990 A0A5 GROUPS PLANT ARBOR DAY TREES (COATES)
2/22/1989 B051 SOCIETY WINS
9/07/1988 B031 ASSOCIATE AG DEAN WANTS VISIBILITY (KRATZ)
3/21/1990 C02A JUDGE SAYS ARSONIST MUST PAY FEES
FOR EARLIER SEE MEMORIAL ART CTR
9/28/1988 E03A FAMED SCULPTURE EXHIBITED (KEDIK)
11/16/1988 E015 SD ART MUSEUM FOREIGN FILM SERIES (FISCHBACH)
2/15/1989 B021 *'BIG CITY' VIEWING OPPORTUNITIES (SLOWEY)
3/30/1989 EOll FELLOWSHIP WINNERS DISPLAY WORK (BOHLENDER)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF ARTISTS
10/05/1988 E031 STUDENT ARTIST FOR GRAPHIC DESIGN CAREER (FEICKERT)
2/08/1989 EOll ARTISTS WITH LOCAL TIES EXHIBIT WORK (FEICKERT)
9/27/1989 A131 FACULTY PUTS ART WORK ON DISPLAY (BAMSEY)
12/06/1989 A115 ARTIST RECEIVES GRANT (HANSEN)
12/13/1989 A15A ARTIST WORKS WITH MORE THAN JUST PAINT (LEE)
9/1A/1988 EOAl ^FACULTY ARTIST EXHIBITS ART (BOHLENDER)
10/05/1988 E0A3 FACULTY HOLDS ART EXHIBIT (PETERSON)
10/26/1988 AOIA SENATE FUNDS ART CONTEST (TRAUTMANN)
12/07/1988 E025 ART CONTEST BEGAN WITH WHITE CARDS (SCOTT)
12/1A/1988 E031 STUDENT ART SHOW EXHIBITS CREATIVITY (FISCHBACH)
2/01/1989 B013 ^KEEPING BUSY
2/15/1989 E031 *ART INCORPORATES LASERS (ANDERSON)
A/26/1989 E021 KCHILDREN LEARN THROUGH ART EXHIBIT (BOHLENDER)
5/03/1989 A021 ART SHOW FEATURING STATE'S BADLANDS
lO/OA/1989 A091 OBSCENE ART EXHIBITS LACK SOCIAL VALUE
10/25/1989 A135 ART COMES TO VIDEO SCREEN (SLY)
11/16/1988 AOll ARTS 8 SCIENCES DEAN BOSS OF THE YEAR (BROWN)
A/OA/1990 A081 *KIDS LEARN TO FIND CREATIVE TALENTS (BROWN)
A/19/1989 A012 ARIZONA WOMAN CHOSEN FOR USD JOB (AVOK)
12/07/1988 AOll WOMAN ASSAULTED NEAR BRIGGS LIBRARY (BROST)
12/07/1988 coil TWISTED FACTS PLAGUE CAMPUS (ED)
2/01/1989 A015 WOMAN LIES ABOUT LIBRARY ASSAULT
SEE ALSO NAMES OF ATHLETES
1/18/1989 F023 DORN WINS AWARD
11/15/1989 AlAl KPLAYERS SCHEDULE STEADILY FILLED (SIEVERT)
12/13/1989 A161 FRESHMAN SHOULD BE INELIGIBLE (SANDQUIST)
12/13/1989 A183 SPORTS TALENT IN VARIOUS WAYS (LAMBERT)
1/17/1990 AlAl CENTER'S CAREER ENDS WITH KNEE INJURY (LAMBERT)
2/07/1990 A15A TEEN MAKES WRONG COLLEGE MOVE (SANDQUIST)
3/21/1990 A161 WOMEN'S CAGER TEAM ON DEAN'S LIST (LAMBERT)
3/21/1990 D012 KSDSU WON'T RENEW THREE SCHOLARSHIPS
SEE ALSO NAMES OF ATHLETICS, SPORTS
9/21/1988 F031 *ACADEMICS PART OF ATHLETICS (SEFRNA)
11/09/1988 A015 ATHLETIC DEPT TO CONTRIBUTE TO FUNDS (TRAUTMANN)
11/16/1988 BOIA SMALL CHANGE HELPS SUPPORT ATHLETICS (MARTIN)
11/16/1988 F031 COLUMNIST AGAINST PROPOSAL (SEFRNA)
12/07/1988 C014 HUMAN FACTOR MUST BE CONSIDERED IN ATHLETICS (L)
2/15/1989 C021 ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT SHOULD SUBMIT BUDGET
10/25/1989 A071 SCHOOL SPIRIT HINGES ON SUCCESS
11/15/1989 A012 XCHEERLEADERS BOYCOTT SEASON-ENDING GAME (MATTISON)
12/13/1989 A091 ATHLETIC TRAINERS PROVIDE MAJOR SERVICE (L)
12/13/1989 A195 ATHLETE'S BILLS FALL INTO DEPT (NIEMAN)
1/17/1990 A131 ATHLETIC DIRECTOR RETIRES AFTER 35 YEARS (SANDQUIST)
2/07/1990 A131 NEW NCAA RULES CHANGE PROGRAMS (LAMBERT)
2/1A/1990 A073 *ATHLETIC TEAMS DESERVE MORE SUPPORT
SEE ALSO NAMES OF COACHES
9/07/1988 F062 *HPER FILLS SIX POSITIONS
12/1A/1988 F033 UNDERWOOD BEHIND SUCCESS (GOHEEN)
1/18/1989 F023 NEIBER HONORED
10/11/1989 A093 COACHES STRESS GRADES (MARTIN)
11/08/1989 A165 COACH PILES UP CHAMPIONSHIPS (LAMBERT)
3/21/1990 A083 KINNOVATIVE TECHNIQUES OFFER TEAM BONDING
9/07/1988 EOll AUCTION CREATES RARE OPPORTUNITY (GORS)
9/06/1989 A073 AUDLEY RECOGNIZED
2/28/1990 AlOl AUGUSTANA GROUP HELPS SDSU (COATES)
A/OA/1990 A161 XROOMMATES STARTED FRIENDSHIP (LAMBERT)
2/15/1989 C013 HARASSMENT OF AUTISTIC MAN
2/15/1989 EOll ^SUCCEEDS AT TRANSITION DESPITE DOUBT (BROWN)
2/15/1989 EOll SISTER DESCRIBES RELATIONSHIP (BROWN)
SEE ACCIDENT AUTO
9/21/1988 B021 COMMITTEE TACKLES PARKING DILEMMA (WEST)
9/28/1988 E021 PROBLEMS CREATE COMMON GRIPES (PETERSON)
10/05/1988 AOIA COMMITTEE REQUESTS RESURFACING (BROST)
11/30/1988 D02A CITY FINE FOR ILLEGAL PARKING INCREASES (BROWN)
12/07/1988 A021 COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS CAMPUS PARKING STUDY (BROST)
3 -
SUBJECT
AUTO PARKING
AUTO-BR
AUTO-SD
AUTOMATIC CASH
AUTUMN
AVIATION
BAAS
BACH PETER
BAER LINDA
BAKER PHIL
BAND
BAND CONCERT
BAND JAZZ
BAND MARCHING
BAND PEP
BAND ROCK
BAND SYMPHONIC
BANDIERA MARY
BANDS-BR
BANK MARCHING
BANKS S BANKING
BARBER JULIE
BARBER STAN
BARNETT GREG
BARRETT MIKE
BARTELL ALLEN
BASEBALL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/07/1988 BOI<i PARKING VIOLATORS KEEP UPD OFFICERS BUSY (BLY)
I2/IA/1988 A01<i PLAZA TO ELIMINATE PARKING (MARTIN)
2/01/1989 C021 PARKING SHORTAGE PROBLEMS PALE
2/08/1989 C013 TO STUDY LONG-TERM SPACE SOLUTIONS
lO/OA/1989 A03<i HANSEN HALL RECEIVES ADDITIONAL PARKING (CECIL)
10/18/1989 A012 PARKING MAY COST MORE NEXT YEAR (KRATZ)
10/18/1989 A034 *PROTEST MOVEMENT
10/18/1989 A061 STICKER PRICE INCREASE NECESSARY, OVERDUE (ED)
10/25/1989 A07<f PARKING PROPOSAL ANNOYS STUDENT (L)
11/08/1989 A012 COMMITTEE KILLS PARKING STICKER INCREASE (KRATZ)
11/08/1989 A083 SPEED BUMP, SNOW REMOVAL PROBLEMS
12/13/1989 A012 STICKER PRICES TO RAISE 50 PERCENT (KRATZ)
I/17/I990 AOAI PARKING STICKER INCREASE PROPOSED (COATES)
1/17/1990 AOAl MARRIED STUDENTS OBJECT OT PARKING SURVEY (COATES)
l/2'»/1990 AOll PARKING LOT CHANGES STATUS
1/31/1990 A031 INCREASED COSTS ANGER FACULTY (COATES)
2/l'»/1990 A0<»5 VIOLATION FEES PAY FOR MAINTENANCE (ROSTYNE)
3/21/1990 A06<i MARRIED STUDENTS REQUEST PRIVATE STALLS (COATES)
A/19/1990 A016 PARKING LOTS FACE NEW CLASSIFICATION (COATES)
10/26/1988 E013 "BOMBERS' PROVIDE STUDENT TRANSPORTATION (ANDERSON)
1/24/1990 A015 ^SPRING CLEANING
4/I9/I990 A151 ^COLLEGE GRADUATES SEARCH FOR AUTOS (SLY)
2/22/1989 D021 *SENATE KILLS SEAT BELT ISSUE (HUTCHES)
12/13/1989 AlOl TO INSTIGATE SAFETY BELT PROGRAM (PAUL)
2/21/1990 A093 ^AUTOMATIC CASH BUSINESS GROWING (MARTIN)
10/19/1988 C021 FALL CALLS FOR MORE SILENCE
10/19/1988 D031 *FALL CHORES
11/08/1989 A091 TRADITIONAL FALL SEASONAL EVENTS PROVE
4/12/1989 C031 KSDSU FLYING HIGH
10/18/1989 A051 INSTRUCTOR PROPOSES AVIATION MINOR (OWEN)
SEE AREA ADJUSTMENT
4/05/1989 A012 LIBRARY RECEIVES 300-YEAR-OLD FAMILY BIBLE (CECIL)
9/21/1988 B021 FACULTY BRAINSTORM PLANS FOR FUTURE (BLY)
2/22/1989 B034 SAHARAN AFRICAN PERFORMS BALANCING ACT (LEE)
1/31/1990 A051 PROFESSOR ASSISTS WOMEN WITH ROLES (HEINE)
2/28/1990 Alll HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE BENEFITS EMPLOYERS (PAUL)
3/21/1990 A131 XPEOPLE FROM OTHER REGIONS FIND
4/25/1990 A094 *WOMEN"S ROLES IN FARMING (FEICKERT)
5/02/1990 A141 *CITE OFFERS OPPORTUNITY FOR RESEARCH (PAUL)
4/19/1990 A031 STUDENTS EXPERIENCE OTHER CULTURES (MERSCH)
SEE ALSO MUSIC BAND
2/22/1989 EOll TO PERFORM WITH PASQUETTES (ANDERSON)
10/18/1989 A131 JAZZ BAND SWARMS TO STATE (LEE)
9/21/1988 E014 *THE PRIDE CREATES BOND (PETERSON)
I1/I6/I988 C013 MANY ENJOY BAND
1/18/1989 B015 TO BE FUNDED BY OTHER SOURCES (TRAUTMANN)
2/08/1989 coil HELP FUND THE "PRIDE OF DAKOTA"
2/15/1989 A015 MUSIC COUNCIL FUNDING RECONSIDERED (MARTIN)
9/06/1989 A012 ^SOUNDING OFF
9/06/1989 A171 *BAND PROVIDES OPPORTUNITY FOR FRESHMEN (BRALEY)
9/20/1989 A015 SECRET SERVICE "DOGS" SDSU BAND (TAYLOR)
10/04/1989 A131 *LARGE PERCUSSION SECTION TO "THE PRIDE" (MOSTEK)
11/15/1989 A121 *THE PRIDE PERFORMS INDOORS (MOSTEK)
2/28/1990 A121 PRIDE PLANS 1991 HULA BOWL TRIP (ADERMAN)
2/01/1989 A012 XPEPPING "EM UP
10/11/1989 Alll XROCK BAND DELIVERS MESSAGE (BAMSEY)
2/01/1989 E015 SYMPHONIC BAND PREMIERES NEW PIECE (FEICKERT)
1/24/1990 A094 XVOLUNTEER RECOGNIZED BY GOVERNOR (MARTIN)
9/28/1988 E041 XSTUDENT MUSICIAN ASSISTS BAND (FEICHERT)
11/30/1988 C024 BAND MEMBER DISPUTES COLUMNIST (L)
2/21/1990 A093 XAUTOMATIC CASH BUSINESS GROWING (MARTIN)
10/11/1989 A151 ATHLETE EMPLOYS TOUGH ATTITUDE (LAMBERT)
2/22/1989 B034 LECTURER'S PLANT MODEL HELPS SHOW (COATES)
11/08/1989 A012 XSTUDENT SUFFERS FROM RARE DISEASE (FEICKERT)
10/04/1989 AOll STUDENT RECEIVES APPLE COMPUTER
2/22/1989 A014 XBENCH WARMER
9/07/1988 F035 MCMACKEN PLAYS IN CICL (NACHTIGAL)
9/21/1988 F035 XFALL PRACTICE
10/26/1988 C024 SPORTSMAN OVERLOOKS SPIRIT OF GAME (L)
2/01/1989 FOll MEMBERS OF 1984 COLLEGE TEAM REUNITE (SANDQUIST)
3/15/1989 F033 BASEBALL TEAM CONFIDENT (SANDQUIST)
3/30/1989 FOll JACKS FINISH WITH 3-8 RECORD (SEFRNA)
4/05/1989 FOll TORGERSON'S NO-HITTER HIGHLIGHTS (SEFRNA)
4/05/1989 F024 BASEBALL SET FOR ANOTHER EXCITING SEASON (SEFRNA)
4/12/1989 F021 JACKS WIN THREE OF FOUR (KAZMIERCZAK)
4/12/1989 F023 BASEBALL, SOFTBALL TEAMS IN FULL SWING (SEFRNA)
4/19/1989 F025 DROPS THREE OF FOUR ON MINNESOTA TRIP
4/26/1989 FOll JACKS OPEN NCC PLAY (SEFRNA)
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5/03/1989 F023 JACKRABBITS IN CONTROL OF OWN DESTINY CNACHTIGAL)
lO/OA/1989 A161 KBATTER UP
2/1A/1990 A124 KSPRING TRAINING
2/28/1990 A154 SLUGGERS PREPARE FOR SEASON-OPENING TRIP (SIEVERT)
3/21/1990 A171 SLUGGERS OPEN SEASON CNIEMAN)
<»/0A/I990 A071 KMEMORIES OF GAME SERVE TO ENLIGHTEN
<i/0A/1990 AlAl KSLUGGERS' BATS IGNITE, WIN (NIEMAN)
<»/19/1990 A171 *PITCHING DUALS HIGHLIGHT TEAM'S ACTION (MATTISON)
4/19/1990 A173 LEAGUE OFFERS PLAYER EXPOSURE (NIEMAN)
4/25/1990 A151 XSLUGGERS SWEEP FOUR GAMES (NIEMAN)
5/02/1990 AI63 GAMES SWEPT, TITLE IN SIGHT (NIEMAN)
5/02/1990 A165 SLUGGERS RACK UP RECORDS (NIEMAN)
9/21/1988 F041 XKALLEVIG FINDS SUCCESS (SANDQUIST)
10/25/1989 A153 WORLD SERIES SHOULD NOT CONTINUE (SANDQUIST)
10/19/1988 F014 *UP AND OVER
11/30/1988 Foil KJACKS WIN PAIR TO OPEN YEAR (SANDQUIST)
11/30/1988 FOll HOPES TO BE IN HUNT FOR TITLE (SANDQUIST)
11/30/1988 F021 *TOUGH ACT TO FOLLOW (SEFRNA)
12/07/1988 FOll KLOSS TO HIGHLY-RANKED MICHIGAN (SEFRNA)
12/07/1988 F025 MICHIGAN TRIP FUN (SEFRNA)
12/07/1988 F033 JACKRABBIT WOMEN REMAIN UNBEATEN (DORN)
12/14/1988 F021 KSDSU ROUTS DANA, WILLIAM PENN (SANDQUIST)
12/14/1988 F025 JACKS' UNBEATEN STRING ENDS (DORN)
1/18/1989 FOll AUGIE EDGES JACKS (SANDQUIST)
1/18/1989 F031 STEALS PROPEL SDSU PAST AUGUSTANA (DORN)
1/18/1989 F035 EXPERIENCE KEY FOR JACKS (GOHEEN)
1/25/1989 FOll 'RABBITS SPLIT ON ROAD (SANDQUIST)
1/25/1989 F031 WOMEN BEAT MANKATO (SEFRNA)
2/01/1989 FOll BEATS MORNINGSIDE—LOSES TO UNC (SANDQUIST)
2/01/1989 F021 HOOPSTERS GEARING UP FOR STRETCH DRIVE (SEFRNA)
2/01/1989 F023 *VAN KLEl'S 30 POINTS HELP TO WIN (GOHEEN)
2/08/1989 F021 OFFENSE STRUGGLES IN LOSSES (SANDQUIST)
2/08/1989 F021 JACKRABBIT WOMEN BEAT UNO (SEFRNA)
2/15/1989 C024 DIRECTOR GIVES THANKS FOR GAME'S SUCCESS (L)
2/15/1989 C031 *FANS CONTRIBUTE TO AUGIE DOGGIE DEMISE
2/15/1989 FOll *JACKS HUMBLE AUGUSTANA (SANDQUIST)
2/15/1989 F021 WOMEN BLOWOUT VIKINGS FOR WIN (SEFRNA)
2/15/1989 F025 A WEEKEND TO REMEMBER (SEFRNA)
2/15/1989 F041 VAN KLEI LETS HER ACTIONS SPEAK (LAMBERT)
2/22/1989 F021 XPLAYOFF HOPES FADE WITH SPLIT (SANDQUIST)
2/22/1989 F031 *JACKS BEAT MSU, LOSE TO SCSU (DORN)
3/15/1989 FOll XWOMEN LEFT OUT OF PLAYOFF FIELD (SEFRNA)
3/15/1989 FOll *JACKS END SEASON WITH SPLIT (SANDQUIST)
3/30/1989 F021 MICHIGAN WILL WIN TITLE (SEFRNA)
10/18/1989 A161 XCAGERS HOLD MIDNIGHT JAM
11/15/1989 A153 WOMEN TO THRIVE ON BALANCE (KAZMIERCZAK)
11/15/1989 A153 MEN MIX NEW AND OLD FACES (KAZMIERCZAK)
11/29/1989 A134 *HOOP TEAMS JUMP TO 2-0 START (GOHEEN)
12/06/1989 A131 *BALANCED PLAY KEYS CAGER WINS (GOHEEN)
12/06/1989 A134 WOMEN MAKE OVERNIGHT ADJUSTMENTS (KAZMIERCZAK)
12/13/1989 A031 ^ATHLETES BATTLE ABUSE, HUNGER WITH BENEFIT (CECIL)
12/13/1989 A161 *UNBLEMISHED, CONFERENCE SEASON NEARS (GOHEEN)
12/13/1989 A171 ^ATHLETE'S CHILDHOOD BUSY (LAMBERT)
12/13/1989 A181 HOLIDAY TOURNEY ENDS (SIEVERT)
12/13/1989 A183 *EARN TWO NON-CONFERENCE WINS (KAZMIERCZAK)
1/17/1990 A131 *AUGIE SWEEPS JACKS
1/17/1990 A144 AUGIE-STATE GAMES PROVIDE MEMORIES (SANDQUIST)
1/24/1990 A081 *T0 TAKE THE COURT AT FROST ARENA
1/24/1990 A131 *MEN EARN SWEEP, WOMEN SPLIT (MATTISON)
1/31/1990 A134 WOMEN CAGERS BATTLE FULL 40... (GLOVER)
1/31/1990 A143 JACKRABBITS DROP THREE--HIT CELLAR (MATTISON)
2/07/1990 A131 KPLAYER JOINS 1,000 POINT CLUB (GLOVER)
2/07/1990 A133 KMISSED FREE THROW, SECOND HALF SURGE (MATTISON)
2/14/1990 A125 AUGIE SECOND-HALF RUN DROPS WOMEN (GLOVER)
2/14/1990 A131 LATE-GAME ERROR HALTS RALLY AT AUGIE (MATTISON)
2/21/1990 A123 RIVAL GAMES PLAYED ON COURT (SANDQUIST)
2/21/1990 A131 XTEAM DROPS THREE STRAIGHT GAMES (MATTISON)
2/21/1990 A131 WOMEN BREAK LOSING STREAK (GLOVER)
2/28/1990 A054 KREAD ALL ABOUT IT
2/28/1990 A141 KCOYOTES SWEEP JACKS (MATTISON)
2/28/1990 A143 KWOMEN LOSE BATTLE (GLOVER)
3/21/1990 A094 TEAM'S PERFORMANCE DETERMINES CROWD'S SUPPORT (L)
3/21/1990 A161 CAGERS END YEAR WITH LOSSES IN ND (GLOVER)
3/21/1990 A164 MEN FINISH SEASON WITH CRUSHING LOSS (MATTISON)
3/21/1990 A171 LONG SEASON FINALLY OVER (SANDQUIST)
3/28/1990 A131 BASKETBALL'S BIG MEN ARE FADING TREND (SANDQUIST)
3/21/1990 D012 *SDSU WON'T RENEW THREE SCHOLARSHIPS
11/30/1988 F031 NBA IN FULL SWING (SEFRNA)
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BATES MERRITT
BAUM TINA
BEARDS
BEARDSLEY DICK
BEAUTY CONTESTS
BEEF BOWL
BEER
BEHAVIOR
BEHNKEN JIM
BEHRING FRITZ
BENDT CHAD
BENTSEN LLOYD
BERESFORD SD
BERG SHERWOOD
BERGEMANN DOUG
BERGUM GERALD
BEVERAGES
BIANCHI WILLIBALD
BICYCLES
BICYCLING
BILLOW JOYE
BINNEWIES HALL
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE
BIOLOGY
BIOSTRESS LAB
BIOTECHNOLOGY
BIRDS
BIRTHDAYS
BLACK HILLS STATE
BLACK MICHELLE
BLANCHARD KEN
BLAZEY GERALD
BLIND
BLOCK 8 BRIDLE
BLOOD
BODYBUILDING
BOISJOLY ROGER
BOOHER JIM
BOOKS
BOOKSTORE
BORDEWYK KRIS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/01/1989 B03I STUDENTS TRAVEL SOUTH FOR EDUCATIONAL CSLOWEY)
3/30/1989 F023 XBAUM JUMPING INTO RECORD BOOKS
10/25/1989 AI31 KSTUDENTS GO MONTH WITHOUT RAZORS (HANSEN)
11/29/1989 AlAA RUNNER INJURED
9/20/1989 AI25 DREAM COMES TRUE FOR MISS SDSU (SLY)
4/19/1990 A091 *JUDGES MISS MOST QUALIFIED CANDIDATE
4/25/1990 A03I *MISS SDSU, BROOKINGS CHOSEN (ADERMAN)
4/25/1990 A071 CONTESTANTS NOT REQUIRED TO FIT (L)
4/25/1990 A074 PARTICIPANTS DESERVE RESPECT (L)
9/20/1989 A031 ANNUAL BEEF BOWL TO INCLUDE CONFERENCE (HEINE)
SEE LIQUOR TRAFFIC
12/14/1988 C024 TEENAGERS BOTHER MATURE MOVIE GOERS
10/18/1989 A051 INSTRUCTOR PROPOSES AVIATION MINOR (OWEN)
9/07/1988 A0I5 *BEHRING> HALL GAIN REGENT STATUS (BROWN)
2/07/1990 AI54 TEEN MAKES WRONG COLLEGE MOVE (SANDQUIST)
9/2I/I988 D0I3 BENTSEN VISIT POSSIBLE (MAULE)
11/02/1988 D031 KMAKES AN IMPRESSION ON HEARTLAND (BROWN)
11/02/1988 D031 TEXAS SENATOR TO BE DOWN TO EARTH (MAULE)
3/21/1990 C025 BERESFORD TO CREATE LIBRARY OUT OF STORE
10/25/1989 B02I KBERG INTERNATIONALIZES FACULTY, STUDENTS (BROWN)
12/13/1989 A08I REBOUNDS FROM EARLY SETBACKS IN 'BOS (ED)
1/24/1990 A044 OVERSEAS TRIP SUCCESSFUL (OWEN)
9/27/1989 A0I2 *WIND BREAK
12/07/1988 B025 PROFESSOR GAINS HOME UNDERSTANDING (BLY)
1/24/1990 A114 *CAFFEINE IN SODA POP JOLTS STUDENTS (SCOTT)
4/25/1990 A071 ALUMNUS DESERVES REMEMBERING (L)
2/22/1989 DOll *BIKE-SICLE
SEE CYCLING
12/06/1989 A044 'LEADERSHIP FOR A NEW CENTURY'
1/24/1990 A012 *BINNEWIES ROOM DAMAGED BY FIRE (COATES)
12/13/1989 A041 INTEGRATION OF DEPARTMENTS (ROSTYNE)
3/30/1989 A0I3 OUTCOME OF DEPARTMENT COMBINATION DELAYED
11/29/1989 A031 ^PROFESSOR DIRECTS FACULTY WORKSHOP (MERSCH)
12/13/1989 A041 INTEGRATION OF DEPARTMENTS (ROSTYNE)
9/14/1988 A015 CROP STUDIES PLANNED FOR NEW BIOSTRESS LAB (HAUG)
2/15/1989 AOll BIOSTRESS LAB PASSES SENATE (AVOK)
3/30/1989 D013 BIOSTRESS LAB MAY LOSE FUNDS (JAMES)
4/05/1989 AOll BIOSTRESS LAB SUPPORTED BY JOHNSON (BROWN)
10/18/1989 A094 BIOSTRESS LAB GETS FUNDING (AVOK)
11/29/1989 A094 BIOSTRESS FUNDING PROBABLE (HUTCHES)
4/04/1990 A0I2 CONGRESSMEN HELP BRING BIOSTRESS LAB (HUTCHES)
4/25/1990 A012 OK FOR BIOSTRESS LAB FUNDING (HUTCHES)
1/25/1989 B031 TECHNOLOGY PRESENTS NEW INSIGHT (BAMSEY)
12/07/1988 A012 MOUNTED BIRD MISSING FROM MUSEUM (FORMAN)
2/2I/I990 A081 ^FEEDING BIRDS POPULAR (REINKING)
II/29/I989 A074 XCOLUMNIST GRATEFUL FOR THANKSGIVING BIRTHDAY
9/21/1988 A012 REGENTS ENDORSE NAME CHANGE (BROWN)
9/21/1988 coil 'UNIVERSITIES' DISTURB EDUCATION'S BALANCE (ED)
9/06/1989 A051 NEW RHD'S PREPARE GOALS FOR HALLS
4/26/1989 A023 FINAL HARDING LECTURER TO SHARE (SCHWENCK)
5/03/1989 B045 *LET'S TALK
11/09/1988 B013 PHYSICS DISCUSSED
11/16/1988 B021 ^RESEARCHER EXPLAINS COLLIDER (LEE)
2/14/1990 A031 *ADVISER SEES PERSONALITIES INSTEAD OF... (BROWN)
10/05/1988 B014 *PADDLE PAINTING
10/25/1989 A043 CHAPTERS EXCHANGE IDEAS (HEINE)
10/19/1988 B035 CLUB SEEKS 500 PINTS OF BLOOD (RAETZ)
11/02/1988 B021 STAKING DONATIONS
11/29/1989 A014 KDON'T LOOK NOW
9/28/1988 F021 ^BODYBUILDERS COMPETE IN MEET (KAZMIERCZAK)
11/08/1989 A031 KETHICS OF CHALLENGER LAUNCH QUESTIONED (HINZMAN)
12/13/1989 A195 ATHLETE'S BILLS FALL INTO DEPT (NIEMAN)
2/22/1989 C024 AUTHORS' WORDS CREATE FEELINGS
4/05/1989 D031 SALE SLATED
9/13/1989 A051 DEAN'S PROJECT BRINGS DISTANT ERA BACK (OWEN)
9/20/1989 A091 SDSU LEADERS CONTRIBUTE TO PUBLICATION (HUTCHES)
10/04/1989 A031 BOOK TEACHES AUTHOR CULTURE (HEINE)
1I/I5/I989 A054 POLITICIAN PROMOTES BOOK ABOUT LIFE (HUTCHES)
3/21/1990 A041 KHUSBAND-WIFE TEAM WRITE BOOK (RATZLAFF)
4/I9/I990 AI6I LOCAL WRITER RELEASES BOOK (LEE)
4/25/1990 A121 SF POET RESPONDS IN RECENT BOOK (LEE)
11/16/1988 E021 KSTUDENT BOOKSTORE PROVIDES SERVICE (FEICKERT)
I/I8/I989 C031 *RUSH PACKS SA BOOKSTORE
I/I7/I990 A045 ^BARGAIN HUNTING
I/I7/I990 A054 ^PASSING THE BUCK
3/21/1990 A031 BOOKSTORE MAY UTILIZE STORAGE SPACE (MERSCH)
I/17/I990 A061 STATE SHOULD AVOID MIDWEST VEGAS (ED)
1/24/1990 A063 ^COLLEGE TEACHES MORE THAN CLASSES
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BORDEWYK KRIS
BOY SCOUTS
BOYLES KEVIN
BRALEY ANN
BRANUM JUDY
BRETSCH CAREY
BRIGGS HILTON
BRIGGS SCHOLARS
BRIGGS STEPHEN
BROADCASTING
BROCKMUELLER GORDO
BROOKINGS SD
BROST KRISTIN
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/31/1990 A061 DRINKERS GIVEN NEW ALTERNATIVE CED)
2/07/1990 A063 XLOOKING TO THE STARS FOR GUIDANCE
2/14/1990 A061 ONE SLATE DOES NOT PROVIDE CHOICE (ED)
2/21/1990 A063 KLAUNDRY OFFERS SELF-DEFENSE COURSE
2/28/1990 A061 LEGISLATURE NEEDS TO LIMIT BILLS (ED)
3/21/1990 A083 INNOVATIVE TECHNIQUES OFFER TEAM BONDING
3/28/1990 A061 LEARNING TAKES BACK SEAT (ED)
4/04/1990 A063 *SPRING RUSHES IN TV ROOM ROMANCE
4/19/1990 A081 DESERVES MORE THAN TRENDY OBSERVANCE (ED)
4/25/1990 A063 *PREGNANCY STILL WHISPERED MYSTERY
5/02/1990 AlOl NEWSPAPER INK EXISTS IN FAMILY (ED)
2/01/1989 D021 XREAL TROOPERS
4/25/1990 A091 *HANGING ON
4/05/1989 A023 MAGICIAN INCORPORATES CONTEMPORARY MAGIC (FISCHBACH)
9/07/1988 C023 MATURITY ATTEMPTS SHOT DOWN
9/14/1988 C021 FORGETFULNESS PLAGUES STUDENT
9/21/1988 C021 COMPUTERLESS INTELLECT MAKES LIFE DIFFICULT
9/28/1988 C021 MEETINGS BECOME SOCIAL OUTLET
10/05/1988 C024 ETHNOCENTRISM STABS AT IGNORANT STUDENTS
10/19/1988 C021 HAIRSPRAY REACHES NEW HEIGHTS
10/26/1988 coil HOMETOWN WEEKLY PAPERS CHARM
11/02/1988 coil SATISFIED WITH UNCOOL SOCIAL STATUS
11/09/1988 C021 TRIP REVEALS STATE'S INFINITE VARIETY
11/16/1988 C024 LIFE'S PECULIARITIES DIFFICULT TO GRASP
11/30/1988 C021 FAMILY THANKSGIVING DIFFERS FROM TRADITIONS
12/07/1988 C014 FINALS WEEK DEMANDS
12/14/1988 C024 TEENAGERS BOTHER MATURE MOVIE GOERS
1/18/1989 C025 STRESS RELIEF EFFORT ENDS WITH TENSION
1/25/1989 C023 MALE EATING HABITS CONTRAST FEMALE ...
2/01/1989 C021 PARKING SHORTAGE PROBLEMS PALE
2/08/1989 C024 NAME CHANGE OFFERS NEW OPTIONS
2/15/1989 C024 EVERYONE FANTASIZES ABOUT TRANSFORMATION
2/22/1989 C021 FASHION IRRELEVANT DURING WINTER
3/15/1989 C024 SPRING BREAK HOMEWORK EFFORTS
3/30/1989 C021 PAIN OF WISDOM TEETH, ORAL SURGEON
4/05/1989 C021 HIGH SCHOOL VISITORS FAIR GAME
4/12/1989 C021 UNIVERSITY RIVALRY STARTED EARLY
4/19/1989 C021 PERFORMERS ARE ORDINARY PEOPLE
4/26/1989 C021 APRIL'S PECULIARITIES CONFUSE, IRRITATE
5/03/1989 C021 THANK YOUS, COMPLIMENTS OVERRIDE
9/06/1989 A061 CHILD DEVELOPMENT NEEDS CURRICULUM REVIEW
4/19/1990 A065 GRADUATE HONORED FOR WORK IN ENGINEERING (HEINE)
9/20/1989 A091 SDSU LEADERS CONTRIBUTE TO PUBLICATION (HUTCHES)
10/25/1989 B021 XBRIGGS LEADS CAMPUS INTO PROGRESSIVE ERA (BROWN)
5/02/1990 A051 BRIGGS TRAVELS TO HAITI (ROSTYNE)
5/03/1989 B041 SCHOLARS HOPE TO REGAIN LOST PRESTIGE (KRATZ)
5/03/1989 B041 SCHOLARS HOPE TO REGAIN LOST PRESTIGE (KRATZ)
9/07/1988 A015 WNAX COVERS USD (ARCHER)
9/07/1988 F071 HILSON WILL BE MISSED (SEFRNA)
10/05/1988 BOll AMERICANS GO 'CHANNEL SURFING' (MARTIN)
11/30/1988 D024 PROPOSED CHRISTIAN STATION MAY ADD (LUTTERMAN)
4/19/1989 B041 BROADCASTERS WIN
9/06/1989 A015 ON-CAMPUS STUDENT RADIO STATION TO BEGIN (KRATZ)
3/21/1990 C012 PHONE JAM CLEARED FOR RADIO PROGRAM
3/30/1989 B044 AGRICULTURALIST SELECTED BY STAFF (SVIHOVEC)
9/13/1989 A061 *CAMPUS COMMENTS ON THE TOWN BROOKINGS SD
9/13/1989 A084 STUDENTS MEAN BUSINESS (STEWART)
9/13/1989 A092 GROWTH APPARENT
9/20/1989 AlOl *COMMISSION TO EXAMINE LIQUOR SALES (PAUL)
11/15/1989 AlOl BRKGS EXPERIENCES ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT (FRISVOLD)
3/21/1990 C021 BROOKINGS COUNTY VOTES OUT OF FREEZE
9/14/1988 C013 COCAINE'S FATAL ATTRACTION
9/28/1988 C013 PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE INAPPROPRIATE
10/05/1988 coil STUDENT APATHY NEEDS HOBO DAY NUDGE (ED)
10/19/1988 coil CONDOM DISTRIBUTION STIMULATES THOUGHT (ED)
10/26/1988 C013 OPINIONS ON 24-HOUR VISITATION
11/02/1988 coil CONTRACT PROPOSAL FOR DATE RAPE PREVENTION (ED)
11/09/1988 C013 VOTER DEMORALIZATION, PETTY BEHAVIOR
11/16/1988 coil JUDGEMENT ERROR DESTROYS CAREER (ED)
11/30/1988 C013 SELF DISCIPLINE ONLY CURE
12/07/1988 coil TWISTED FACTS PLAGUE CAMPUS (ED)
12/14/1988 C013 LETTING CONVICTS OUT ONLY ADDS PROBLEMS
1/18/1989 coil JOIN NATION IN RECOGNIZING KING (ED)
1/25/1989 C013 UNDERSTANDING HELPS NOVICES
2/01/1989 coil TRADITIONS DISTANCE STUDENTS FROM PROCESS (ED)
2/08/1989 C013 TO STUDY LONG-TERM SPACE SOLUTIONS
2/22/1989 C013 SPELLING CAUSES JOURNALISTS DILEMMA
3/15/1989 coil DOBSON, KOENECKE CREDITED (ED)
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BROST KRISTIN
BROTHERS JOYCE
BROWN TERENCE
BROWN VERNON
BROWN WILLIAM
BUCKLEY ERNEST
BUDGET-BR
BUDGET-SA
BUDGET-SD
BUDGET-SDSU
BUDGET-US
BUILDINGS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/30/1989 C013 EASTER TRIP HOME SHEDS LIGHT
4/05/1989 coil PENITENTIARY PROBLEMS MERIT INDEPTH INQUIRY (ED)
4/12/1989 C013 EPIDEMIC DISEASE BLANKETS CAMPUS
4/19/1989 coil USD STUDENT POLITICS (ED)
4/26/1989 C013 JOB OPPORTUNITIES DIFFER BETWEEN STATES
5/03/1989 coil MEMORIES EVOKE LAUGHTER, DISMAY (ED)
5/03/1989 C013 COHORT WILL MISS FRIEND'S SUPPORT
2/28/1990 A031 PSYCHOLOGIST TO SPEAK ON ROLES IN 'OOS (COATES)
3/21/1990 A064 SPEECH RESCHEDULED FOR APRIL (COATES)
4/19/1990 A031 KJOYCE BROTHERS ADDRESSES ON ROLES IN 'OOS (COATES)
4/12/1989 A012 NSC PRESIDENT DROPS OUT OF RACE (BROWN)
10/26/1988 coil SALES TAX REGRESSIVE FOR STUDENTS (ED)
11/02/1988 C013 PRESIDENTIAL CHOICES SMALL
11/09/1988 coil VOICING STAND ADMIRABLE (ED)
11/16/1988 C013 ONE COULD MAKE A DIFFERENCE
11/30/1988 coil 'NORMAL' SOMETIMES A DECEIVING WORD (ED)
12/07/1988 C013 DISHWASHING DILEMMA
12/14/1988 coil NOT EVERYONE GOES HOME FOR HOLIDAYS (ED)
1/25/1989 coil FATHER DESERVES VOICE (ED)
2/01/1989 C013 OLYMPIANS UNDERSTAND MEANING OF SPORTSMANSHIP
3/15/1989 C014 HIGHER EDUCATION WILL MISS JORGENSEN
3/30/1989 coil FIRST ANNIVERSARY CALLS FOR REFLECTION ON LAW
4/05/1989 C013 COMMERCIAL PROVOKES THOUGHTS
4/12/1989 coil BOARD'S PUBLIC IMAGE. IMPROVED OVER TIME (ED)
4/19/1989 B051 SENATE APPROVES PAPER EDITOR (MARTIN)
4/19/1989 C013 WORRIES OF FILLING EDITOR'S SHOES
5/03/1989 C013 COHORT WILL MISS FRIEND'S SUPPORT
9/06/1989 A081 OP/ED PAGES OPEN CHANNELS (ED)
9/13/1989 A063 EMPLOYMENT CAN FEEL ENTRAPPING
9/20/1989 A061 TIPS CAN HELP AVOID DATE RAPE
9/27/1989 A063 ABERDEEN VIOLATES FIRST AMENDMENT
10/11/1989 A062 SDSU, USD EDITORS EARN FRIENDSHIP
10/18/1989 A061 STICKER PRICE INCREASE NECESSARY, OVERDUE (ED)
10/25/1989 A063 PRESIDENTS CARRY THROUGH DIFFICULT TIMES
11/08/1989 A081 FUTURE HIDDEN BY CENTENNIAL HOOPLA (ED)
11/15/1989 A063 ALL JOB PROBLEMS RELATE BACK
11/29/1989 A061 UNIVERSITY SHOULD BAN TOBACCO SALES (ED)
12/06/1989 A063 ^ANNUAL CHRISTMAS HOUSECLEANING
12/13/1989 A081 REBOUNDS FROM EARLY SETBACKS IN 'BOS (ED)
1/17/1990 A063 KKING HOLIDAY DESERVES STATE RESPECT
1/24/1990 A061 JOURNALISTS CANNOT WITHHOLD NAMES OF VICTIMS (ED)
1/31/1990 A063 *HUMAN BODY SHAPES REVEAL MORE
1/31/1990 A073 STUDENT DISAGREES WITH EDITOR'S VIEWS (L)
2/07/1990 A061 TUITION FREEZE COULD HALT BRAIN DRAIN (ED)
2/14/1990 A063 KNEW 'BRADY BUNCH' SERIES BRINGS MEMORIES
2/28/1990 A063 KCOLLEGIAN EARNS TOP HONORS
3/21/1990 A081 PUBLIC'S PERCEPTION OF MANSION CASE (ED)
3/28/1990 A063 KJOB SEARCH BEGINS
4/04/1990 A061 TASK FORCE DOESN'T LIVE UP TO NAME (ED)
4/19/1990 A083 KSIGHTS, SOUNDS, SMELLS OF SEASON
4/25/1990 A061 ADMINISTRATION COMPROMISE (ED)
5/02/1990 A103 JtWORK, PLAY CAN BE SYNONYMOUS
2/21/1990 Alll KTENOR MAKES 3RD VISIT TO SDSU (HANSEN)
2/22/1989 A012 RECEIVING CANCER TREATMENT (BROWN)
9/06/1989 A031 KFRIENDS, FAMILY REMEMBER BUCKLEY (BROWN)
4/04/1990 A091 KAWARD NAMED FOR FORMER EDUCATOR (HUTCHES)
4/19/1990 A123 LEGISLATOR HONORED
9/20/1989 A081 CITY LEADERS APPROVE BUDGET INCREASE (STEWART)
11/09/1988 A015 UNIVERSITY THEATER BUDGET RECEIVES BOOST (TRAUTMANN)
11/30/1988 A014 HEALTH SERVICE, HOBO DAY GET INCREASED ALLOCATIONS
2/15/1989 A013 UAFBC FOLLOWS SA SUGGESTIONS (MARTIN)
9/13/1989 A012 TOUGHER BUDGET DEADLINE PENALTIES (ROSS)
9/20/1989 A041 BUDGET DEADLINES APPROACH (DONOHOE)
2/28/1990 A035 REQUESTED FUNDS GIVEN TO SA SENATE (FEICKERT)
12/07/1988 A012 GOVERNOR RECOMMENDS $13.8 MILLION INCREASE (BROWN)
12/06/1989 A012 KGOVERNOR'S BUDGET FOCUSES ON EDUCATION (KOHLMAN)
SEE ALSO SA-BUDGET
2/01/1989 C013 FACULTY CUTS WON'T PAY OFF
3/30/1989 A012 WAGNER PLEASED WITH LEGISLATURE'S FUNDING (BROWN)
10/25/1989 B064 TUITION, FUNDING INCREASES (KRATZ)
9/14/1988 C021 ADMINISTRATORS USE 0MB TO STALL AGENCIES
1/25/1989 C021 REAGAN TO BLAME FOR FEDERAL DEFICITS (L)
9/28/1988 A014 KADMINISTRATORS TAKE ON HANDICAPPED TRAILS (BROST)
10/05/1988 D034 BUILDING MAY ATTRACT BUSINESS (FRISVOLD)
10/19/1988 B031 KLOOK OUT BELOW
2/01/1989 A015 GROUNDS KEEPER ACCUSED OF SPYING
2/01/1989 B021 FIRST WOMEN'S RESIDENCE HALLS WEATHER TIME (BAMSEY)
4/05/1989 B045 KCIGARETTE TAX BUILDS HALL (BAMSEY)
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SUBJECT
BUILDINGS
BURDICK GARY
BURGLARIES
BURGLARIES-SF
BURKE ROBERT
BUSCH AMY
BUSH GEORGE
BUSINESS
CABLE TELEVISION
CADENA PANCHO
CAFFEINE
CALDWELL ADA
CALLAWAY C WAYNE
CAMPANILE
CAMPUS
CAMPUS COMMENTS
CAMPUS COMMUNITY
CAMPUS POLICE
CAMPUSES
CANAAN CHARLES
CANAAN JIM
CANCER
CANTRELL WALLY
CAP
CAP CENTER
CAPERS
CAPITAL
CAREER S ACADEMIC
CAREER SERVICE
CAREERS
CAREY BRENT
CAREY JOAN
CARLSON JAMES
CARLSON LOREN
CARLSON TIM
CARPENTER ROGER
CARRETTE PAUL
CARTOONS
CARWASH
CASPER DAVID
CASPER'S CAFE
CASSEN CRAIG
CATHOLIC CAMPUS
CATS
CEGLIAN JIM
CENSORSHIP
CENSUS
CENTENNIALS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
4/26/1989 B034 ^ADMINISTRATION BUILDING ENDURES CHANGES (HAUG)
9/06/1989 A012 KSOLBERG'S UPPER FLOORS CONDEMNED (COATES)
10/25/1989 B041 UNIFIED EFFORT FOR NEW BUILDING (MARTIN)
2/21/1990 A071 KGAIN BARGAIN AT STUDENT'S EXPENSE
3/21/1990 A014 *RECENT STRUCTURAL REPAIRS MAKE SAFER (COATES)
3/21/1990 A03I BOOKSTORE MAY UTILIZE STORAGE SPACE (MERSCH)
9/20/1989 A035 STUDENT BURGLARS CAUGHT (BROWN)
3/21/1990 coil COPPER BURGLARY YIELDS FEW LEADS
11/09/1988 E021 *ONE HOUR IMPACTS GRADES (BOHLENDER)
9/13/1989 A04I *PROFESSOR TAKES ON NEW CHALLENGES (COATES)
10/18/1989 AI35 BEHAVIOR PROVES DIFFICULT TO CHANGE (BUTTARO)
I/31/I990 A03I REGISTRATION FLOWS FASTER AFTER CHANGES (HAUG)
3/28/1990 A012 KSTUDENT AFFAIRS NAMES ASSOCIATE DEAN (COATES)
2/01/1989 A012 KPEPPING 'EM UP
11/02/1988 A014 BUSH VOWS TO CAMPAIGN (MARTIN)
9/13/1989 A061 STATE CITIZENS SHOULD SUPPORT BUSH'S POLICY (ED)
9/20/1989 A015 ^PRESIDENT BYPASSES EDUCATION IN SPEECH (BROWN)
9/20/1989 A063 GEORGE BUSH'S SIOUX FALLS TRIP DISAPPOINTS
SEE ALSO RETAIL TRADES
1/25/1989 D024 ^SUCCESSFUL YEAR DESPITE DROUGHT
9/13/1989 A084 STUDENTS MEAN BUSINESS (STEWART)
4/19/1990 AI33 *CITY EARNS SEVERAL NEW BUSINESSES (MARTIN)
SEE TELEVISION CABLE
9/06/1989 Alll *HEALTH KICK
1/24/1990 A114 KCAFFEINE IN SODA POP JOLTS STUDENTS (SCOTT)
10/25/1989 B061 PROFESSOR DESIGNS CAMPUS SCENES (FRISVOLD)
10/18/1989 A041 *LECTURER DISCUSSES HEALTH ERAS (HINZMAN)
11/16/1988 A014 CAMPANILE REPAIR FUNDS REQUESTED (KRATZ)
2/22/1989 B044 *TOWER HONORS GRADUATE'S ANNIVERSARY (THIBODEAU)
10/25/1989 B015 BELLS OF HIGHER LEARNING (ANDERSON)
4/04/1990 A012 *T0 CONSIDER CAMPUS ENVIRONMENT ISSUES (COATES)
4/19/1990 AlOl WORKMEN TAKE TIME TO GET THE CAMPUS...
9/06/1989 A081 *CAMPUS COMMENTS--AN INCREASED NUMBER OF STUDENTS
5/02/1990 A021 SA FORMS RELATIONS GROUP (COATES)
SEE POLICE CAMPUS
12/13/1989 A105 TASK FORCE TO STUDY ISSUES (HUTCHES)
2/01/1989 EOll FESTIVAL OF MALE VOICES FOR CHORAL DAY (FEICKERT)
12/13/1989 A143 *VOCAL MUSIC OFFERS CHANCE TO PERFORM (SCOTT)
1/17/1990 A121 ^STATESMEN TRAVEL TO PIERRE FOR CONVENTION (HANSEN)
2/01/1989 B013 KKEEPING BUSY
2/22/1989 A012 RECEIVING CANCER TREATMENT (BROWN)
9/21/1988 AOll DISABLED ADVISER HELPS HANDICAPPED (CECIL)
4/05/1989 B053 INCREASED AWARENESS LEADS TO CHANGES (BROST)
SEE CAREER 8 ACADEMIC
2/21/1990 A114 CAP CENTER PROVIDES SOLUTION (MOSTEK)
1/17/1990 A124 KCAPERS '90 PAYS TRIBUTE TO CINEMA (MOSTEK)
1/31/1990 A121 XCAPERS '90 CAN'T FORGET '80S (KRUSE)
3/21/1990 A114 GOVERNOR BRINGING HOME
9/27/1989 A041 PLANNING CENTER REACHES OUT (HINZMAN)
10/04/1989 A135 *TUTOR, TUTOREE GAIN FROM PROCESS (LEE)
4/19/1989 B043 EMPLOYEE PRAISED
SEE OCCUPATIONS
2/28/1990 A041 *MIDNIGHT CALLER
10/26/1988 E013 ^SECRETARIES TACKLE A VARIETY OF TASKS (PETERSON)
10/11/1989 A014 NEW DISABLED ADVISER HELPS OTHERS (CECIL)
2/14/1990 A031 *ADVISER SEES PERSONALITIES INSTEAD OF... (BROWN)
2/01/1989 D021 PROFESSORS REQUEST GOVERNMENT CHANGES (FRISVOLD)
12/13/1989 A044 *HARVESTING A WIN
4/05/1989 D031 LOUNGE OWNER TO CONSTRUCT NEW TEEN CENTER (FRISVOLD)
2/22/1989 B041 'WEIRD' MACHINES COMPETE (MARTIN)
1/31/1990 A073 1990S CARTOON REFERRING TO SEX OFFENDS SOME (L)
4/19/1990 A094 XCARTOONS ENTERTAIN AT ANY AGE
9/28/1988 D021 *NEW CARWASH TO OFFER... (MAULE)
10/18/1989 A053 STAFFERS HONORED
2/22/1989 E024 RESTAURANT PROVIDES HOME COOKING (GREEN)
11/08/1989 A161 *HARRIERS WIN CONFERENCE, BOUND FOR NATIONALS (LAM)
11/02/1988 B023 BISHOP ANNOUNCES CHANGES FOR PARISH (LEE)
4/25/1990 A131 *STUDENTS CARE FOR CAT (SLY)
9/07/1988 B035 NEWLY ELECTED
3/28/1990 A074 *CITY HAS NO RIGHT TO CENSOR
2/28/1990 A105 FARM CENSUS SHOWS UNUSUAL NUMBER CHANGE (HEINE)
3/28/1990 A012 CENSUS INCLUDES SDSU STUDENTS (HUTCHES)
3/28/1990 A095 BUREAU PLANNING FOR 1990 CENSUS (FRISVOLD)
SEE ALSO BICENTENNIALS
9/07/1988 E013 SHOW HONORS CENTURY (FEICKERT)
9/2I/I988 D013 CENTENNIAL COMMITTEE RECEIVES FUNDING (FRISVOLD)
10/19/1988 D024 NAMED CENTENNIAL ALUMNI
11/09/1988 D013 INSTRUCTOR SELECTED CENTENNIAL ALUMNUS (LUTTERMAN)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER NOTATION
CENTENNIALS
CENTER FOR INNOVAT
CENTRAL AMERICA
CENTURY II
CERAMICS
CHAMBER MUSIC
CHAPPELL GARY
CHAUVINISM
CHECKS
11/16/1988 AOll SOUTH DAKOTA PROUD PRODUCTION COMPANY (TAYLOR)
12/07/1988 D021 FESTIVAL OF TREES USHERS IN THE CENTENNIAL
12/1A/1988 AGIA PLAZA TO ELIMINATE PARKING (MARTIN)
1/18/1989 B015 WALK HELPS STATE CAMPUS CELEBRATE (BAMSEY)
1/18/1989 E021 PIONEER HARDSHIPS PORTRAYED (SCOTT)
1/25/1989 E031 *DANCE TROUPE FOR STATE CENTENNIAL (FEICKERT)
2/08/1989 A021 EXTENSIVE PLANNING HELPS (TAYLOR)
2/22/1989 B0A4 JfTOWER HONORS GRADUATE'S ANNIVERSARY (THIBODEAU)
2/22/1989 E021 *PROUD
3/15/1989 BOAl *SDSU'S OUTDOOR THEATER (ROSS)
3/15/1989 C021 SHOULD VIEW AND APPRECIATE 'PROUD' (L)
A/12/1989 A013 STUDENTS TRAIN CENTENNIAL OXEN (JAMES)
A/12/1989 E031 *EXPERIENCE CELEBRITY STATUS WHILE TOURING (GREEN)
A/19/1989 DOll STATE CENTENNIAL GAMES SLATED (FRISVOLD)
A/26/1989 DOll *MICKELSON TO UNVEIL CENTENNIAL STAMP
10/11/1989 A091 CONFLICT, CONTROVERSY MARKED STATE ISSUES (PAUL)
10/18/1989 AOll NATIVE AMERICAN SEMINAR PLANNED
11/08/1989 A081 FUTURE HIDDEN BY CENTENNIAL HOOPLA (ED)
SEE CITE
2/15/1989 C021 RESURRECTION BELIEVERS SHOULD DEMAND
9/21/1988 BOll PROGRAM CELEBRATES CENTURY (SLOWEY)
11/15/1989 A012 KSMOOTH GOING
SEE MUSIC CHAMBER
3/30/1989 B025 PROFESSORS HONORED
3/15/1989 C02A FEMALES CONFUSE CHIVALRY, CHAUVINISM
1/25/1989 B025 BAD CHECKS CREATE DILEMMAS (ROSS)
12/06/1989 A091 NEW CARD TO END CHECKING PROBLEMS (AVOK)
12/06/1989 A103 HOLIDAY SEASON BRINGS BAD CHECKS (PAUL)
11/16/1988 EOAl *MALE CHEERLEADERS SHATTER STEREOTYPES (SCOTT)
1/18/1989 COIA AUGUSTANA BOOSTERS APPLAUD CHEERLEADERS (L)
11/15/1989 A012 *CHEERLEADERS BOYCOTT SEASON-ENDING GAME (MATTISON)
11/15/1989 A071 STUDENT VOICES DEMANDING CHANGE
11/29/1989 AOll CHEERLEADERS RETURN TO COURT
2/21/1990 AOAA «EWREY FACULTY COLLIQUIUM OFFERS SPEECHES (COATES)
2/28/1990 AOAl *PROFESSER EXPERIENCES LIFE IN CHINA (OWEN)
9/27/1989 A015 EXPLOSIVE CHEMICALS REMOVED FROM CAMPUS (BROWN)
9/07/1988 BOIA SDSU GAINS CHEMISTRY DOCTORAL (MARTIN)
12/IA/I988 A0I5 HUMANITIES ELIMINATED FOR CHEMISTRY PROGRAM (KRATZ)
2/01/1989 B02A NEW DOCTORAL PROGRAM ATTRACTS PROFESSOR (ROSS)
A/26/1989 A013 CHEMISTRY TO OFFER DOCTORATE NEXT FALL (ROSS)
9/06/1989 A061 CHILD DEVELOPMENT NEEDS CURRICULUM REVIEW
IO/OA/1989 A05I PROJECT MERGE AIDS SPECIAL NEEDS CHILDREN (ROSTYNE)
12/07/1988 E033 ^THEATER FOR RELAYING IMPORTANT MESSAGE (TAYLOR)
10/26/1988 B025 NEEDY CHILDREN GET HELP FROM SENATE (RAMSEY)
11/09/1988 B015 ^PROFESSOR TRAVELS TO TEACH CHINESE (LEE)
12/07/1988 B021 *CHINESE EMPHASIZE FAMILY MORALS (THIBODEAU)
12/07/1988 B021 EASTERN COUNTRY SEEKS NEEDED ELBOW ROOM (SLOWEY)
11/15/1989 A031 KREPORTER DESCRIBES CHINA CRISIS EXPERIENCE (MERSCH)
2/28/1990 AOAl *PROFESSER EXPERIENCES LIFE IN CHINA (OWEN)
9/1A/1988 B033 KPROFESSOR OFFERS FOREIGN INSIGHT (BLY)
9/21/1988 EOll ACROBATS TO PERFORM FEATS (FEICKERT)
2/08/1989 BOll *THE YEAR OF THE SNAKE
1/31/1990 A051 KCELEBRATE 'THE YEAR OF THE HORSE' (CECIL)
SEE MUSIC CHOIR
NUTRITIONIST WARNS ABOUT CHOLESTEROL (BAMSEY)
SEE MUSIC CHORUS
A/0A/I990 A055 ^STRIKE THREE
II/30/I988 AOll *TREE HUNTING
11/30/1988 coil CAMPUS COMMENTS ON CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
11/30/1988 E021 *STUDENTS INTO SHOPPING SPIRIT (FEICKERT)
II/30/I988 E025 ORNAMENTS TELL HISTORY (PETERSON)
12/07/1988 A013 ^CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
12/07/1988 COIA OWNERS SEEK RETURN OF STOLEN LIGHTS (L)
12/07/1988 D021 FESTIVAL OF TREES USHERS IN THE CENTENNIAL
12/07/1988 E035 FAMED MUSICAL WORK CELEBRATES CHRISTMAS (BOHLENDER)
12/IA/1988 BOII *IN THE SPIRIT
I2/IA/I988 C02I HUMAN LIVES FILLED WITH WAITING
12/1A/1988 C02A MATHEWS HALL LIGHTS STOLEN (L)
I2/1A/I988 DOII 3CCHRISTMAS ON THE WAY
12/1A/1988 E021 SANTA DISCUSSES LIFE AT THE NORTH POLE (PETERSON)
IO/OA/1989 AlOl POLES APPROVED
12/06/1989 A063 *ANNUAL CHRISTMAS HOUSECLEANING
12/06/1989 A071 ^CHRISTMAS SPIRIT WOUND NOT BE RECOGNIZED
12/06/1989 A085 *'TIS THE SEASON (SCOTT)
12/06/1989 AlOl *FINISHING TOUCH
12/06/1989 A103 HOLIDAY SEASON BRINGS BAD CHECKS (PAUL)
12/13/1989 A081 *CAMPUS COMMENTS--SANTA CLAUS THIS YEAR
12/13/1989 A105 ANGEL TREE GIVES (MARTIN)
CHEERLEADERS
CHEEVER HERBERT
CHEMICALS
CHEMISTRY
CHILD DEVELOPMENT
CHILD PROTECTION
CHILD WELFARE
CHINA
CHINESE
CHOIR
CHOLESTEROL
CHORUS
CHRISTENSEN CHRIS
CHRISTMAS
A/26/1989 B02A
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CHRISTMAS
CHURCH CHRIST
CHURCH METHODIST
CITE
CITIES 8 TOWNS
CITY EMPLOYEES
CITY GOVERNMENT
CITY ORDINANCES
CIVIL AIR PATROL
CIVIL ENGINEERING
CLARK VIRGINIA
CLASSES
CLAUSON MICHELLE
CLUB 514
CLUBS
COIN
COLBY JUANITA
COLLECTORS
COLLEGE PLANNING
COLLEGES/UNIV-SD
COLLEGIAN
COMEDIANS
COMEDY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/13/1989 A121
9/06/1989 A13<i
1/24/1990 A033
5/02/1990 A141
9/27/1989
11/16/1988
11/30/1988
2/08/1989
10/25/1989
2/28/1990
4/19/1990
9/13/1989
3/30/1989
4/12/1989
2/21/1990
9/14/1988
9/21/1988
9/21/1988
10/26/1988
11/02/1988
2/15/1989
3/28/1990
2/07/1990
3/28/1990
1/25/1989
9/13/1989
12/13/1989
11/15/1989
9/20/1989
4/19/1990
11/02/1988
9/07/1988
9/07/1988
9/28/1988
10/05/1988
12/14/1988
1/25/1989
2/01/1989
2/01/1989
2/08/1989
2/08/1989
2/15/1989
2/15/1989
2/22/1989
3/15/1989
4/12/1989
4/26/1989
5/03/1989
5/03/1989
9/20/1989
9/27/1989
10/25/1989
12/13/1989
2/07/1990
2/14/1990
2/28/1990
3/28/1990
4/04/1990
4/19/1990
4/25/1990
11/09/1988
4/19/1989
4/19/1989
5/03/1989
5/03/1989
9/06/1989
11/15/1989
12/13/1989
2/14/1990
2/21/1990
2/28/1990
5/02/1990
2/08/1989
9/14/1988
A063
A014
A013
DOll
Alll
AlOl
A114
A084
B014
B031
A044
AOll
A015
coil
AOll
C0l4
B021
A021
A051
AIOl
BOll
A114
A031
A103
A051
A121
B031
AOll
D021
coil
A012
DOll
A024
A012
D021
A012
C024
A012
coil
C013
DOll
C021
C014
BOll
DOll
A094
A012
B061
A105
A016
AO 12
A012
A016
A061
A012
A014
C024
B051
C013
con
C024
A081
A073
AO 61
A071
A015
A063
A014
E025
E021
STUDENTS AGONIZE OVER 'PERFECT GIFT* (ROSS)
UCC ORGANIZES CHURCH IN BROOKINGS CLEE)
STUDENTS, ADVISER TRAVEL TO HAITI (COATES)
*CITE OFFERS OPPORTUNITY FOR RESEARCH (PAUL)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF TOWNS
ABERDEEN VIOLATES FIRST AMENDMENT
PASSES HOUSE PARTY RECOMMENDATIONS (BORDEWYK)
BLAME TAX DEFEAT ON MISUNDERSTANDING (AVOK)
XBATTLE REALTOR OVER HOME'S FATE (AVOK)
RENOVATION OF PRIVATE HOME (AVOK)
KPRUNTY ANNOUNCES MAYORAL CAMPAIGN (MARTIN)
^FORMER BROOKINGS MAYOR ELECTED (FRISVOLD)
SEE ORDINANCES
CIVIL AIR PATROL TRAINED, READY (MARTIN)
SEVEN UNIVERSITIES MEET FOR CONFERENCE (KRATZ)
NEW BUSINESS MAJOR PLANNED (BAMSEY)
KSEWREY FACULTY COLLIQUIUM OFFERS SPEECHES (COATES)
MANDATORY SYLLABI GAINS SENATE NOD (TRAUTMANN)
SA APPROVES SYLLABI RESOLUTION (TRAUTMANN)
KCAMPUS COMMENTS
ACADEMIC SENATE RECOMMENDS SYLLABI (MARTIN)
CLASSES HINDER PERSONAL FULFILLMENT
KCLASSROOM ENTHUSIASM CREATES SUCCESS (THIBODEAU)
CLASS ADJUSTMENTS MADE DURING SUMMER (COATES)
SDSU GRADUATE HONORED (COATES)
^OVERCOMES HURDLES TO GAIN SOLID FOOTING (FRISVOLD)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF CLUBS
LEARNING ABOUT IT
FAIR RECRUITS CLUB MEMBERS (SCOTT)
NEW CLUB WORKS TO BETTER RELATIONS (MERSCH)
COINS APPROVED
NON-TRAD COORDINATOR SETS GOALS (MERSCH)
KSPENDS SPARE TIME WITH UNUSUAL HOBBY (PAUL)
PROGRAM OFFERS EXPOSURE (SLOWEY)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF COLLEGES/UNIV
REQUEST EXTRA 19.9 MILLION (BROWN)
REGENTS PLAN HEARING
CAMPUS COMMENTS ON CHANGING THE NAME OF COLLEGES
*DAKOTA STATE HEADS ENROLLMENT INCREASE (MAULE)
STUDENT LEADER LOBBIES FOR NAME CHANGE (MAULE)
STATE COLLEGES TO BECOME UNIVERSITIES (BROWN)
SENATE PASSES NAME CHANGE BILL (HUTCHES)
LEGISLATORS DISCUSS NAME CHANGE BILL (HUTCHES)
NAME CHANGE BICKERING HARMED SHED (HUTCHES)
NAME CHANGE OFFERS NEW OPTIONS
USD STUDENT STARTS PETITION (AVOK)
*CAMPUS COMMENTS ON THE COLLEGE NAME
XNAME CHANGE, BUDGET, FEDERATION...
STATE SCHOOL ENROLLMENT INCREASES (AVOK)
UNIVERSITY RIVALRY STARTED EARLY
UNIVERSITIES NOT UP TO THEIR DEFINITIONS
PARTNERSHIP WITH TRIBALLY OWNED COLLEGES (GIAGO)
PETITION REMAINS IN EARLY STAGES (AVOK)
REGENTS EASE REQUIREMENTS (BROWN)
DAKOTA STATE TOPS ENROLLMENT INCREASE (HUTCHES)
NAME CHANGE SPARKS CONTROVERSY (BAMSEY)
TASK FORCE TO STUDY ISSUES (HUTCHES)
SENATOR WANTS TUITION FREEZE (HUTCHES)
UNIVERSITY TUITION FREEZE DIES IN SENATE (HUTCHES)
HIGHER EDUCATION GOALS RECEIVE OPPOSITION (HUTCHES)
HIGHER EDUCATION FACES FIGHT (HUTCHES)
TASK FORCE DOESN'T LIVE UP TO NAME (ED)
REGENTS RECOMMEND CAMPUSES BAN SALES (HUTCHES)
TO STUDY STATE'S TUITION RATES (HUTCHES)
GRAPHIC NEEDED ATTRIBUTION (L)
SENATE APPROVES PAPER EDITOR (MARTIN)
WORRIES OF FILLING EDITOR'S SHOES
MEMORIES EVOKE LAUGHTER, DISMAY (ED)
STUDENT APPRECIATES CELEBRATION, COLLEGIAN (L)
OP/ED PAGES OPEN CHANNELS (ED)
MORE HOBO DAY COVERAGE IN COLLEGIAN (L)
KFROM THE STAFF OF THE COLLEGIAN
READER TIRED OF CONTINUAL PREACHING (L)
COLLEGIAN INTERVIEWS, ENDORSES SLATES
KCOLLEGIAN EARNS TOP HONORS
COLLEGIAN RANKS IN NATIONAL CONTEST
COMIC BEGAN CAREER IN AMATEUR NIGHT (TAYLOR)
K'KRACK ME UP' COMEDY TROUPE (ELL)
II -
SUBJECT
COMMENCEMENT
COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNISM
COMPLAINTS
COMPUTERS
CONAHAN WALT
CONCERTS
CONDOMS
CONSERVATION
CONSTRUCTION
CONSUMERS
CONTRACEPTIVES
COOKIES
COOKING
COPPER
COPYING
COSTELLO WILLIAM
COSTNER KEVIN
COSTUMES
COTTON SHELDON
COUNSELING
COUNTRY CLUB
COUNTY GOVT-BRO
COYOTES
CRAZY HORSE
CREATIVITY
CREDIT CARDS
CRIME 8 CRIMINALS
CRIMINAL JUSTICE
CRONKITE WALTER
CROSS COUNTRY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/02/1990 AOIl COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES SET FOR SATURDAY
3/15/1989 B02A MOST EFFECTIVE WHEN DEALING WITH PEOPLE CLEE)
9/13/1989 A07A COLUMNIST MISTAKEN ABOUT COMMUNISM (L)
10/11/1989 A07A STUDENT TIRES OF COMPLAINTS (L)
9/14/1988 A012 XHIGH-TECH WITH COMPUTERS (MARTIN)
9/21/1988 C02I COMPUTERLESS INTELLECT MAKES LIFE DIFFICULT
9/28/1988 A014 MACHINE MALFUNCTION SHUTS DOWN ONLINE (MARTIN)
10/05/1988 BOII PLANNING TO MAKE SDSU TOPS (KRATZ)
10/26/1988 B021 KCOMPUTER INVESTMENT
1/25/1989 B025 UPDATE PLAN ENTERS FINALIZING STAGE (LEE)
2/08/1989 B014 PHONATHON HELPS RAISE COMPUTER FUNDS (HAUG)
2/15/1989 BOll TO HELP STUDENTS LEARN ECONOMICS (BAMSEY)
4/19/1989 BOll VIRUS STRIKES UNIVERSITY COMPUTERS (CECIL)
10/04/1989 AOll STUDENT RECEIVES APPLE COMPUTER
11/15/1989 A016 COMPUTERS STOLEN FROM VISUAL ARTS (BROWN)
1/24/1990 A044 COMPUTER LAB TO OPEN IN HANSEN HALL (ROSTYNE)
2/07/1990 A012 STUDENTS ADMIT TO TAKING COMPUTERS (BROWN)
2/07/1990 A033 COMPUTER LAB OPENS
3/21/1990 A012 THREE STUDENTS BEGIN JAIL TERMS (BROWN)
4/19/1990 AI31 WAVE OF FARM FUTURE IN TECHNOLOGY (FEICKERT)
2/22/1989 B031 HELPS SOLICIT FUNDS TO BETTER COLLEGE
9/27/1989 A051 FOUNDATION LEAVES ALUMNI CENTER (CECIL)
2/28/1990 A016 UNIVERSITY RELATIONS NAMES ACTING DIRECTOR
SEE MUSIC CONCERTS .
10/19/1988 BOII aeFREE HANDOUT
10/19/1988 coil CONDOM DISTRIBUTION STIMULATES THOUGHT (ED)
10/19/1988 C014 CONDOMS NOT ALWAYS SAFE (L)
11/29/1989 A053 SA CALLS FOR CONDOM SALES (COATES)
12/06/1989 A06I KCAMPUS COMMENTS--CONDOMS
3/21/1990 A012 CAMPUS PHARMACY SELLS FEWER CONTRACEPTIVES (ROSTYNE)
2/08/1989 C021 COLUMNIST GIVES DEFINITION OF CONSERVATION
2/15/1989 F044 ORGANIZATION AIDS SPORTSMEN (FORMAN)
2/I4/I990 AI4I ^CONSERVATION OFFICER'S HOURS LONG (FORMAN)
2/28/1990 AI51 NATURE GROUPS' EFFORTS AID BIRD (FORMAN)
2/07/1990 A095 *SOUND FOUNDATION
11/08/1989 Alll *CREDIT COMPANIES TARGET STUDENTS (PAUL)
1/17/1990 A094 PLANS LEGISLATION TO PROTECT CONSUMERS (FRISVOLD)
SEE ALSO CONDOMS, FAMILY PLANNING
12/13/1989 A012 ^PHARMACY TO SELL CONTRACEPTIVES
10/18/1989 A074 MARRIOTT COOKIES PROVIDE INSPIRATION
10/04/1989 A025 KWHAT'S COOKING
3/2I/I990 B012 *WOMAN CHERISHES REGIONAL COOKING
3/21/1990 coil COPPER BURGLARY YIELDS FEW LEADS
9/20/1989 A012 CONSIDERING RESOLUTION AGAINST STATE TAX (ROSS)
10/04/1989 A0I5 SA, DEAN OPPOSE SALES TAX (ROSS)
2/14/1990 A091 LIBRARY FIGHTS COPYING TAX (PAUL)
9/06/1989 A071 PROFESSORS HONORED
11/08/1989 A131 KCOSTNER PRODUCES MOVIE ON LOCATION IN SD (ROSS)
2/14/1990 A044 ^MAKING A MATCH
2/08/1989 A014 GOVERNOR ACCUSED OF USING PULL (BROWN)
2/08/1989 coil GOVERNOR SHOULD STAY OUT OF HIRINGS (ED)
10/19/1988 C014 DIRECTOR CLARIFIES JOB TITLE (L)
12/07/1988 E053 *TALK SHARED AT LISTENING POST (FISCHBACH)
1/25/1989 A012 HEALTH SERVICE REDIRECTS FUNDS (MARTIN)
1/25/1989 coil XSHOULD HEALTH SERVICE REDIRECT FUNDS
4/19/1989 B033 ADDICTIVE RELATIONSHIPS CAUSE PROBLEMS (HAUG)
5/03/1989 B021 COUNSELING DEPARTMENT CHANGES GRADUATE DEGREE (ROSS)
9/27/1989 A041 SERVICE CUTS DOWN NIGHT TIME HOURS (ROSS)
4/25/1990 AI64 SPORT VIOLENT CONTRARY TO BELIEFS (SANDQUIST)
9/28/1988 A012 INSURANCE OMEN COULD MAUNT STUDENTS (BROWN)
10/19/1988 A016 COMMISSION MISTAKEN (BROWN)
3/2I/I990 C021 BROOKINGS COUNTY VOTES OUT OF FREEZE
1/31/1990 A131 COYOTES ARE MARKED PREDATORS (FISHBURNE)
1/31/1990 A041 CRAZY HORSE SCHOLARSHIP OFFERS BENEFITS (ROSTYNE)
9/20/1989 A073 NEW ACTIVITY STIMULATES CREATIVITY
11/08/1989 Alll XCREDIT COMPANIES TARGET STUDENTS (PAUL)
9/21/1988 D021 BROOKINGS' CRIME RATE LOWER (AVOK)
2/01/1989 A015 GROUNDS KEEPER ACCUSED OF SPYING
2/01/1989 A0I5 WOMAN LIES ABOUT LIBRARY ASSAULT
11/09/1988 AOll DEMOCRATS PROTEST FURLOUGH FILM (BROST)
I0/I8/I989 A1I5 CRONKITE HONORED
SEE ALSO TRACK TEAM
9/07/1988 F031 RUNNIN' RABBITS (GOHEEN)
9/I4/I988 F034 GROON WINS CHAMPIONSHIP AT ST JOHN'S (GOHEEN)
9/2I/I988 F024 *JACK MEN DOMINATE AT AUGIE (GOHEEN)
9/21/1988 F031 GROON HAVING FUN (GOHEEN)
9/28/1988 F031 OSTER GETS SECOND (GOHEEN)
9/28/1988 F043 SDSU WINS MANKATO STATE INVITATIONAL (GOHEEN)
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CROSS COUNTRY
CROSS COUNTRY SKI
CROW JIM
CSELOVSZKI JOHN
CULTURAL CENTER
CULTURE CONFLICT
CURTIN TERRANCE
CURTIS TONY
CYCLING
DAIRY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/05/1988 F033 JACKS GET EIGHTH AT U OF M
10/19/1988 FOIl HARRIERS PLACE lOTH AT ISU (GOHEEN)
10/19/1988 F02A WOMEN WIN USD INVITATIONAL (GOHEEN)
10/26/1988 F013 JACK WOMEN DOMINATE (GOHEEN)
10/26/1988 F033 JACKRABBITS PREPARING FOR MEET (GOHEEN)
11/09/1988 F021 JtWOMEN WIN NCC TITLE (GOHEEN)
11/09/1988 FOAl *HARRIER NCC TITLE STREAK ENDS (GOHEEN)
11/16/1988 F023 'RABBITS HOPE FOR STRONG FINISH (GOHEEN)
1I/I6/I988 F024 XGROON'S RUNNING SPARKS WOMEN'S TEAM (LAMBERT)
11/16/1988 F03A JACKS READY FOR CHALLENGE (GOHEEN)
11/30/1988 F033 OSTER ADJUSTS TO CROSS-COUNTRY (LAMBERT)
11/30/1988 F033 HARRIERS REPEAT PERFORMANCE (GOHEEN)
11/30/1988 F036 JACKRABBlTS EIGHTH AT NATIONALS (GOHEEN)
9/06/1989 A203 WOMEN LOOKING FOR GOOD RUNNING YEAR (GOHEEN)
9/06/1989 A205 KMEN'S TEAM PUSHING TO REGAIN NCC TITLE (GOHEEN)
9/13/1989 A151 ALL-AMERICANS LEAD FINISHERS IN TOP TEN (LAMBERT)
9/I3/I989 AI55 *FRONTRUNNERS, DEPTH EQUAL JACKS' VICTORY (GOHEEN)
9/20/1989 AI7I LADY HARRIERS DOMINATE (GOHEEN)
9/20/1989 A185 JACKS USE LOW KEY MEET (LAMBERT)
10/04/1989 A171 RUNNERS LEARN COURSE (LAMBERT)
10/04/1989 A181 AILING TEAM FAIRS WELL (GOHEEN)
10/11/1989 A144 INJURED WOMEN PROVE COMPETITIVE (GOHEEN)
10/11/1989 A151 HARRIERS TACKLE DIVISION I TEAM (LAMBERT)
10/18/1989 A163 JACKRABBIT RUNNERS AGAIN TACKLE BEST (LAMBERT)
10/18/1989 A183 LADY HARRIERS SLOWLY PEAK (GOHEEN)
10/25/1989 A141 *HARRIERS DOMINATE OWN INVITATIONAL (LAMBERT)
10/25/1989 A144 WOMEN TAKE THREE OF TOP FOUR SPOTS (GOHEEN)
11/08/1989 A161 *HARRIERS WIN CONFERENCE, BOUND FOR NATIONALS (LAM)
11/08/1989 A161 *WOMEN HOLD OFF AUGUSTANA TO REPEAT (GOHEEN)
11/15/1989 A151 MEN'S TEAM LOOKING TO REPEAT HISTORY (LAMBERT)
11/15/1989 A151 WOMEN HOPE TO BETTER LAST YEAR'S RACE (GOHEEN)
4/25/1990 A151 ATHLETE LIVES FOR TRADITION (LAMBERT)
SEE SKIING
2/14/1990 A124 *SPRING TRAINING
2/01/1989 E021 HUNGARIAN REFUGEE FINDS FREEDOM (GREEN)
1/18/1989 E031 *CENTER PROMOTES REMEMBRANCE (ANDERSON)
4/26/1989 BOll *DIVERSITY OF EXPERIENCE GAINS IMPORTANCE (MARTIN)
10/05/1988 B031 AWARDS HONOR ALUMNI
10/11/1989 A031 POETRY COMES TO SDSU (MENSCH)
9/07/1988 F044 KTOURING AROUND
4/12/1989 EOll 9CBICYCLING EMERGES AS FAD (BOHLENDER)
9/27/1989 Alll KBIKE-RELATED BUSINESS SKYROCKETS (LEE)
9/27/1989 Alll MORE BICYCLISTS LAUNCH TREND (HANSEN)
9/27/1989 A115 PEDALING TONES MUSCLES (SLY)
11/09/1988 B025 TEAMS LEARN VALUE OF QUALITY GOODS (HAUG)
1/25/1989 C031 *SCOOP ON SDSU ICE CREAM
4/12/1989 B031 MODERNIZATION PLANNED FOR DAIRY RESEARCH FARM (HAUG)
10/04/1989 A041 DAIRY DRINK GIVES NEW TASTE (DONOHOE)
12/06/1989 A043 DAIRY JUDGERS CAPTURE NATIONAL TITLE (HEINE)
4/19/1990 A133 KCITY EARNS SEVERAL NEW BUSINESSES (MARTIN)
10/05/1988 DOll DAKOTA PROPOSITION II COULD CLOSE SCHOOLS (BROWN)
11/02/1988 D021 SURPRISE BEHIND PROPOSED TAX CUT (AVOK)
11/16/1988 DOll PROPONENTS PLAN TO START OVER (AVOK)
9/21/1988 A012 REGENTS ENDORSE NAME CHANGE (BROWN)
9/21/1988 coil 'UNIVERSITIES' DISTURB EDUCATION'S BALANCE (ED)
9/27/1989 A012 DAKOTA STATE TOPS ENROLLMENT INCREASE (HUTCHES)
9/14/1988 D031 KMAYOR SELLS SPORTS SCOREBOARDS (MAULE)
12/14/1988 D021 BIRTHDAY NOTED
10/18/1989 A055 SUBSCRIPTION GIVEN
11/08/1989 A104 UN CONTRACTS DAKTRONICS (HUTCHES)
5/03/1989 B034 CONFERENCE LOOKS AT RESOURCE USE (CECIL)
9/07/1988 E024 GRADUATE REPLACES MENTOR (ELL)
11/02/1988 E025 COMPANY FOUNDERS RETURN HOME (BOHLENDER)
11/09/1988 E014 YOUTH LEARN EXPRESSION THROUGH DANCE
11/16/1988 E045 EXPRESSION THROUGH STUDENT CHOREOGRAPHY (ANDERSON)
1/25/1989 A014 XDIRTY DANCING
1/25/1989 EOll *MALE DANCERS FROM ALL WALKS OF LIFE (BROST)
1/25/1989 E031 *DANCE TROUPE FOR STATE CENTENNIAL (FEICKERT)
2/08/1989 E015 ^BALANCE
5/03/1989 E031 STUDENT KEEPS HERITAGE ALIVE (FEICKERT)
10/04/1989 A121 *DANCE AT SDSU
10/04/1989 A141 MODERN DANCE COMPANY TO PERFORM (SLY)
10/25/1989 A131 MOTION MACHINE INTRODUCES ART (BUTTARO)
2/07/1990 A124 KENHANCES SCHOOL CHILDREN'S EDUCATION (HEINE)
3/21/1990 Alll STRIPPERS TOLD TO KEEP IT ON (BROWN)
3/28/1990 A074 *CITY HAS NO RIGHT TO CENSOR
2/08/1989 B014 TO DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY (CECIL)
3/15/1989 C035 LOW PARTICIPATION MAY JEOPARDIZE
DAKOTA MOBILE HYDR
DAKOTA PROPOSITION
DAKOTA STATE COL
DAKOTA STATE UNIV
DAKTRONICS INC
DALSTED KEVIN
DANCE
DANCE EXOTIC
DANCE FOR DYSTROPH
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DANCE FOR DYSTROPH 2/21/1990
A/19/1990
A/25/1990
II/30/I988
3/30/1989
3/30/1989
A/05/1989
11/29/1989
11/29/1989
10/26/1988
11/02/1988
9/20/1989
11/15/1989
3/21/1990
A/25/1990
11/30/1988
1/25/1989
2/01/1989
9/21/1988
2/08/1989
1/31/1990
10/19/1988
12/06/1989
A/05/1989
11/30/1988
9/06/1989
3/30/1989
1/31/1990
2/21/1990
2/01/1989
5/03/1989
11/09/1988
A/19/1989
12/13/1989
I2/I3/I989
9/IA/I988
11/08/1989
A06l XCAMPUS COMMENTS--MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY
A052 X'HYPER FOR MDA' RAISES (MERSCH)
A07A CARING MAKES FIGHT POSSIBLE (L)
DOIA DASCHLE WINS AWARD
A0I3 SENATOR BEGAN POLITICAL CAREER AT SDSU (HUTCHES)
DOll XDASCHLE ADDRESSES FARM BILL (HUTCHES)
DOll DASCHLE STRESSES BUDGET AS FACTOR (AVOK)
A09A BIOSTRESS FUNDING PROBABLE (HUTCHES)
AlOI RURAL TOURISM BILL PROPOSED
EOll INCIDENCE OF DATE RAPE HIGH (FEICKERT)
con CONTRACT PROPOSAL FOR DATE RAPE PREVENTION (ED)
A06I TIPS CAN HELP AVOID DATE RAPE
AOAl DATE VIOLENCE PROBLEM DISCUSSED (HINZMAN)
A061 *HEAVY LOAD
A09I ^FEDERATION VICE PRESIDENT LOOKING FORWARD (PAUL)
DOll ^CHILDREN LEARN BASIC SKILLS (BORDEWYK)
BOll SOLUTIONS FOR NATIONAL CHILD CARE PROBLEM (MARTIN)
con KA CAMPUS DAYCARE CENTER
A02I REGENTS TO CONSIDER SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF
E02I THRIVES IN ACADEMICS AND SPORTS (ANDERSON)
A07A KFEARING DEATH DOES NOT PROVIDE CHANCE
con XCAMPUS COMMENTS--PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE
A091 NEW CARD TO END CHECKING PROBLEMS (AVOK)
B051 ENGINEER HONORED
FOAl HUNTING CAN BE DANGEROUS (FORMAN)
A09A DEER CREATES FEELINGS AGAINST ABUSE
SEE ALSO ANTI-NUCLEAR MOVE
C02A PRAYING PREVENTS NUCLEAR WEAPONRY
A073 AMERICANS STILL NEED TO PROTECT OWN FREEDOMS (L)
A071 KNONVIOLENT STRUGGLES OVERCOME MILITARY FORCE
FOAl DEHAVEN'S RETURN HIGHLIGHTS TRACK MEET (GOHEEN)
F03I DEHAVEN WINDS UP CAREER (GOHEEN)
AOIl DEMOCRATS PROTEST FURLOUGH FILM (BROST)
BOAl DEMOCRATS URGED TO CHALLENGE POLICIES (COATES)
AOIA *IN THE SPOTLIGHT
AI31 36MUSIC INFLUENCES PERFORMER'S LIFE (ROSS)
E0I3 *SPEECH DEPARTMENT PREPARES FOR SEASON (ANDERSON)
AI31 *SDSU STUDENTS LEARN FILM PRODUCTION (SCOTT)
SEE SUBJECTS OF DEPARTMENTS
COUNCIL OF STUDENTS SERVE AS COURT (COATES)
SEE ALSO SEX DISCRIMINATION, RACISM
AlOI CITY GIVES LEGAL REFERRAL POWER (PAUL)
C0I3 EPIDEMIC DISEASE BLANKETS CAMPUS
A012 KSTUDENT SUFFERS FORM RARE DISEASE (FEICKERT)
EOlI 9fPARENTS DIVORCE CAUSES STRESS FOR STUDENTS (SCOTT)
A05I 36HOT RODDING
CQI3 ZONING LAWS NEED CHANGE
C0I3 *TITLES PURELY COSMETIC
C012 SEX OF THE 'DOS SEEN RISKY
Cai2 USD STUDENTS WILL PAY PRICE
C0I3 VOTERS SHOULD BE INFORMED
C013 MANY ENJOY BAND
C013 BROOKINGS* GAS PRICES TOO HIGH
C013 SHED BENEFITS EDUCATION
C013 FACULTY CUTS WON'T PAY OFF
C013 EXECUTIVE INTERNSHIPS VALUABLE
con DOBSON, KOENECKE CREDITED (ED)
COIA SA LEADERS' EXPERIENCE REWARDING
B03I STUDENT PRESENTS HISTORY PAPER (SLOWEY)
DOIA ^CHARITABLE DOG
A05I 3CWATCHD0GS
SEE ALSO ABUSED SHELTER
DOIA HELPING VICTIMS OF DOMESTIC ABUSE (AVOK)
A05A DONOR MAY RECEIVE FACELIFT (HINZMAN)
A0I2 *SA CONSIDERS USING RESERVE MONEY (COATES)
A0I2 CONTINUES STUDY OF DONER AUDITORIUM FUNDING (COATES)
A061 *CAMPUS COMMENTS--REPAIR OF DONER AUDITORIUM
A021 DONER MOTION WITHDRAWN (COATES)
BOII STUDENTS ASSOCIATION ELECTIONS (BROST)
SEE RESIDENCE HALLS
A013 PROFESSOR UNSHAKEN BY EARTHQUAKE (KOHLMAN)
A033 PROFESSOR PUBLISHES
D02A AREA EXPERIENCES POSITIVE ECONOMIC TREND (HUTCHES)
BG31 EXPERT TO SPEAK
B031 TECHNOLOGY PRESENTS NEW INSIGHT (BAMSEY)
SEE ALSO THEATER
E0I3 SHOW HONORS CENTURY (FEICKERT)
EOlI *COLLEGE THESPIAN PURSUES CAREER (TAYLOR)
DASCHLE TOM
DATING
DAUW TOM
DAVIES JOHN
DAY CARE
DEAF
DEATH
DEBATE
DEBIT CARDS
DEBOER DELVIN
DEER
DEFENSE
DEHAVEN ROD
DEMOCRATIC PARTY
DEMPSEY BETH
DENTON CLARENCE
DEPARTMENTS
DISCIPLINE
DISCRIMINATION
DISEASES
DIVORCE
DOBESH JUSTIN
DOBSON JON
DOGS
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
DONER AUDITORIUM
DONOHUE KARA
DORMITORIES
DORNBUSH JAMES
DOWNTOWN
DOYLE JACK
DRAMA
3/15/1989 BOIA
A/OA/1990
A/12/1989
11/08/1989
3/15/1989
10/11/1989
9/07/1988
9/21/1988
10/05/1988
10/19/1988
11/02/1988
11/16/1988
12/07/1988
1/18/1989
2/01/1989
2/15/1989
3/I5/I989
3/15/1989
A/26/1989
10/05/1988
2/1A/1990
12/07/1988
10/25/1989
1/2A/1990
2/07/1990
2/IA/1990
3/21/1990
2/15/1989
10/25/1989
12/13/1989
A/12/1989
1/18/1989
1/25/1989
9/07/1988
9/IA/1988
lA -
SUBJECT
DRAMA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
DREW TODD
DRINKING
DRINKING AGE
DRIVER'S LICENSE
DROUGHT
DRUGS
DRUNK DRIVING
DUCKS
DUIN FRED
DUITSCHER DAN
DUKAKIS MICHAEL
9/14/1988
9/14/1988
10/05/1988
10/19/1988
10/19/1988
10/26/1988
11/02/1988
11/02/1988
11/16/1988
12/07/1988
12/07/1988
12/07/1988
12/07/1988
12/14/1988
12/14/1988
12/14/1988
1/18/1989
1/18/1989
1/25/1989
2/08/1989
2/15/1989
3/15/1989
3/30/1989
4/12/1989
4/19/1989
5/03/1989
5/03/1989
9/06/1989
9/20/1989
10/18/1989
10/25/1989
11/15/1989
11/15/1989
12/06/1989
12/13/1989
2/07/1990
2/14/1990
2/28/1990
2/28/1990
3/28/1990
4/19/1990
4/25/1990
2/14/1990
DUNCAN NANCY
DUNK TANK
DWIVEDI CHANDRADHA
E013 KSPEECH DEPARTMENT PREPARES FOR SEASON (ANDERSON)
E031 *AUDITION NERVES REIGNED (GORS)
ECU THEATER COMPANY REOPENS SHOW (TAYLOR)
EOll KMUSICAL FLAUNTS SOCIAL SHALLOWNESS (TAYLOR)
E015 ALUMNUS RETURNS TO CHOREOGRAPH MUSICAL (FEICKERT)
Eon 'MY FAIR LADY' HAS LAST MINUTE CHANGE (TAYLOR)
A012 THEATRE RECEIVES EXTRA FUNDS (TRAUTMANN)
ECU *'MY FAIR LADY"
EOll *PLAY LOOKS AT AFFECTS OF 1960S (TAYLOR)
E021 'CHRISTMAS CAROL' OPENS WITH YOUNG CAST (TAYLOR) "
E022 STUDENT BEGINS THEATER CAREER AS SCROOGE (SC^OTT)
E033 XTHEATER FOR RELAYING IMPORTANT MESSAGE (TAYLOR)
EO<il 'KENNEDY'S CHILDREN'--ROBERT PATRICK (MILLER)
A012 ^TRANSFORMATION
D034 XMIXING AND MINGLING
EOll *CLASSIC PLAY INDULGES IN HOLIDAY SPIRIT
AOII LIBERAL ARTS RECOGNIZED AS 'TOP' (TAYLOR)
E021 PIONEER HARDSHIPS PORTRAYED (SCOTT)
E015 USD CENTENNIAL PRODUCTION FALLS SHORT (MILLER)
A021 EXTENSIVE PLANNING HELPS (TAYLOR)
E021 COMPANY PRODUCES SHAKESPEARE FOR MASSES (GREEN)
E02I PRODUCTION COMBINES COMEDY... (FISCHBACH)
C02I ETHNOCENTRISM EVIDENT IN 'SOUTH DAKOTA PROUD' (L)
E031 ^EXPERIENCE CELEBRITY STATUS WHILE TOURING (GREEN)
EOll CHILDREN'S PLAY ENTERTAINING FOR ALL (SCOTT)
A0I4 XFRIEND OR FOE
E021 X'SEDUCED' QUESTIONS ETHICS (GREEN)
A161 ENDS SUCCESSFUL SUMMER SEASON (SLY)
Al^I 'DEATH OF A SALESMAN' CAST ANNOUNCED (SLY)
AlAI STRONG CAST PERFORMS •DEATH--SALESMAN' (KRUSE)
A071 NO COMPARISON TO REALITY OF THEATER
Alll *CAST REHEARSES FOR 'CAMELOT' (BUTTARO)
All<i PRESSURES TO BE 'THEATER PEOPLE' (SCOTT)
Alll *'CAMELOT' WILL BE SPECTACULAR (ROSS)
A131 'CAMELOT' HAD HIGHS, LOWS (KRUSE)
Alll KNEXT PRODUCTION, 'BOYS NEXT DOOR' (ADERMAN)
A021 PRAIRIE REPERTORY FUNDED EXTRA $3,350 (FEICKERT)
A123 KCONFUSED CHARACTERS TEACH LESSONS (KRUSE)
AI3^ ^TRAVELING THEATER TROUPE STOPS (MOSTEK)
A12I ^THEATER GOES RUSSIAN (ROSS)
AI55 XSEAGULL
A12I ^CONFLICT RUNS RAMPANT IN 'SEAGULL' (KRUSE)
A051 STUDENT VALUES LIFE AFTER ACCIDENT (THILL)
SEE LIQUOR TRAFFIC
SEE LIQUOR TRAFFIC
2/15/1989 D023 INSTANT DRIVERS LICENSES IN SOUTH DAKOTA
9/l<»/I988 DG25 WATER USE INCREASES IN DROUGHT (AVOK)
11/09/1988 BOll SDSU LENDS DROUGHT HELP (KRATZ)
11/30/1988 D021 DROUGHT'S EFFECTS WILL BE SEEN IN 1989 (AVOK)
3/30/1989 DOZ'i DROUGHT TO MAKE '89 A BAD YEAR (SHIELDS)
4/05/1989 D015 PANEL DISCUSSES EFFECTS OF WEATHER PATTERNS (AVOK)
3/21/1990 A181 DROUGHT-STRICKEN LAKES, WILDLIFE (FISHBURNE)
3/28/1990 A141 CYCLE OFFERS ADVANTAGES, DISADVANTAGES (FORMAN)
5/02/1990 A134 *SIMILIARIT1ES TO DEPRESSION-ERA (FEICKERT)
9/14/1988 C013 COCAINE'S FATAL ATTRACTION
4/05/1989 C021 DEFENSE SECRETARY'S PROPOSALS TO COMBAT
4/12/1989 B021 DRUG ABUSE MAY LEAD TO LOSS OF AID (ROSS)
4/19/1989 D015 BICYCLE RACE TO HELP WITH CLUB FUNDING (AVOK)
4/26/1989 DOII SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS COMBINE TO INCREASE AID
9/06/1989 A041 SDSU STAFF SAYS NO TO DRUGS (CECIL)
9/06/1989 A115 JOHNSON FAVORS DOLLARS TO FIGHT DRUG TRADE (HUTCHES)
9/20/1989 A071 LEGALIZING DRUGS WOULD END ABUSE
9/20/1989 A073 SOLUTION TO ILLICIT DRUG TRADE PROBLEM (L)
1/17/1990 A104 NEW DRUG POLICY BOOSTS (MARTIN)
10/18/1989 A105 XALCOHOL-RELATED TRAFFIC FATALITIES
10/25/1989 A091 *STRICT POLICY TO COMBAT DRINKING, DRIVING (MARTIN)
10/25/1989 AlOl BREWERIES STRESS DRINKING IN MODERATION (MARTIN)
11/29/1989 A074 SHOULD TAKE STAND ON DRUNK DRIVING (L)
9/14/1988 F031 DUCK POPULATION NEARS ALL-TIME LOW (FORMAN)
4/19/1990 A114 *SPRING CLEANING
11/02/1988 F031 *TEAMWORK KEY TO TRIO'S SUCCESS (SEFRNA)
10/05/1988 D021 PLANS HIGHER EDUCATION PROGRAMS (BROWN)
10/19/1988 con DUKE MISSES THE POLITICAL BEAT
11/02/1988 A014 DUKAKIS OPTIMISTIC ABOUT WINNING (BROWN)
11/02/1988 C014 DUKAKIS USES NEGATIVE COMMENTS (L)
11/02/1988 E025 COMPANY FOUNDERS RETURN HOME ^BOHLENDER)
10/18/1989 A044 DUNK TANK TO AID HAITIAN MISSION (COATES)
9/13/1989 A056 GRANT RECEIVED
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DYSLEXIA
EAGLES
EARTH DAY
EARTHQUAKES
EASTER
EATING DISORDERS
EBERHART JOEL
ECONOMIC COND-US
ECONOMIC DEVELOP
ECONOMICS
ECONOMICS CLUB
EDGEMONT SD
EDINGER CHARLES
EDUCATION
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/06/1989 A13I *DYSLEXIA--THE MOST COMMON LEARNING DISABILITY
9/06/1989 A134 WORDS APPEAR SCRAMBLED TO DYSLEXiCS (SCOTT)
12/06/1989 A074 *AN EAGLE OR FLAG TO SOCIETY
2/21/1990 A115 STUDENTS OFFERED CHANCE TO PARTICIPATE (LEE)
A/19/1990 A012 ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES HIGHLIGHT EARTH DAY (HUTCHES)
A/19/1990 A081 DESERVES MORE THAN TRENDY OBSERVANCE (ED)
A/19/1990 A09A XPEOPLE WILL FINALLY PAY RESPECT
A/25/1990 A081 ^TODAY'S ATTITUDES TO THOSE OF YEARS AGO (HUTCHES)
A/25/1990 A171 EARTH DAY SPAWNS WILDLIFE PROGRAM (FISHBURNE)
10/25/1989 A012 INSTRUCTOR SURVIVES EARTHQUAKE (KOHLMAN)
10/25/1989 A013 PROFESSOR UNSHAKEN BY EARTHQUAKE (KOHLMAN)
3/30/1989 C013 EASTER TRIP HOME SHEDS LIGHT
SEE ALSO FASTING
11/09/1988 B021 EATING GROUP HELPS STUDENTS COPE (BAMSEY)
A/05/1989 EOll EATING DISORDERS PREVALANT AMONG WOMEN (SCOTT)
A/05/1989 E015 SDSU SENIOR VICTIM OF BULIMIA (SCOTT)
11/30/1988 E031 KSTUDENTS TURN HOBBY TO BUSINESS (FISCHBACH)
1/25/1989 C021 PROSPERITY OF REAGAN YEARS QUESTIONED (L)
11/15/1989 AlOl BRKGS EXPERIENCES ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT (FRISVOLD)
2/15/1989 BOll TO HELP STUDENTS LEARN ECONOMICS (BAMSEY)
2/08/1989 BOIA PHONATHON HELPS RAISE COMPUTER FUNDS (HAUG)
1/2A/1990 AOAA COMPUTER LAB TO OPEN IN HANSEN HALL (ROSTYNE)
11/15/1989 AlOA WASTE MAY ENDANGER WATER (COATES)
3/28/1990 A0A5 *RIDING HIGH
SEE ALSO TESTS EDUCATIONAL
10/05/1988 D021 PLANS HIGHER EDUCATION PROGRAMS (BROWN)
11/09/1988 D013 CANDIDATES TOUCH UPON EDUCATION (FRISVOLD)
11/16/1988 D015 EDUCATION IS A MUST FOR ELECTED OFFICIALS (BROWN)
1/18/1989 DOll GOVERNOR ADDRESSES EDUCATION (BROWN)
1/25/1989 D021 EDUCATION ISSUE ADDRESSED AT COFFEE (HUTCHES)
2/08/1989 D013 ISSUES DOMINATE DISCUSSION (HUTCHES)
2/15/1989 D021 TO SUPPORT NATIVE AMERICAN DROPOUT PREVENTION
9/06/1989 A122 SUMMIT SET
9/13/1989 A074 COLLEGE, GRADE SCHOOL CLASSES SIMILAR
11/08/1989 A061 EDUCATION FACES PROBLEMS (MERSCH)
11/08/1989 A093 CHOICE NEEDED IN PUBLIC EDUCATION
12/06/1989 A012 ^GOVERNOR'S BUDGET FOCUSES ON EDUCATION (KOHLMAN)
12/06/1989 A03A DIVISION RECEIVES COLLEGE STATUS (MERSCH)
12/13/1989 A083 «S TIME SPENT ON EDUCATION WORTH
1/17/1990 A015 STUDENTS, PROFESSORS PREDICT •90S ISSUES
SEE PHYSICAL EDUCATION
11/29/1989 A071 ^LEFTIST GROUPS USE VIOLENCE
12/13/1989 A091 RIGHT-WING DEATH SQUADS IN EL SALVADOR (L)
SEE ALSO SA-ELECTIONS
10/26/1988 D014 FAIR TAXATION AN ANSWER (MAULE)
10/26/1988 D033 PARTY IMBALANCE AFFECTS LEGISLATION (FRISVOLD)
11/09/1988 A023 MICKELSON ENDORSES KR06MAN, NEGSTAD (MAULE)
3/30/1989 D021 CANDIDATES MAKE EXPERIENCE AN ISSUE (FRISVOLD)
A/05/1989 D03A LIBRARY ADDITION PUT TO VOTE (SHIELDS)
9/07/1988 C024 VOTERS SHOULD SUPPORT CHANGE
9/28/1988 DOIA *COLLECT 'DOLLARS FOR DAVE' (BROWN)
11/02/1988 DOAl APATHY TO BE ADDRESSED AT FAIR (FRISVOLD)
11/09/1988 A015 XPRACTICING DEMOCRACY
11/09/1988 C021 ELECTION DONE, CANDIDATES READY FOR BAND
11/15/1989 A091 CANDIDATE LOOKS TOWARD 1990 (HUTCHES)
A/OA/1990 A07A *ELECTIONS AFFECT '90S
3/21/1990 C015 6 PRECINCTS TO BE ADDED
9/07/1988 C013 NOVELTIES ADD TO POLITICAL YEAR
10/05/1988 C021 ABSENT-MINDED MUDSLINGERS
10/26/1988 C024 AMERICANS MUST ADAPT TO PRESERVE STATUS
11/02/1988 AOIA BUSH VOWS TO CAMPAIGN (MARTIN)
11/02/1988 BOIA POLITICAL GROUPS GATHER SUPPORT (MARTIN)
11/02/1988 C013 PRESIDENTIAL CHOICES SMALL
11/02/1988 COIA CIA AND ACLA INCLUDED IN VOTE (L)
11/02/1988 D012 ^CANDIDATES SEEK RURAL SUPPORT
11/02/1988 D031 *MAKES AN IMPRESSION ON HEARTLAND (BROWN)
11/02/1988 E031 POLITICAL SATIRIST UTILIZES ELECTION (FEICKERT)
11/09/1988 coil VOICING STAND ADMIRABLE (ED)
11/09/1988 coil XCAMPUS COMMENTS ON THE 1988 ELECTION
11/09/1988 C013 VOTER DEMORALIZATION, PETTY BEHAVIOR
11/09/1988 C013 POLITICAL ENEMIES CAN CALL TRUCE
11/09/1988 C021 ELECTION CAUSES NIGHTMARES
11/09/1988 C02A GRAPHIC NEEDED ATTRIBUTION (L)
1/18/1989 A021 DISPUTE OFFERINGS AT ELLSWORTH BASE (BROWN)
12/13/1989 A133 KACTOR HAS VISIONS FOR FUTURE (ROSS)
9/28/1988 E03A ODD JOBS HELP WITH COSTS (ELL)
11/09/1988 EOll STUDENT BARTENDERS POUR IT ON (KEDIK)
9/13/1989 AlOA ^SCHEDULES CREATE JOB DIFFICULTIES (HANSEN)
EDUCATION PHYSICAL
EL SALVADOR
ELECTIONS
ELECTIONS-BR 88
ELECTIONS-BR 89
ELECTIONS-SD 88
ELECTIONS-SD 90
ELECTIONS-SF 90
ELECTIONS-US 88
ELLSWORTH AIR
EMICK JARROD
EMPLOYMENT-BR
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EMPLOYMENT-SD
ENCK TAD
ENERGY
ENGINEERING
ENGLISH
ENLOW CATHY
ENRICHMENT WEEK
ENROLLMENT
ENSZ KELLY
ENTERTAINMENT
ENTREPENEUR AWARDS
ENVIRON PROT
ENVIRONMENT
EPP TODD
EQUITY
ERICKSON BRAD
ERICKSON STEPHEN
ESTBY DAN
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/26/1989 C013 JOB OPPORTUNITIES DIFFER BETWEEN STATES
11/30/1988 E031 *STUDENTS TURN HOBBY TO BUSINESS (FISCHBACH)
12/IA/1988 B025 ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCES DISCUSSED (HAUG)
1/2A/1990 A09A ENERGY GRANTS HELP RESIDENTS (MARTIN)
9/28/1988 B02A CLASS OFFERS MEDIA SKILLS (HAUG)
3/30/1989 BG2A STUDENTS EXPLORE OPPORTUNITIES DURING EVENT (HAUG)
A/05/1989 BOAl EED ATTENDANCE LOWER THAN ANTICIPATED (HAUG)
A/05/1989 BOAl STUDENTS CONSTRUCT EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT (COATES)
A/05/1989 C031 *ENGINEERING EXPLORATION DAYS
A/12/1989 C02A EED ORGANIZERS DESERVE BETTER RECOGNITION (L)
9/20/1989 A035 NEW DEAN PLANS TO CONTINUE PROGRAMS (COATES)
9/27/1989 A051 GRANT TO AID WATER RESEARCH (ROSTYNE)
lO/OA/1989 A03A ENGINEERS EARN REACCREDITATION (HINZMAN)
10/18/1989 A051 ENGINEERING EDUCATORS DISCUSS RECRUITMENT (COATES)
10/25/1989 A035 STUDENTS EARN HIGH MARKS (ROSTYNE)
10/25/1989 B055 STUDENT PROTESTS SAVE COLLEGE (AVOK)
11/08/1989 A031 ENGINEERS FACE TOUGH ISSUE (HINZMAN)
11/08/1989 A055 ENGINEER STUDIES NEW TECHNOLOGY AT NASA (ROSTYNE)
12/13/1989 AOAA ^HARVESTING A WIN
1/31/1990 A0A3 FRATERNITY MAY FORM (MERSCH)
1/31/1990 A05A EQUIPMENT HELPS STUDENTS PREPARE FOR JOBS (RATZLAFF)
2/07/1990 A051 SDSU GRADUATE HONORED (COATES)
2/07/1990 A051 WOMEN ENGINEERS REACH FOR PROMINENCE (CECIL)
2/1A/1990 A07^ TO MAKE THE POINT FOR ENGINEERING WOMEN (L)
2/28/1990 AOAl KMIDNIGHT CALLER
3/21/1990 AOAl RAISES $75,700 DURING PHONATHON (OWEN)
3/28/1990 AOll ENGINEERING DEAN SEARCH NARROWED
4/0A/1990 AOAA ENGINEERING EXPLORATION DAYS INVOLVES... (MERSCH)
A/OA/1990 A051 ENGINEERING COUNCIL WITHDRAWS REQEST (FEICKERT)
A/19/1990 A06A STRIVES FOR INCREASE IN STUDENT RECRUITMENT (HEINE)
A/19/1990 A065 GRADUATE HONORED FOR WORK IN ENGINEERING (HEINE)
9/06/1989 A061 DEPARTMENT HEAD PLANS FACILITY UPDATE
A/OA/1990 AOAl HONORED FOR FRESHMAN COMPOSITION PAPERS (CECIL)
1/31/1990 A12A *PUBLIC LIBRARY HOSTS READING SERIES (HANSEN)
12/13/1989 A051 HELPS WANETA STUDENTS COPE (ROSTYNE)
10/05/1988 A012 KDAKOTA STATE HEADS ENROLLMENT INCREASE (MAULE)
9/27/1989 A012 DAKOTA STATE TOPS ENROLLMENT INCREASE (HUTCHES)
9/27/1989 A013 KSDSU NEARS RECORD ENROLLMENT (HUTCHES)
11/08/1989 A115 ENROLLMENT INCREASES
11/15/1989 A073 OPEN ENROLLMENT WILL KILL SMALL SCHOOLS (L)
1/2A/1990 A031 COLLEGE ENROLLMENT INCREASES OVER YEAR (CECIL)
2/21/1990 A015 SPRING ENROLLMENT CLIMBS ONCE AGAIN (HUTCHES)
5/02/1990 A012 ENROLLMENT FIGURES LEAVE SOME JOBLESS (COATES)
3/21/1990 C015 TRAINING DEVELOPS RESCUERS
9/07/1988 E033 WHEN HE POURS, CRUISE BORES (WILLIAMS)
9/1A/1988 EOll LAW HINDERS SOCIAL LIFE (KEDIK)
9/28/1988 DOll KCRUISING TO THE MUSIC
10/05/1988 E021 PHILLIPS BROTHERS PLAY JACK'S PLACE (KEDIK)
10/05/1988 E021 *REPUTATION BOOSTS PARTICIPATION (GORS)
10/26/1988 A013 *WE'VE GOT THE BEAT
11/16/1988 coil XCAMPUS COMMENTS ON TYPES OF ENTERTAINMENT
1/25/1989 AOl^ 3CDIRTY' DANCING
1/25/1989 EOll 9CMALE DANCERS FROM ALL WALKS OF LIFE (BROST)
12/13/1989 A15<» RENAISSANCE BAND TO PERFORM (HANSEN)
1/2A/1990 Alll BANDS PLAY VALENTINE'S DAY (SLY)
1/2A/1990 Alll 3EGEAR DADDIES--UP AND COMING (SLY)
1/31/1990 A12A XSHOWTIME COMEDIAN APPEARS
2/07/1990 AHA KVENTRILOQUIST ENTERTAINS STUDENTS (VEATCH)
1/2A/1990 A053 LOCAL COMPANY OFFERS STUDENT AWARDS (MERSCH)
12/1A/1988 F033 ENVIRONMENT SUFFERS BECAUSE OF ECONOMY (FORMAN)
A/19/1989 C02A PEOPLE MUST INCREASE SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS
12/06/1989 AlAl INSIGHT INTO PRESENT ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS (FORMAN)
12/13/1989 AHA ^ENVIRONMENTAL INITIATIVES FORMED (COATES)
2/28/1990 AlOl AUGUSTANA GROUP HELPS SDSU (COATES)
3/28/1990 AOAl ENVIRONMENTAL GROUP WORKS FOR AWARENESS (ROSTYNE)
A/OA/1990 A012 *T0 CONSIDER CAMPUS ENVIRONMENT ISSUES (COATES)
A/19/1990 A012 ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES HIGHLIGHT EARTH DAY (HUTCHES)
A/19/1990 A081 DESERVES MORE THAN TRENDY OBSERVANCE (ED)
A/19/1990 A131 PLANS MADE TO BRING PLANT TO STANDARDS
SEE ENVIRON PROT
11/16/1988 B021 PALESTINIANS SUFFER FROM LOSS (SLOWEY)
3/21/1990 A031 EQUITY ISSUES TOP CONFERENCE AGENDA (HEINE)
3/21/1990 A081 KCAMPUS COMMENTS--WOMEN TREATED EQUALLY
A/OA/1990 A071 QUEST FOR EQUITY SUPPORTED BY MANY (L)
A/19/1990 A0A5 *TAKING A STRETCH
3/30/1989 AOll PHYSICAL PLANT GETS DIRECTOR
5/03/1989 A012 NEW DIRECTOR BEGINS WORK (KRATZ)
12/13/1989 A05A ^PICTURE WINDOW
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ETHICS
EUROPE
EUROPEAN STUDIES
EVANS DAVE
EVANS DAVID
EVENSON DON
EVENSON ELEANOR
EXCHANGE PROGRAM
EXPERIMENT STATION
EXPORT MARKETING
EXTENSION SERVICE
EYE CARE
FACULTY
FACULTY COLLOQUIUM
FACULTY UNION
FALKEN DENNIS
FAMILY
FAMILY PLANNING
FARBER WILLIAM
FARIS JILL
FARM SHOW
FARMHOUSE
FARMS & FARMING
FASHION
FERGUSON JERRY
FICTION
FINANCIAL AID
FINK HUGH
FINK PERRY
FIRE PROTECTION
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/19/1989
A/26/1989
11/08/1989
11/08/1989
12/07/1988
9/27/1989
12/06/1989
3/21/1990
2/01/1989
12/1A/1988
A/OA/1990
9/06/1989
11/08/1989
9/21/1988
10/05/1988
10/19/1988
11/09/1988
12/1A/1988
12/1A/1988
12/1A/1988
12/1A/1988
1/18/1989
9/27/1989
lO/OA/1989
11/08/1989
3/21/1990
A/19/1990
5/02/1990
3/15/1989
2/1A/1990
2/21/1990
3/28/1990
12/07/1988
12/07/1988
3/15/1989
3/30/1989
12/13/1989
3/21/1990
12/07/1988
2/01/1989
11/02/1988
A/05/1989
2/07/1990
A/19/1989
5/02/1990
10/19/1988
11/02/1988
11/09/1988
2/01/1989
5/03/1989
11/15/1989
2/28/1990
2/28/1990
10/19/1988
10/19/1988
11/09/1988
2/22/1989
3/30/1989
A/05/1989
12/1A/1988
11/08/1989
12/07/1988
9/1A/1988
9/21/1988
9/06/1989
12/06/1989
3/21/1990
3/28/1990
2/15/1989
3/21/1990
C021
C021
A031
A071
B025
A031
A051
A091
B02A
B031
A13A
A121
AlAl
B021
BOll
D02A
B015
A015
B031
coil
C013
A012
A131
A06A
A071
AOAl
A091
A012
B021
AOll
AOAA
A091
B021
DOIA
EOll
E031
A05A
AOAl
DOIA
D021
D031
DOll
AlOl
E025
A0A5
DOll
C021
F031
B033
DOll
A063
A082
A105
C021
E031
E03A
C021
B051
AOIA
B031
AOAl
B025
coil
A015
A071
A012
AlAA
A12A
F035
C015
IMPROVED ETHICS WILL BETTER GOVERNMENT
ETHICS OF SPEAKER WRIGHT, REPUBLICANS
ENGINEERS FACE TOUGH ISSUE (HINZMAN)
FACULTY MEMBERS ENCOUNTER ETHICAL DILEMMAS (OWEN)
PROFESSOR GAINS HOME UNDERSTANDING (BLY)
^STUDENTS EXPERIENCE EUROPE
ASPECTS OF EUROPEAN CULTURE EXPLORED (HINZMAN)
PROFESSOR PROFILES RACQUET SMASHER (L)
POET RECEIVES CENTENNIAL HONOR (HAUG)
FACULTY MEMBERS HONORED FOR ACHIEVEMENTS
ALUMNUS INCLUDES CAMPUS IN FAMILY HISTORY (BUTTARO)
SEE ALSO STUDENTS EXCHANGE
SEE AG EXPERIMENT
CORPORATION FORMED
SEE AG EXTENSION WORK
CONTACTS OFFER VARIETY OF CHOICES (HANSEN)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF FACULTY, TEACHERS
FACULTY BRAINSTORM PLANS FOR FUTURE (BLY)
FACULTY SALARIES BELOW AVERAGE (CECIL)
NAMED CENTENNIAL ALUMNI
JCPROFESSOR TRAVELS TO TEACH CHINESE (LEE)
HUMANITIES ELIMINATED FOR CHEMISTRY PROGRAM (KRATZ)
FACULTY MEMBERS HONORED FOR ACHIEVEMENTS
*CAMPUS COMMENTS ON LOSING A FACULTY MEMBER
CHOICE BETWEEN FACULTY IMPORTANT TO FUTURE
LOSE FACULTY POSITION TO CHEMISTRY (KRATZ)
FACULTY PUTS ART WORK ON DISPLAY (BAMSEY)
FORUM ANSWERS QUESTIONS (COATES)
FACULTY MEMBERS ENCOUNTER ETHICAL DILEMMAS (OWEN)
*HUSBAND-WIFE TEAM WRITE BOOK (RATZLAFF)
ADMINISTRATION MADE WRONG CUTS (L)
JCLOW-PAID PROFESSORS FIND ALTERNATIVES (HUTCHES)
XNATIVE IDEALS DISAGREE WITH CONTEMPORARY (COATES)
SDSU FACULTY COLLOQUIUM STARTS TODAY
3CSEWREY FACULTY COLLIQUIUM OFFERS SPEECHES (COATES)
SEE COHE
XPOLICE CHIEF BREAKS STEREOTYPE (PAUL)
5CCHINESE EMPHASIZE FAMILY MORALS (THIBODEAU)
HELPING VICTIMS OF DOMESTIC ABUSE (AVOK)
SCPARENTS DIVORCE CAUSES STRESS FOR STUDENTS (SCOTT)
ALCOHOLIC HOMES LEAVE SCARS (SCOTT)
3RD ANNUAL FAMILY DAY FESTIVITIES
SfHUSBAND-WIFE TEAM WRITE BOOK (RATZLAFF)
SEE ALSO ABORTION, CONDOMS, SEX EDUCATION
CLINIC OFFERS MORE THAN ADVICE (BORDEWYK)
PROFESSORS REQUEST GOVERNMENT CHANGES (FRISVOLD)
TEXAS SENATOR TO BE DOWN TO EARTH (MAULE)
FARM SHOW OFFERS EXHIBITS, SPEECHES (JAMES)
*FARM SHOW BRINGS AGRICULTURE UPDATES (PAUL)
KFORMAL
FARMHOUSE RECEIVES 2ND IN CONTEST (ROSTYNE)
SEE ALSO AG, GRAIN STORAGE
HOG PRODUCTION COULD FACE CHANGES (FRISVOLD)
CORPORATE HOG FARM COULD PROVIDE
CHANGES OCCUR IN FARMING (FORMAN)
FARMERS HELP SDSU
AREA FARMER PREPARES FOR SEASON
ALL JOB PROBLEMS RELATE BACK
*RURAL PEOPLE LEAVE THE FARM (FRISVOLD)
FARM CENSUS SHOWS UNUSUAL NUMBER CHANGE (HEINE)
HAIRSPRAY REACHES NEW HEIGHTS
KSECOND-HAND SHOPPING BECOMES TREND (PETERSON)
COLD AFFECTS STUDENTS DIFFERENTLY (BOHLENDER)
FASHION IRRELEVANT DURING WINTER
*CHANCE TO VIEW CLOTHING FROM PAST, PRESENT (HATTON)
*A KISS OF FASHION
FACULTY MEMBERS HONORED FOR ACHIEVEMENTS
PROFESSOR VENTURES TO AFRICA FOR BIG GAME (HEINE)
NEW FICTION WAVE EXHIBITS DECAY (HAUG)
SEE ALSO STUDENT AID
KCAMPUS COMMENTS ON THE NEW FEDERAL AID
PELL GRANTS CREDITED TO EASE (CECIL)
GOVERNMENT REQUIRES LOAN SESSIONS
OFFICIALS QUESTION SCHOLARSHIP MAILINGS (BROWN)
^VIOLINIST SCHEDULED TO APPEAR (MOSTEK)
^COMEDIAN VOWS TO NEVER TELL JOKE... (MOSTEK)
FINK SHOOTING FOR ATH NCC CROWN (KAZMIERCZAK)
TRAINING DEVELOPS RESCUERS
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FIREARMS
FIRES
FIRST CITY BANK
FISHER MIKE
FISHING
FITZGERALD JOHN
FLAGS
FLANNERY BRIDGET
FOOD
FOOD PANTRY
FOOD SERVICE
FOOTBALL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/15/1989 B034 SHOOTOUT WINNERS
1/2A/1990 A012 *BINNEWIES ROOM DAMAGED BY FIRE (COATES)
1/2A/1990 A012 INSURANCE COVERAGE OF PERSONAL PROPERTY (CECIL)
1/2A/1990 A033 ^WINDING UP
1/2A/1990 A05A *WORKING HARD
I/2A/1990 A061 JOURNALISTS CANNOT WITHHOLD NAMES OF VICTIMS (ED)
1/31/1990 A014 TWO RESIDENTS FACE WRITE-UPS (BORDEWYK)
1/31/1990 A073 STUDENT DISAGREES WITH EDITOR'S VIEWS (L)
3/21/1990 D082 FIRST CITY WILL ELIMINATE JOBS
12/13/1989 AOAI ^SEALING THE FUTURE
<1/19/1989 F021 SEASON OPENS SOON
11/29/1989 A063 *UNUSUAL EVENTS CAPTURE ATTENTION
12/31/1989 B061 ANGLERS BEWARE OF THIN ICE
1/2A/1990 AlAA WALLEYE LIMIT WILL REMAIN AT FOUR (FISHBURNE)
1/31/1990 AlOA XPERCHING FOR A CATCH
2/07/1990 A1<»1 LICENSES CHANGE
2/07/1990 AI54 ICE FISHING PROVIDES WINTER FUN (FISHBURNE)
2/1A/1990 AI21 CHANGING WEATHER MAKES ICE UNSAFE (FISHBURNE)
2/21/1990 A121 LIBERALIZED FISHING REWARDING (FISHBURNE)
<i/0'4/1990 A151 PIKE OFFER AGRESSIVE FISHING (FISHBURNE)
12/06/1989 AOAS ALCOA FOUNDATION GRANT FOR ALUMINUM
12/07/1988 AOll SENATE CONSIDERS FLAGS TO REPRESENT STUDENTS
9/20/1989 A071 COLUMNIST DEFENDS FREEDOM TO DISAGREE
11/08/1989 A055 KFOR WHICH IT STANDS,
11/29/1989 AlOl XFROSTY FLAG
12/13/1989 A091 ^ARTIST'S FLAG-BURNING DISPLAY EVOKES...
9/06/1989 A091 COURT DECISION UPROOTS LIBERTIES
9/13/1989 A074 COLLEGE, GRADE SCHOOL CLASSES SIMILAR
9/20/1989 A071 COLUMNIST DEFENDS FREEDOM TO DISAGREE
9/27/1989 A071 CHILD X EXAMPLE PROVOKES QUESTIONS
I0/0<«/1989 A091 SOCIETY SHOULD RESPECT, ACCEPT RARITY
10/11/1989 A071 WORDS, ACTIONS MEAN DIFFERENT THINGS
10/18/1989 A071 LEGAL SYSTEM INCONSISTENT, UNJUST
10/25/1989 A071 NO COMPARISON TO REALITY OF THEATER
11/08/1989 A091 PEOPLE SHOULD BE SCARED
11/15/1989 A071 FEMALE VETERAN MEMORIAL DISCRIMINATES
11/29/1989 A071 *SMALL GESTURES HELP BREAK DOWN WALLS
12/06/1989 A071 *CHRISTMAS SPIRIT WOULD NOT BE RECOGNIZED
12/13/1989 A091 ^INACTION ACCEPTED ON NEW YEAR'S DAY
1/17/1990 A07<i KGOVERNOR DESERVES BOO-HISS PRIZE
l/2<»/1990 ADZ** KBEFORE RIGHT TO FIGHT IN BATTLE
1/31/1990 A071 *DENYING ABORTION ONLY HELPS PRIVILEGED
2/07/1990 A071 ^PROGRESS MADE AT MEMORY'S COST
2/1A/1990 A071 *DAYS OF VALUED WORDS HAVE PASSED
2/21/1990 A07<» ^SOCIETY'S STATUS QUO CREATES 'DETESTABLE'
2/28/1990 A07<i *SDSU RESEMBLES LAND OF OZ
3/21/1990 A09<i *INCONSISTENCIES LEAD TO GROWTH AND PROGRESS
3/28/1990 A07<i *CITY HAS NO RIGHT TO CENSOR
4/0A/1990 A071 ^MEMORIES OF GAME SERVE TO ENLIGHTEN
<4/04/1990 A074 READER PRAISES COLUMNIST (L)
<4/19/1990 A091 XJUDGES MISS MOST QUALIFIED CANDIDATE
4/25/1990 A074 36LANGUAGE TRANSCENDS BEGINNINGS, ENDINGS
5/02/1990 Alll *THERE IS MORE TO LIFE
1/25/1989 C023 MALE EATING HABITS CONTRAST FEMALE ...
2/01/1989 DOll FOOD TAX DECREASE AWAITS APPROVAL (SHIELDS)
2/08/1989 B035 YOGURT IS A POPULAR SNACK (ROSS)
2/14/1990 A043 KSTUDENTS CHOOSE CHICKEN SANDWICHES (OWEN)
11/02/1988 C014 FOOD PANTRY THANKS STUDENTS (L)
10/19/1988 E021 KMARRIOTT SERVES WITH A SMILE (GORS)
10/18/1989 A034 *PROTEST MOVEMENT
11/08/1989 A044 MARRIOTT PLANS CHANGE TO PAPER (COATES)
1/17/1990 A051 STUDENT PROTESTS MARRIOT (BROWN)
1/17/1990 A051 SDSU, USD FOOD SERVICES COMPETE (BROWN)
2/07/1990 A053 FOOD SERVICE WORKS FOR NUTRITIONAL MEALS (SLY)
2/14/1990 A043 3€STUDENTS CHOOSE CHICKEN SANDWICHES (OWEN)
4/04/1990 A051 OPTS FOR SINGLE MEAL PLAN (RATZLAFF)
4/04/1990 A052 CAMPUS EATING FACILITIES FACE RENOVATIONS (RATZLAFF)
9/07/1988 Foil KJACKS TO DEFEAT CMSU MULES (SANDQUIST)
9/07/1988 F021 NDSU BISON PICKED TO WIN TITLE (SEFRNA)
9/07/1988 F051 JACKRABBITS HAVE POTENTIAL TO WIN (DORN)
9/14/1988 Foil BLOCKED PUNTS COST RABBITS (SANDQUIST)
9/14/1988 F021 OFFENSE EVOLVES AROUND WAHL (SEFRNA)
9/21/1988 B024 *CHOW'S ON
9/21/1988 Foil XNDSU USES BIG PLAYS (SANDQUIST)
9/28/1988 FOll 3CJACKS LOSE TO ARCH-RIVAL
10/05/1988 FOll DEFENSE SPARKS JACKS IN VICTORY (SANDQUIST)
10/19/1988 FOll SDSU CONTINUES TO WIN (DORN)
10/26/1988 FOll JACKS SHUTOUT SCSU (SANDQUIST)
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FOOTBALL
FOOTBALL-PROF
FORDHAM KIM
FOREIGN LANGUAGES
FOREIGN POLICIES
FOREIGN STUDENTS
FORENSICS
FOREST SUE
FORIEGN STUDENTS
FORMAN KURT
FORSYTH HARRY
FOUNDATION
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/26/1988 F021 PREDICTION WAY OFF (SEFRNA)
11/02/1988 F021 GENTILE PLAYS IMPORTANT ROLE (SANDQUIST)
11/02/1988 F02A SDSU FALLS SHORT TO SIOUX (SANDQUIST)
11/02/1988 F031 KTEAMWORK KEY TO TRIO'S SUCCESS (SEFRNA)
11/02/1988 F03<« RUNNING QB BEGINNING. .. (SEFRNA)
11/02/1988 F041 'KWAP' FINDS HOME AT SDSU (SEFRNA)
11/09/1988 Foil XJACKS STIFLE UNC OFFENSE (DORN)
11/09/1988 FO<i<t SDSU PLAYOFF BERTH A LONG SHOT (SEFRNA)
11/16/1988 F021 JACKRABBITS ROMP OVER MSU (SANDQUIST)
9/06/1989 A181 XJACKRABBITS EARN VICTORY (KAZMEIRCZAK)
9/06/1989 A211 IN MIDDLE OF PACK OF RANKING (KAZMEIRCZAK)
9/13/1989 AlAl *JACKRABBITS SPELL DOOM AT DAKOTADOME (KAZMEIRCZAK)
9/13/1989 A16A CENTER COMBINES ONFIELD EXCELLENCE (SIEVERT)
9/20/1989 A031 ANNUAL BEEF BOWL TO INCLUDE CONFERENCE (HEINE)
9/20/1989 A161 GRIDDERS WIN THIRD STRAIGHT (KAZMEIRCZAK)
9/20/1989 A161 TWO JACKRABBIT FOOTBALL GAMES TO AIR
9/27/1989 Al<il *BISON SPOIL JACKRABBITS (KAZMIERCZAK)
9/27/1989 A151 RUTHTON ATHLETES CONTINUE CAREERS (LAMBERT)
9/27/1989 A165 OFFICIALS SHOULD MAKE CALL (SANDQUIST)
10/04/1989 A012 CENTENNIAL GAME TO FEATURE BANDS (ANDERSON S MOSTEK)
10/04/1989 A151 ^TURNOVERS HINDER JACKS CHANCES (KAZMIERCZAK)
10/04/1989 A175 RIVALRY PROVIDES FOR MEMORIES (SANDQUIST)
10/11/1989 A012 *GAME ATTENDANCE DISAPPIONTS OFFICIALS (BROWN)
10/11/1989 A062 SDSU, USD EDITORS EARN FRIENDSHIP
10/11/1989 A084 BROOKINGS PROFITS FROM GAME (FRISVOLD)
10/11/1989 A121 *CROWD ANTICS HIGHLIGHT GAME
10/11/1989 A131 XTURNOVERS HINDER JACKS (KAZMIERCZAK)
10/11/1989 A131 ATHLETE STRIVES FOR EXTRA YARD (SIEVERT)
10/11/1989 A134 PUBLIC RELATIONS--COST WORTH BENEFITS (SANDQUIST)
10/18/1989 A151 X'RABBITS THWARTED BY HUSKIES (KAZMIERCZAK)
10/25/1989 A161 SDSU FIFTH STRAIGHT LOSS (KAZMEIRCZAK)
11/08/1989 A181 GRIDDERS STOPPED IN FINAL MINUTE OF GAME (KAZMIER)
11/08/1989 A181 TV AIRING SUCCESSFUL (KAZMIERCZAK)
11/08/1989 A183 WEATHER INTERVENES, HOBO DAY GAME EXTENDED (KAZMIER)
11/15/1989 A044 XEMPTY FEELING
11/15/1989 A061 TEAM DESERVES BETTER RELATIONS
11/15/1989 A131 KEARN LATE-GAME VICTORY OVER UNO (KAZMIERCZAK)
11/15/1989 A131 GRIDDERS DETERMINATION SHOWS IN ACTIONS (SANDQUIST)
11/29/1989 A134 GRIDDERS EARN POST-SEASON HONORS
12/06/1989 A131 DIVISION lA FOOTBALL NEEDS PLAYOFF (SANDQUIST)
2/21/1990 A121 SIGNS 21 FOOTBALL RECRUITS (SANDQUIST)
4/04/1990 A154 GRIDDERS BEGIN PREPARATION FOR FALL (SIEVERT)
4/19/1990 A191 ARTICLE MISTAKES DIVISION II (SANDQUIST)
9/14/1988 F041 VIKINGS NEED STEADY LEADER
12/14/1988 F031 VIKINGS BLOW CHANCE (SEFRNA)
1/25/1989 F015 BLOWOUTS FINALLY END (SEFRNA)
10/18/1989 A181 WALKER SHOULD ENHANCE (SANDQUIST)
1/24/1990 A135 SUPER BOWL OR SUPER BLOW (SANDQUIST)
1/31/1990 A012 KSUPER BORE
1/31/1990 A131 SAN FRANCISCO PROVED WORTHY (SANDQUIST)
2/22/1989 F035 FORDHAM TOPS SDSU (GOHEEN)
3/15/1989 F021 FORDHAM DEFENDS TITLE AT NATIONALS (GOHEEN)
4/26/1989 F021 THREE DS LEAD WAY FOR STANDOUT (LAMBERT)
4/19/1990 A181 *TRACK SEES FIRST MEET (LAMBERT 8 GLOVER)
1/18/1989 A012 LOSE FACULTY POSITION TO CHEMISTRY (KRATZ)
4/26/1989 B021 SOCIETY BENEFITS STUDENTS (CECIL)
4/19/1990 A091 ADMINISTRATION MADE WRONG CUTS (L)
2/01/1989 C021 CONTRAS DESERVE AMERICAN SUPPORT
3/30/1989 C021 NATO DECISIONS WATERED DOWN BY DEBATE
4/12/1989 C021 IRAN-CONTRA TRIAL REVIVES NATIONAL CONTROVERSY
11/15/1989 A071 LET PEOPLE RULE THEMSELVES SOMEDAY
3/21/1990 A091 *RECENT GLOBAL HAPPENINGS SIGNIFY...
SEE ALSO INTERNATIONAL DAY
11/30/1988 C024 SENATE IGNORES FOREIGN STUDENTS (L)
12/07/1988 AOll SENATE CONSIDERS FLAGS TO REPRESENT STUDENTS
1/25/1989 E021 *AREA WOMEN OFFER FRIENDSHIP (SCOTT)
4/26/1989 BOll INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS WORK TO FIT IN (MARTIN)
4/25/1990 A035 STUDENTS PLAN RETREAT (ROSTYNE)
10/18/1989 A051 DEBATERS COMPETE
11/29/1989 A114 TEAM LEARNS THROUGH PUBLIC SPEAKING (MOSTEK)
10/04/1989 A051 PROJECT MERGE AIDS SPECIAL NEEDS CHILDREN (ROSTYNE)
2/14/1990 AlOl *GERMAN STUDENT EXPERIENCES AMERICA (FISCHBACH)
9/28/1988 F024 DRAINAGE DITCH RUINS BOY'S MARSH
2/15/1989 C024 DIRECTOR GIVES THANKS FOR GAME'S SUCCESS (L)
1/17/1990 A131 ATHLETIC DIRECTOR RETIRES AFTER 35 YEARS (SANDQUIST)
SEE ALSO SDSU FOUNDATION
9/21/1988 BOll BOARD EXPANDS
2/22/1989 B031 HELPS SOLICIT FUNDS TO BETTER COLLEGE
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FOUR-H
FRANCE
FRANKENFELD DON
FRATERNITIES
FREDRIKSON RANDY
FRENCH
FRESHMEN
FRITZ WARREN
FROST ARENA
FUE6EN LANCE
FULBRI6HT SCHOLAR
FUND RAISING
FUTURE FARMERS
FUTURE FUND
GAMBILL NORMAN
GAMBLING
GAME FISH & PARKS
GAMES
GARBAGE
GARDON BARRY
GASOLINE-BR
GASPER PHYLLIS
GEE JENNIFER
GEHRKE ALICE
GENTILE JIM
GENZLINGER KIM
GEOGRAPHY
GERMANY
GERMANY WEST
GERWING JAMES
GEYER ANN
GHAZI HASSAN
GIAGO DORIS
GIAGO TIM
GIFTS
GIRL SCOUTS
GLOVER AL
GOLF
GOSSIP
GOVERNOR'S DAY
GOVLETT DALE
GRADES
GRADUATE SCHOOL
GRADUATES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/18/1989 A031 A-H'ERS TEACH INNER-CITY YOUTH (HEINE)
2/22/1989 BOAl STUDENT TRAVELS TO FRANCE (ROSS)
3/15/1989 B0A5 STUDENTS TO TRAVEL FRANCE FOR STUDY (ROSS)
11/15/1989 A091 CANDIDATE LOOKS TOWARD 1990 (HUTCHES)
A/OA/1990 AlOl JOHNSON-FRANKENFELD DEBATE DELAYED (MARTIN)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF FRATERNITIES
9/21/1988 E03<i KGREEK RUSH ACTIVITY ENTICES... (GORS)
9/27/1989 A051 TKE VOTES TO ELIMINATE PLEDGING, HAZING (BLY)
2/07/1990 AOAl KRUSH ACTIVITIES BEGIN FOR GREEKS (RATZLAFF)
A/19/1990 AOAl FRATERNITY WITHDRAWS CHARTER (ROSTYNE)
4/19/1990 A163 *STUDENTS SHARE FRATERNITY QUARTERS (ADERMAN)
5/02/1990 A045 FARMHOUSE RECEIVES 2ND IN CONTEST (ROSTYNE)
4/25/1990 A081 ^TODAY'S ATTITUDES TO THOSE OF YEARS AGO (HUTCHES)
10/25/1989 A043 FRENCH CLUB PLANS REVOLUTIONARY CELEBRATION (OWEN)
1/18/1989 B021 SDSU COMPARES NATIONALLY (MARTIN)
4/25/1990 A161 ^PREPARATIONS UNDERWAY FOR STAMPEDE (GLOVER)
1/24/1990 A081 *T0 TAKE THE COURT AT FROST ARENA
4/04/1990 A012 *INSPECTOR NUMBER 12
10/04/1989 A055 PROPOSALS DUE
11/09/1988 D021 JAIL 8 BAIL MAKES AN IMPRESSION (ANDERSON)
4/19/1989 D015 BICYCLE RACE TO HELP WITH CLUB FUNDING (AVOK)
10/18/1989 A044 DUNK TANK TO AID HAITIAN MISSION (COATES)
10/18/1989 A091 *JAILHOUSE ROCK
12/13/1989 A031 KATHLETES BATTLE ABUSE, HUNGER WITH BENEFIT (CECIL)
3/21/1990 A041 RAISES $75,700 DURING PHONATHON (OWEN)
4/12/1989 A013 *61ST FFA STATE CONVENTION (KRATZ)
4/12/1989 C024 FFA BENEFITS SDSU (L)
11/29/1989 A034 FFA CONVENTION DRAWS STUDENTS (HEINE)
5/02/1990 A141 *CITE OFFERS OPPORTUNITY FOR RESEARCH (PAUL)
10/04/1989 A053 GAMBILL TO JUDGE
1/17/1990 A061 STATE SHOULD AVOID MIDWEST VEGAS (ED)
SEE ALSO WILDLIFE
4/12/1989 E021 *PSEUDO WARS RELIEVE TENSIONS (ANDERSON)
SEE REFUSE 8 REF DISP
2/28/1990 A105 XTV MAN
12/07/1988 C013 BROOKINGS' GAS PRICES TOO HIGH
11/15/1989 A055 PROFESSOR PRESENTS
12/13/1989 A183 SPORTS TALENT IN VARIOUS WAYS (LAMBERT)
2/07/1990 A044 FACULTY ASSIST WITH VETERAN CARE (ROSTYNE)
11/02/1988 F021 GENTILE PLAYS IMPORTANT ROLE (SANDQUIST)
2/21/1990 Alll GIRL FINDS BIOLOGICAL PARENTS (SCOTT)
11/30/1988 D013 GOVERNOR TEACHES
12/07/1988 B014 SDSU SPONSORS NATIONAL BEE (HAUG)
12/14/1988 B021 PROFESSOR EXPLORES THE GLOBE (BAMSEY)
3/30/1989 B034 CONVENTION GROWS WITH TIME (BROST)
4/12/1989 B033 GEOGRAPHY BEE HELD
4/26/1989 A012 INSTRUCTOR NAMED STATE GEOGRAPHER (LEE)
11/29/1989 A071 *SMALL GESTURES HELP BREAK DOWN WALLS
3/15/1989 B024 WEST GERMANY MORE DENSELY POPULATED (SLOWEY)
4/05/1989 C024 ARTICLE ON WEST GERMANY NEEDS SUPPLEMENT (L)
9/13/1989 A012 GERMAN CONSUL DISCUSSES INTEGRATION PLAN (KRATZ)
9/06/1989 A071 PROFESSORS HONORED
3/21/1990 A043 JOURNALISM WEEK INCLUDES PRESENTATION (CECIL)
3/28/1990 A041 ^FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT STARTS WEEK (BROWN)
2/14/1990 A012 MECHANICAL ENGINEER HEAD RESIGNS (FRISVOLD)
4/04/1990 A043 *PANEL CONSIDERS INDIAN CULTURE (BROWN)
10/25/1989 A012 *•RACISM BY OMISSION* NEEDS TO BE ERASED (BLY)
2/28/1990 A071 *GIFTS GIVE MORE THAN PRESENTS
11/16/1988 D021 GIRL SCOUTS BENEFIT FROM SDSU (ANDERSON)
11/09/1988 D013 CANDIDATES TOUCH UPON EDUCATION (FRISVOLD)
9/14/1988 F034 GOLF TEAM IMPROVING EACH MEET (KAZMIERCZAK)
9/21/1988 F021 GOLFERS CONTINUE TO IMPROVE (KAZMIERCZAK)
9/20/1989 A171 GOLFERS FINISH AMID PACK (NIEMAN)
9/27/1989 Ai51 *LINKSTER SCORES WELL WITH TALENTS (SIEVERT)
9/27/1989 A163 GOLFERS FINISH FIFTH, PLAY STEADY (NIEMAN)
10/04/1989 A181 *LINKSTERS SNAP STREAK (NIEMAN)
10/11/1989 A134 LINKSTERS END WITH SECOND-PLACE FINISH (NIEMAN)
10/18/1989 A183 LINKSTERS SHOWED STEADY IMPROVEMENT (NIEMAN)
1/24/1990 A074 *GRAPEVINES RUN RAMPANT WITH GOSSIP
4/26/1989 B021 GOVERNOR'S DAY PROVIDES CHANCE (MARTIN)
5/03/1989 A014 MICKELSON ADDRESSES ROTC (AVOK)
4/19/1990 AOll GOVERNOR'S DAY ACTIVITIES SCHEDULED
4/25/1990 A014 *DAY IN THE SUN
1/18/1989 E015 ^EXPRESSION
1/24/1990 A031 NEW GRADE PROPOSED BY SENATE (RATZLAFF)
10/11/1989 A054 GRADUATE SCHOOL PLANS EXPANSION (HINZMAN)
12/14/1988 E024 GRADUATES LOOK TO THE FUTURE (BOHLENDER)
5/02/1990 A103 XGRADUATES TO MOVE ON
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GRADUATES
GRANHOLM NELS
GRASSHOPPERS
GRE
GREED
GREEK COUNCIL
GREEK WEEK
GRIFFIN HARVI
GRIMM DARLA
GRITZNER CHARLES
GRITZNER JANET
GRNZER MARK S MICH
GROCERY STORES-BR
GROON LINDA
GROSDIDIER JAMIE
GROVE COMMONS
GUIDANCE CENTER
GUNDERSON RICHARD
HAAS KARL
HABITS
HACKING
HAIRSTYLES
HAITI
HALL CATHY
HALLOWEEN
HALSTEAD DON
HANDICAPPED
HANSEN HALL
HANSEN MIKE
HANSON HALL
HARDIN TODD
HARDING LECTURE
HASSEL CRAIG
HAUSCHILD-MORK MEL
HAWAII
HEALTH
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/02/1990 Alll KGRADS NEED CHALLENGES
9/28/1988 B02A KPROFESSOR LINKS TWO CULTURES (CECIL)
2/08/1989 B031 *LOOKING GLASS
lO/O'i/1989 A051 STUDENTS ELIGIBLE FOR FEE WAIVER (CECIL)
9/21/1988 C021 GREED CAPTIVATES TODAY'S SOCIETY
9/07/1988 B031 NEW ADVISER PLANS NEW POLICY (CECIL)
11/30/1988 BOIA GOVERNMENT IMPROVEMENTS HELP GREEK SYSTEM (CECIL)
10/19/1988 B021 KGREEKS UNITED DURING WEEK (CECIL)
10/18/1989 A031 *GREEK WEEK PROMOTES UNITY (DONOHOE)
3/15/1989 EOll HARPIST INVOLVES AUDIENCE IN MUSIC (BOHLENDER)
3/30/1989 E015 *MUSIC FROM ABOVE
3/21/1990 B012 *WOMAN CHERISHES REGIONAL COOKING
12/14/1988 B021 PROFESSOR EXPLORES THE GLOBE (BAMSEY)
3/30/1989 B025 PROFESSORS HONORED
2/22/1989 B034 SAHARAN AFRICAN PERFORMS BALANCING ACT (LEE)
10/11/1989 AlOl TWINS INTRIGUE, ASTOUND MOST PEOPLE (HANSEN)
10/05/1988 D031 *SHOPPING WITH DAD
9/21/1988 F031 GROON HAVING FUN (GOHEEN)
11/16/1988 F024 *GROON'S RUNNING SPARKS WOMEN'S TEAM (LAMBERT)
10/11/1989 A131 ATHLETE STRIVES FOR EXTRA YARD (SIEVERT)
12/13/1989 A031 GROVE COMMONS RENOVATION NEARS COMPLETION (DONOHOE)
4/26/1989 DOll SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS COMBINE TO INCREASE AID
10/05/1988 B031 AWARDS HONOR ALUMNI
9/20/1989 A012 YEAR'S FIRST HARDING LECTURE (DONOHOE)
10/18/1989 A131 *BAD HABITS TAKE MANY DIFFERENT FORMS (SLY)
10/18/1989 A135 BEHAVIOR PROVES DIFFICULT TO CHANGE (BUTTARO)
5/03/1989 F044 XHACKIN' AWAY
1/18/1989 E021 KLENGTHY LOCKS EMERGE AS FAD (TAYLOR)
1/31/1990 A071 *BAD HAIR CONTINUES DESPITE CUT
10/18/1989 A044 DUNK TANK TO AID HAITIAN MISSION (COATES)
1/24/1990 A033 STUDENTS, ADVISER TRAVEL TO HAITI (COATES)
1/24/1990 A074 KFAMILIAR SONG BREAKS BARRIER
5/02/1990 A051 BRIGGS TRAVELS TO HAITI (ROSTYNE)
9/07/1988 A015 *BEHRING, HALL GAIN REGENT STATUS (BROWN)
11/02/1988 A013 *GETTING AUDIENCE INTO THE ACT (TAYLOR)
11/02/1988 BOll *TRICK OR TREAT
11/08/1989 A121 ^HALLOWEEN SPIRIT COVERS CAMPUS, CITY (KOHLMAN)
3/30/1989 D021 CANDIDATES MAKE EXPERIENCE AN ISSUE (FRISVOLD)
9/21/1988 AOll DISABLED ADVISER HELPS HANDICAPPED (CECIL)
9/21/1988 E031 KSTUDENT ADJUSTS TO LOSS (RANEY)
9/28/1988 A014 *ADMINISTRATORS TAKE ON HANDICAPPED TRAILS (BROST)
4/05/1989 B053 INCREASED AWARENESS LEADS TO CHANGES (BROST)
10/11/1989 A014 NEW DISABLED ADVISER HELPS OTHERS (CECIL)
11/29/1989 A031 ^SOCIETY AIDS AREA DISABLED (HINZMAN)
2/14/1990 A031 *ADVISER SEES PERSONALITIES INSTEAD OF... (BROWN)
3/21/1990 A074 GROUP ADDRESSES DISABILITY ISSUES (BROWN)
10/04/1989 A034 HANSEN HALL RECEIVES ADDITIONAL PARKING (CECIL)
3/28/1990 A145 CAGER'S SCHOLARSHIPS PULLED (FRISVOLD)
1/24/1990 A071 BASIC INJUSTICES INFRINGE ON RIGHTS (L)
1/18/1989 BOll *PAY UP
3/15/1989 BOll K'ROE' ATTORNEY--ABORTION DECISION SAFE (MARTIN)
4/26/1989 A023 FINAL HARDING LECTURER TO SHARE (SCHWENCK)
9/20/1989 A012 YEAR'S FIRST HARDING LECTURE (DONOHOE)
4/26/1989 B024 NUTRITIONIST WARNS ABOUT CHOLESTEROL (BAMSEY)
9/07/1988 E024 GRADUATE REPLACES MENTOR (ELL)
11/09/1988 E014 YOUTH LEARN EXPRESSION THROUGH DANCE
2/28/1990 A045 UPC OFFERS FREE HAWAII TRIP (CECIL)
3/21/1990 A141 STUDENT EXPERIENCES HAWAII-FREE (LEE)
SEE ALSO WELLNESS
9/28/1988 A012 INSURANCE OMEN COULD HAUNT STUDENTS (BROWN)
10/19/1988 C014 NATIONAL HEALTH CARE ISSUE LONG OVERDUE
12/14/1988 D021 OFFICE CREATED
SEE HPER
1/25/1989 B015 INCORPORATE HEALTH CARE FOR WOMEN (CECIL)
1/25/1989 coil *SHOULD HEALTH SERVICE REDIRECT FUNDS
9/27/1989 A041 SERVICE CUTS DOWN NIGHT TIME HOURS (ROSS)
11/15/1989 A063 STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE SHOULD SELL CONDOMS
11/29/1989 A063 *SHOULD CHANGE TRADITIONAL PATTERNS
12/06/1989 A061 KCAMPUS COMMENTS--CONDOMS
12/13/1989 A012 KPHARMACY TO SELL CONTRACEPTIVES
3/21/1990 A012 CAMPUS PHARMACY SELLS FEWER CONTRACEPTIVES (ROSTYNE)
11/30/1988 BOll XTUNNEL SYSTEM PROVIDES PATHWAY (KRATZ)
11/15/1989 A054 NURSE ELECTED
12/06/1989 A031 PROGRAM FULFILLS CARE NEED (ROSTYNE)
9/21/1988 DOll 3CPIZZA QUEEN
1/31/1990 Alll PARENTS EXPERIENCE PROCESSES (BUTTARO 8 ROSS)
11/16/1988 B025 ACTING DIRECTOR FOR EXTENSION SERVICE (SLOWEY)
9/06/1989 A121 EXTENSION NAMES NEW DIRECTOR
HEALTH PHYSICAL ED
HEALTH SERVICE
HEATING
HEGGE MARGE
HEIRIGS ROCHELLE
HEITLAND SHIRLEY
HELLICKSON MYLO
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HELM FLASH
HENDERSON HAZEL
HENDERSON JAY
HENDRICKSON J P
HEPTATHLETES
HIGHWAY PATROL
HILLESCHEIM MARK
HILLESTAD LINDA
HILSON NORM
HISTORICAL SITES
HISTORY
HOBO DAY
HOBO WEEK
HOCKEY
HOFER NICOLE
HOFLAND SHARON
HOGAN EDWARD
HOLIDAYS
HOLM JOHNNY
HOLOGRAPHY
HOME ECONOMICS
HOMELESS
HOMOSEXUALITY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/27/1989 AOAl MILITARY HEAD MOLDS OFFICERS (OWEN)
I/I7/I990 A03I KPROFESSOR RECALLS VISITS WITH NORIEGA (BROWN)
2/IA/I99G A074 *'LOVE ECONOMY' PROVIDES FOR WORLD
II/I5/I989 A0I2 XSMOOTH GOING
10/05/1988 B03I AWARDS HONOR ALUMNI
9/20/1989 A09I SDSU LEADERS CONTRIBUTE TO PUBLICATION (HUTCHES)
3/28/1990 AI35 TRAINING PAYS OFF (LAMBERT)
4/I9/I989 D024 ARREST QUOTAS NONEXISTENT
2/07/1990 AIII ADOPTED SHARE WORRIES (ADERMAN)
10/04/1989 AIII TEACHER OF THE YEAR HEARS END OF TERM (STEWART)
9/07/1988 F07I HILSON WILL BE MISSED (SEFRNA)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF SITES
4/26/1989 B031 STUDENT PRESENTS HISTORY PAPER (SLOWEY)
9/28/1988 BOII PREPARES TO CELEBRATE MARDIS GRAS EARLY (CECIL)
10/05/1988 A0I3 *FLORAL FIXING
10/05/1988 B034 *STITCH IN TIME
10/05/1988 coil STUDENT APATHY NEEDS HOBO DAY NUDGE (ED)
10/05/1988 DOII BROOKINGS BUSINESSES HELP WITH ACTIVITIES (AVOK)
10/05/1988 F02I LANGER TO BE HONORED ON HOBO DAY
10/26/1988 A0I2 COMMISSION PLANS HOUSE PARTY STUDY (ANDERSON)
9/27/1989 A0I5 SA HEARS BROOKINGS COMMUNITY REQUEST (ROSS)
I0/I8/I989 A034 COMMITTEE BRINGS BACK BONFIRE (BLY)
I0/I8/I989 A035 PARADE CELEBRATES 77TH YEAR (MERSCH)
I0/I8/I989 A06I 36CAMPUS COMMENTS--HOBO WEEK
I0/I8/I989 A09I CITY TO PARTICIPATE IN HOBO DAY (STEWART)
10/25/1989 A02I GRAND POOBA CHALLENGED BY EVENT (DONOHOE)
10/25/1989 A022 BUMMOBILE FEATURES HOBO HISTORY (DONOHOE)
10/25/1989 A05I KA GREAT FALL
10/25/1989 AI05 LIQUOR STORE READY FOR EVENT (ANDERSON)
10/25/1989 AI3I *STUDENTS GO MONTH WITHOUT RAZORS (HANSEN)
10/25/1989 B04I *T0 BOOST TEAM, SCHOOL SPIRIT (ANDERSON)
II/08/I989 A0I2 KFUMBLED PLAY
II/08/I989 A034 HALLS LOCK UP ON ROUGH WEEKENDS (ROSTYNE)
II/08/I989 A07I JePROUD SPIRIT
II/08/I989 AII5 RESIDENTS PROFIT IN HOBO DAY ACTIVITIES (FRISVOLD)
II/08/I989 AI83 WEATHER INTERVENES, HOBO DAY GAME EXTENDED (KAZMIER)
4/I9/I990 A04I HOBO DAY COMMITTEE REVAMPS ACTIVITES (HEINE)
10/25/1989 A0I4 3fFIRED UP
12/07/1988 F02I *PUCKSTERS SPLIT WITH DORDT COLLEGE (ARCHER)
I/I8/I989 F024 PUCKSTERS LOSE THREE
I/25/I989 F026 HOCKEY TEAM DROPS THREE (ARCHER)
2/0I/I989 F04I KSTICK MANEUVERS
2/22/1989 F025 HOCKEY EXPERIENCE FUN (SEFRNA)
3/15/1989 C02I GAMES DO NOT INCLUDE 'CHEAP SHOTS' (L)
II/29/I989 AI54 SEASON UNDER REIGNS OF NEW COACH (SIEVERT)
12/06/1989 AI5I PUCKSTERS OPEN WITH SPLIT AGAINST DORDT (SIEVERT)
I/24/I990 AI4I PENALTIES, LACK OF DEPTH HINDERS (SIEVERT)
I/3I/I990 AI34 PUCKSTERS GAIN REVENGE ON GRIFFINS (SIEVERT)
2/I4/I990 AI2I RINKMEN'S INCONSISTENCY RESULTS IN SPLIT (SIEVERT)
2/I4/I990 AI45 PROVIDES BEST ENTERTAINMENT FOR MONEY (SANDQUIST)
I0/I8/I989 AI3I *BAD HABITS TAKE MANY DIFFERENT FORMS (SLY)
II/08/I989 A07I FACULTY MEMBERS ENCOUNTER ETHICAL DILEMMAS (OWEN)
4/05/1989 B05I GEOGRAPHER RECOGNIZED
2/2I/I990 A044 *SEWREY FACULTY COLLIQUIUM OFFERS SPEECHES (COATES)
2/2I/I990 A09I STATE APPROVES TWO NEW HOLIDAYS (HUTCHES)
10/26/1988 E0I5 JOHNNY HOLM CELEBRATES HALLOWEEN (KEDIK)
II/02/I988 A0I3 KGETTING AUDIENCE INTO THE ACT (TAYLOR)
II/02/I988 E02I *LIMELIGHT
II/08/I989 AI5I *HOLM PROVIDES UNIQUE BRAND (ANDERSON)
2/I5/I989 E03I *ART INCORPORATES LASERS (ANDERSON)
I/I8/I989 B032 DEAN HONORED
3/30/1989 B05I *AWARDS RECOGNIZE COMMITMENT IN STATE (HATTON)
4/I2/I989 B03I NEW BUSINESS MAJOR PLANNED (BAMSEY)
I0/II/I989 A03I DEPARTMENT RECEIVES HIGH SCHOOL STUDY GRANT (HEINE)
I0/II/I989 A035 DEAN WORKS TO PREVENT TEEN PREGNANCY PROBLEM (OWEN)
I0/II/I989 A043 PUBLIC RELATIONS TEAM CHOSEN (DONOHOE)
2/28/1990 A05I TRENDS, OPPORTUNITIES ON HOME ECON AGENDA (RATZLAFF)
3/28/1990 A03I WORKSHOPS, DISPLAYS TOP AGENDA (HILDEBRANDT)
3/28/1990 A03I SDSU STUDENTS RECALL PARTICIPATION (CECIL)
3/28/1990 A035 SD HOME ECONOMISTS HONORED (HILDEBRANDT)
I2/I4/I988 coil NOT EVERYONE GOES HOME FOR HOLIDAYS (ED)
2/0I/I989 D024 AREA HOMELESS NOT IN STREETS (BROWN)
2/I5/I989 D022 EMERGENCY COMMUNITY SERVICES HOMELESS GRANTS
I/3I/I990 A07I *T0 SOLVE SEXUAL PREFERENCE QUESTIONS
2/07/1990 A07I COLUMNIST DISTORTS 1ST CHAPTER OF ROMANS (L)
2/07/1990 A07I GAY/LESBIAN GROUP NEEDS UNDERSTANDING (L)
2/2I/I990 A07I BIBLICAL FACTS ABOUT HOMOSEXUALITY (L)
2/28/1990 A0I4 CAMPUS GAY AND LESBIAN GROUP (BROWN & BORDEWYK)
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HONORS PROGRAM
HOOPS RAY
HOROSCOPE
HORSES
HORTICULTURE
HOSMER DAVE
HOSPITALS-BR
HOSPITALS-ND
HOSPITALS-SD
HOUSE PARTIES
HOUSING
HOWE CAROLE
HPER
HUMAN RIGHTS
HUMANITIES
HUNGER
HUNTER PHILIP
HUNTING
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/28/1988 B02A *PROFESSOR LINKS TWO CULTURES CCECIL)
12/13/1989 A081 REBOUNDS FROM EARLY SETBACKS IN 'DOS (ED)
2/07/1990 A063 ^LOOKING TO THE STARS FOR GUIDANCE
11/30/1988 E031 *STUDENTS TURN HOBBY TO BUSINESS (FISCHBACH)
3/30/1989 BOAl 'ROOKIE' ANIMAL HANDLER LEARNS (DENHOLM)
9/06/1989 A051 FORESTRY HEAD STRESSES RESEARCH (MERSCH)
11/15/1989 A033 STUDENTS CREATE MINI-MCCRORY GARDENS (OWEN)
4/19/1989 A014 USD STUDENTS ASSOCIATION PRESIDENT (BROST)
1/18/1989 D014 HOSPITAL BOARD VOTES TO PLAN ADDITION (HUTCHES)
3/15/1989 D025 HOSPITAL ADDITION SLATED (SHIELDS)
3/21/1990 C036 HOSPITALS SUE OVER PAYMENTS
10/04/1989 A104 GRANT APPROVED
11/09/1988 A012 IDENTIFIES HOUSE PARTY PROBLEM (BORDEWYK)
11/16/1988 A014 PASSES HOUSE PARTY RECOMMENDATIONS (BORDEWYK)
12/14/1988 A021 REGENTS DISCUSS HOUSE PARTIES (BROWN)
9/20/1989 A054 STUDENTS QUESTION PROTOCOL
9/27/1989 A012 DISCUSS DRINKING-RELATED VIOLATIONS (BLY)
9/27/1989 A074 STUDENT DRINKING PROBLEMS IN BROOKINGS
SEE ALSO LEASE & RENT
9/07/1988 C013 ZONING LAWS NEED CHANGE
9/14/1988 A015 'SLUMLORDS', STUDENTS VIOLATE ORDINANCE (BROWN)
9/14/1988 B014 OVERFLOW HOUSING SWITCH MAY DECREASE COSTS (SLOWEY)
9/28/1988 E024 COLLEGE HOUSING CHOICES VARY (BOHLENDER)
10/26/1988 coil XCAMPUS COMMENTS ON HOUSE PARTIES
11/09/1988 A012 IDENTIFIES HOUSE PARTY PROBLEM (BORDEWYK)
11/16/1988 A014 PASSES HOUSE PARTY RECOMMENDATIONS (BORDEWYK)
11/30/1988 C013 STUDENT ACTIVITIES NEED CITY FUNDING
12/14/1988 D021 HOUSING PACKETS TO BE GIVEN (BORDEWYK)
1/18/1989 D021 *HOUSING COMPLEX NEARS COMPLETION (AVOK)
2/08/1989 DOll *BATTLE REALTOR OVER HOME'S FATE (AVOK)
2/22/1989 D024 CITY COMMISSION AND OWNER AGREE (AVOK)
4/12/1989 D024 COMMISSION APPROVES REZONING (FRISVOLD)
4/19/1989 C013 OFFICIALS OFFER OFF CAMPUS ADVICE
9/13/1989 A081 ^EXTENSION FOR RAMEY HOUSE RENOVATION (AVOK)
3/21/1990 A064 MARRIED STUDENTS REQUEST PRIVATE STALLS (COATES)
3/21/1990 Alll CONCERN WITH RENTERS RIGHTS INCREASING (MARTIN)
3/28/1990 Alll 9CSTUDENTS LIVING IN THE LUTHERAN HOUSE (LEE)
4/04/1990 A121 *HOUSE BEARS SCARS OF KEG PARTIES (VEATCH)
5/02/1990 A081 *FRIENDS MAKE A 'LOVE SHACK' (SLY)
11/08/1989 A051 *ISLAND WORK FULFILLS PROFESSOR'S DREAM (CECIL)
2/21/1990 A044 KSEWREY FACULTY COLLIQUIUM OFFERS SPEECHES (COATES)
9/07/1988 F062 *HPER FILLS SIX POSITIONS
2/21/1990 A041 'HYPER FOR MDA' PLANNING BEGINS (MERSCH)
4/04/1990 AlOl CITY GIVES LEGAL REFERRAL POWER (PAUL)
12/14/1988 A015 HUMANITIES ELIMINATED FOR CHEMISTRY PROGRAM (KRATZ)
9/28/1988 DOll COMMUNITY PEOPLE WALK FOR HUNGER (FRISVOLD)
12/07/1988 E022 STUDENT BEGINS THEATER CAREER AS SCROOGE (SCOTT)
11/30/1988 F041 HUNTING CAN BE DANGEROUS (FORMAN)
1/25/1989 F031 PAMPHLETS ANGER COLUMNIST (FORMAN)
9/13/1989 A161 CEASURE OF HUNTING RIGHTS DEBATE (FORMAN)
9/20/1989 A182 DOVES LIMITED
9/20/1989 A183 RULES UNCHANGED
9/20/1989 A184 HANDBOOK AVAILABLE
9/27/1989 A154 CHANGES WILL HARM MANAGEMENT (FORMAN)
10/04/1989 A161 *SEASON OPENER WILL PROVIDE ACTION (FORMAN)
10/11/1989 A151 NEW LAW APPLIED FOR BOWHUNTERS
10/18/1989 A163 PHEASANT OPENER PROVIDES TRADITION (FORMAN)
10/25/1989 A081 ^SPORTSMEN TAKE TO THE FIELDS
11/08/1989 A041 PROFESSOR VENTURES TO AFRICA FOR BIG GAME (HEINE)
11/15/1989 A161 HUNTER'S EXPERIENCE REASSURES FAITH (FORMAN)
1/17/1990 A153 HUNTING OPPONENTS' ARGUMENTS HOLD FLAWS (FORMAN)
1/31/1990 A143 NEW TECHNOLOGIES TAKE SPORT... (FORMAN)
2/07/1990 A141 LICENSES CHANGE
11/08/1989 A012 XSTUDENT SUFFERS FORM RARE DISEASE (FEICKERT)
5/02/1990 A031 *BRRRR!
2/22/1989 DOll HURON COLLEGE CHANGES NAME FOLLOWING SALE (SHIELDS)
9/06/1989 A091 COMEMERATIVE DAYS AFFECT ALL
9/13/1989 A071 PREVENT STUDENTS FROM MAINTAINING GOOD DIETS
9/20/1989 A073 NEW ACTIVITY STIMULATES CREATIVITY
9/27/1989 A071 ADVERTISING WORLD KILLS CULTURE
10/04/1989 A094 AMERICA NEEDS NEW MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
10/11/1989 A071 NO MONSTERS APPEAR ON FIRST AIRPLANE RIDE
10/18/1989 A074 MARRIOTT COOKIES PROVIDE INSPIRATION
10/25/1989 A074 COLUMNIST CONSTRUCTS ELVIS SHRINE IN HOME
11/08/1989 A091 TRADITIONAL FALL SEASONAL EVENTS PROVE
11/15/1989 A074 PLAYING GAMES WITH BOYS CAUSE ANGUISH
11/29/1989 A071 ^COMPLETES ANOTHER DAYS ROUTINE
12/06/1989 A071 KCAMPUS ON COLD DAYS
HUNTINGTON'S DISEA
HUNZINGER JAKE
HURON COLLEGE
HUTCHES SANDRA
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HUTCHES SANDRA 12/13/1989 A094
1/17/1990 A071
l/2'»/1990 A074
1/31/1990 A071
2/07/1990 A074
2/l<i/I990 A071
2/21/1990 A074
2/28/1990 A074
3/21/1990 A094
3/28/1990 A071
4/04/1990 A071
4/19/1990 A094
4/25/1990 A074
5/02/1990 Alll
HYPNOTISM 9/28/1988 DOll
9/13/1989 A114
9/20/1989 A131
ICE S SNOW REMVL 11/30/1988 B031
2/01/1989 D024
2/21/1990 AlOl
ICE ARENA 2/28/1990 AOll
ICE CREAM 9/14/1988 DOll
1/25/1989 C031
IDENTIFICATION 12/14/1988 D031
IDEOLOGY 2/08/1989 C021
INCOME TAX-SD 10/19/1988 DOll
1/17/1990 A013
1/24/1990 A061
INCOME TAX-US 1/25/1989 D014
1/24/1990 A091
1/31/1990 A095
2/07/1990 A095
INDIA 9/07/1988 C021
4/19/1989 B014
4/19/1989 B021
INDIA ASSOCIATION 11/02/1988 B034
INDIAN CULTURE 10/26/1988 B025
5/03/1989 E031
11/08/1989 A131
4/04/1990 A043
INDIAN EDUCATION 1/31/1990 A041
INDIANS 3/21/1990 A051
INDIANS-SD 9/21/1988 BOll
12/14/1988 B021
2/15/1989 D021
3/15/1989 B021
5/03/1989 A012
10/18/1989 AOll
10/25/1989 A012
2/07/1990 A061
2/07/1990 A091
3/28/1990 A051
INDONESIA 5/03/1989 B041
1/24/1990 A044
INDUSTRIES-BR 4/12/1989 DOll
9/20/1989 A041
INDUSTRIES-SD 2/07/1990 A103
INJURIES 12/13/1989 A195
INNOVATION 4/04/1990 A091
INSURANCE 9/28/1988 A012
10/05/1988 A023
9/27/1989 A091
1/24/1990 A012
INSURANCE MEDICAL 10/19/1988 A016
INTERAGENCY COUNCI 10/04/1989 A051
INTERIOR DESIGN 2/15/1989 B024
INTERNATIONAL CLUB 11/16/1988 A014
10/04/1989 A053
12/06/1989 A012
INTERNATIONAL DAY 5/03/1989 BOll
5/03/1989 B021
5/03/1989 B054
4/19/1990 A031
4/25/1990 A035
INTERNSHIPS 11/16/1988 D023
2/15/1989 C013
2/28/1990 Alll
3/28/1990 A091
*T0 PARALLEL "ANDY GRIFFITH' SHOW
XUNEXPECTED VISITOR HAUNTS COLUMNIST
^GRAPEVINES RUN RAMPANT WITH GOSSIP
*BAD HAIR CONTINUES DESPITE CUT
XCOLUMNIST DRAWS CONCLUSIONS
'BEEG MAK' WILL BRING CAPITALISM
GRIPPED JEANS GIVE COLUMNIST COLD LEGS
KINVEST IN 1-900 PHONE OPERATION
KCHILDHOOD LABELS CREATE LOSS OF INDIVIDUALITY
KSELF-MADE HOROSCOPES PROVE BETTER
KCOLUMNIST PONDERS STATE MOTTOS
XCARTOONS ENTERTAIN AT ANY AGE
*TEMPORARY PERSPIRATION MAKES WALK
XLIFE GOES ON--EVEN AFTER GRADUATION
WAND PROVES AUDIENCE FAVORITE CGORS)
HYPNOTIST ENTERTAINS, EDUCATES (MUSTEK)
HYPNOTIST TURNS STUDENT INTO JON BON JOVI (HANSEN)
KCOMING THROUGH
CITY DOES BEST TO CLEAR STREETS (FRISVOLD)
XWINTER CLEANING
AREA ICE ARENA TO BUILD ADDITIONAL SEATS
KFINGER LICKIN' GOOD
XSCOOP ON SDSU ICE CREAM
FAKE IDENTIFICATION ABUSE (FRISVOLD)
POLITICAL CLASSIFICATIONS PRODUCE NEGATIVE...
LEGISLATORS DISCUSS INCOME TAX (BROWN)
DEMOCRATS REFUTE GOVERNOR'S TAX VIEWS (HUTCHES)
*CAMPUS COMMENTS--INCOME TAX
TAX RETURNS FILED ELECTRONICALLY (FRISVOLD)
ASSISTANCE IN FILING TAX RETURN (FRISVOLD)
STUDENT TAX CONCERNS LIMITED (HUTCHES)
DEMAND FOR ELECTRONIC FILING (HUTCHES)
REWARDS FROM PERSISTENCE, PATIENCE
INDIA DEPENDS ON AGRICULTURE (COATES)
INDIAN WOMEN SEEK EQUALITY (BROST)
NEW GROUP FORMED
CULTURAL GATHERING TO LOOK FOR SIMILARITIES
STUDENT KEEPS HERITAGE ALIVE (FEICKERT)
XINDIAN CULTURE PORTRAYED THROUGH FILM (ROSS)
XPANEL CONSIDERS INDIAN CULTURE (BROWN)
CRAZY HORSE SCHOLARSHIP OFFERS BENEFITS (ROSTYNE)
ADVISER HELPS STUDENTS EXPAND OPTIONS (HEINE)
NEW ADVISER TO BRIDGE GAP (KRATZ)
LEARN TO SURVIVE IN A SECULAR SOCIETY (LEE)
TO SUPPORT NATIVE AMERICAN DROPOUT PREVENTION
*NATIVE IDEALS DISAGREE WITH CONTEMPORARY (COATES)
UNIVERSITY RECRUITS NATIVE AMERICANS (MARTIN)
NATIVE AMERICAN SEMINAR PLANNED
*'RACISM BY OMISSION' NEEDS TO BE ERASED (BLY)
KCAMPUS COMMENTS—NATIVE AMERICANS
JESTATE PROMOTES CULTURAL INTERACTION (MARTIN)
SEMINAR FOCUSES ON TRAGEDY
PHARMACY STUDENT PLANS TRIP TO INDONESIA (AVOK)
OVERSEAS TRIP SUCCESSFUL (OWEN)
AREA BUSINESSES COLLECT FUNDS (AVOK)
SYMPOSIUM TO AID SDSU, INDUSTRY (KRATZ)
STATE MAY RECEIVE NEW FARM INDUSTRIES (MARTIN)
ATHLETE'S BILLS FALL INTO DEPT (NIEMAN)
*AWARD NAMED FOR FORMER EDUCATOR (HUTCHES)
INSURANCE OMEN COULD HAUNT STUDENTS (BROWN)
LEGISLATURE MAY REQUIRE STUDENT INSURANCE (BLY)
STUDENT INSURANCE COVERAGE OVERLOOKED (PAUL)
INSURANCE COVERAGE OF PERSONAL PROPERTY (CECIL)
COMMISSION MISTAKEN (BROWN)
PROJECT MERGE AIDS SPECIAL NEEDS CHILDREN (ROSTYNE)
DECORATING CREATIVITY SPOTLIGHTED BY CONTEST (ROSS)
CLUB BUDGET SLASHED BY SENATE (TRAUTMANN)
PROGRAMS SLATED
BUDGET FOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS CLUB (COATES)
*TASTE EXPERIENCE
INDIAN SPECIALIST SEEKS CULTURAL INTEGRATION (BALEY)
^INTERNATIONAL ART
STUDENTS EXPERIENCE OTHER CULTURES (MERSCH)
XINTERNATIONAL DAY
OPPORTUNITY TO WORK WITH GOVERNOR'S OFFICE (MAULE)
EXECUTIVE INTERNSHIPS VALUABLE
HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE BENEFITS EMPLOYERS (PAUL)
INTERNS VARY ON BEST PARTS OF JOBS (PAUL)
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INTRAMURALS ^/Q^/1990 A141
IRAQ 9/28/1988 coil
IRELAND PAMELA 2/21/1990 A031
ISRAEL 9/13/1989 A031
JACK'S PLACE 9/1^/1988 A012
10/05/1988 E021
JACKRABBIT YEARBK 9/2I/I988 B021
11/09/1988 B014
2/01/1989 A013
4/19/1989 B051
4/19/1989 E021
9/27/1989 AOll
10/04/1989 A012
10/04/1989 A081
JACKS PLACE 2/22/1989 B021
JANKLOW WILLIAM 11/29/1989 A081
JAQUA CURT I/3I/1990 A104
JAYCEES 11/16/1988 AOll
JEANS 2/21/1990 A074
JENSEN KEITH 10/05/1988 B031
JENSEN KEVIN 3/2I/I990 A114
JENSEN RICK 12/13/1989 A014
JENSEN TRUDIE 10/19/1988 E031
JOB HUNTING
3/28/1990 A063
JOHNSON DEL 10/05/1988 BOll
JOHNSON JAMES 4/05/1989 A012
1/24/1990 A012
2/28/1990 A012
3/28/1990 A121
JOHNSON JANET 12/06/1989 A051
4/25/1990 A031
JOHNSON JAY 4/04/1990 A104
JOHNSON JERRY 9/28/1988 F034
4/04/1990 A151
JOHNSON KIRI 4/04/1990 A161
JOHNSON PAT 12/06/1989 A043
JOHNSON RICK 10/18/1989 A131
JOHNSON TIM 10/19/1988 A021
10/19/1988 D014
4/05/1989 AOll
4/05/1989 D021
4/05/1989 D025
9/06/1989 A115
10/04/1989 A115
4/04/1990 AlOl
JOHNSON W CARTER 9/06/1989 A051
JOKES 11/30/1988 C024
JONES BENJAMIN 1/18/1989 C021
1/25/1989 C021
2/01/1989 C024
2/08/1989 C021
2/15/1989 C024
2/22/1989 C024
3/15/1989 C024
3/30/1989 C021
4/05/1989 C024
4/12/1989 C021
4/19/1989 C021
4/26/1989 C021
5/03/1989 C024
JONES HARRY 11/09/1988 DOll
JORDAN 2/01/1989 B024
JORGENSEN KAY 3/15/1989 C014
JOURNALISM 9/28/1988 B024
10/26/1988 B021
10/26/1988 C024
2/22/1989 B024
3/30/1989 B021
3/30/1989 B031
4/12/1989 BOll
4/12/1989 B015
4/26/1989 F034
9/20/1989 A031
10/04/1989 A061
11/15/1989 AOll
11/29/1989 A081
1/24/1990 AO 61
WARM-WEATHER INTRAMURALS HEAT UP (MATTISON)
SENATE INTERFERES WITH IRAQI AFFAIRS (L)
^STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION ELECTION *90 (BROWN)
*STUDENT GAINS MID-EAST PERSPECTIVE (CECIL)
kkracked up
PHILLIPS BROTHERS PLAY JACK'S PLACE (KEDIK)
JACKRABBITS ARRIVE ON TIME (HAUG)
*SAY CHEESE
YEARBOOK USER FEE STOPPED BY UAFBC (MARTIN)
YEARBOOK EDITORS PLAN CHANGES (MARTIN)
XYEARBOOK NEARS COMPLETION (ANDERSON)
YEARBOOKS ARRIVE
*A LOOK AT HISTORY
USER FEE SHOWS POOR PLANNING (ED)
KNEXT PLEASE
JANKLOW EDUCATES PRESS (KRATZ)
*PERCHING FOR A CATCH
ARTS & SCIENCES DEAN BOSS OF THE YEAR (BROWN)
GRIPPED JEANS GIVE COLUMNIST COLD LEGS
AWARDS HONOR ALUMNI
^STARTING CONSTRUCTION
*IN THE SPOTLIGHT
*SECOND-HAND SHOPPING BECOMES TREND (PETERSON)
SEE ALSO OCCUPATIONS.
3(J0B SEARCH BEGINS
PLANNING TO MAKE SDSU TOPS (KRATZ)
STATE GIVES THEATER COMPANY GRANT (GREEN)
*SA CONSIDERS USING RESERVE MONEY (COATES)
XPLAYHOUSE CONSTRUCTION DELAYED (ADERMAN 8 ROSS)
*THEATER GOES RUSSIAN (ROSS)
STUDENTS OFFERED LOOK AT RUSSIAN SOCIETY (CECIL)
XREFLECTS ON CHANGES IN SOVIET LIFE (MERSCH)
*WHOA BOY
XJOHNSON ROOKIE OF THE YEAR (LAMBERT)
BULL RIDERS ENJOY SUCCESS (GLOVER)
*ROOMMATES STARTED FRIENDSHIP (LAMBERT)
RESEARCH FUNDED
*BAD HABITS TAKE MANY DIFFERENT FORMS (SLY)
SESSION STALLS DEBATE (BROWN)
^DEBATING FOR THE JOB
BIOSTRESS LAB SUPPORTED BY JOHNSON (BROWN)
J6JOHNSON DISCUSSES EDUCATION FUNDS (HUTCHES)
MEETINGS HELP SENATOR (HUTCHES)
JOHNSON FAVORS DOLLARS TO FIGHT DRUG TRADE (HUTCHES)
JOHNSON REJECTS CHANCE AT SENATE (HUTCHES)
JOHNSON-FRANKENFELD DEBATE DELAYED (MARTIN)
FORESTRY HEAD STRESSES RESEARCH (MERSCH)
JOKESTERS MAKE LIFE FUN
MIX OF TECHNICAL 8 LIBERAL EDUCATIONS
FREE HELP BY FEDERAL SUBSIDIES
COMMITTEE ACTION AFFIRMS RACISM
COLUMNIST GIVES DEFINITION OF CONSERVATION
SOVIET ELECTIONS SEE EXCITING CANDIDATES
AUTHORS' WORDS CREATE FEELINGS
FEMALES CONFUSE CHIVALRY, CHAUVINISM
NATO DECISIONS WATERED DOWN BY DEBATE
TECHNOLOGY GIVES RISE TO LACK OF MOTIVATION
FAMILY'S WAR HISTORY SHOULD CAUSE HOPE
GRADUATING SENIOR QUESTIONS WORLD
ETHICS OF SPEAKER WRIGHT, REPUBLICANS
HOPES TO HAVE PROVOKED STUDENT THOUGHT
MEMORIAL HONORS LOCAL VETERANS
MODERNIZATION HELPS NATION ENDURE (BAMSEY)
HIGHER EDUCATION WILL MISS JORGENSEN
CLASS OFFERS MEDIA SKILLS (HAUG)
KCOMPUTER INVESTMENT
CONSERVATIVE COLUMN CALLS FOR QUESTIONS (L)
FAIR REPORTING MEANS TRUST FOR NEWS (MARTIN)
JOURNALISTS, PUBLIC OFFICIALS VALUE... (THIBODEAU)
TOP JOURNALISTS SPOTLIGHTED
PRESIDENTIAL PRESS COVERAGE DISCUSSED (KRATZ)
COLUMNIST EXAMINES IRAN SCANDAL (THIBODEAU)
SPORTS INFORMATION DIRECTOR AIDS (SEFRNA)
ARGUS PANEL DISCUSSES CRASH (KOHLMAN)
XLAB WORK
LAW DAY SET
^STUDENTS WITNESS LAW PROCEDURES (BROWN)
JOURNALISTS CANNOT WITHHOLD NAMES OF VICTIMS (ED)
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JOURNALISM
JOYCE MARILEE
JUDGING TEAMS
JUEL ORRIN
KAIN SCOTT
KALLEVIG GREG
KAMINSKI RAY
KANE BRIAN
KANTACK BEN
KARATE CLUB
KELSEY MARK
KETTERING KIM
KIEPKE KIM
KILBOURNE JEAN
KING MARTIN LUTHER
KIRKBRIDE CLYDE
KITES
KJENSTAD JULIE
KKLS FM
KLEIN PAM
KLEINSASSER DIANE
KLINE CARL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/31/1990 AG61 KCAMPUS COMMENTS--RIGHTS OF THE MEDIA
2/28/1990 A063 *COLLEGIAN EARNS TOP HONORS
3/21/1990 A0A3 JOURNALISM WEEK INCLUDES PRESENTATION (CECIL)
3/28/1990 AOAl ^FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT STARTS WEEK (BROWN)
5/02/1990 AOIA COLLEGIAN RANKS IN NATIONAL CONTEST
5/02/1990 AlOl NEWSPAPER INK EXISTS IN FAMILY (ED)
11/16/1988 coil JUDGEMENT ERROR DESTROYS CAREER (ED)
10/26/1988 BOll LIVESTOCK HELPS TEAMS LOCK HORNS (HAUG)
11/02/1988 B023 TEAMS LEARN TO SEE VARIANCES (HAUG)
11/09/1988 BOll TEAM PLACES FIRST
11/09/1988 B025 TEAMS LEARN VALUE OF QUALITY GOODS (HAUG)
11/16/1988 B013 TEAM FINISHES SIXTH
1/25/1989 B031 TEAM FINISHES FIFTH
2/15/1989 B031 CROPS JUDGING TEAM PLACED FOURTH
2/15/1989 B033 DAIRY CATTLE JUDGING TEAM PLACED SECOND
A/12/1989 B033 EVALUATION TEAM WINS NATIONAL CONTEST (MARTIN)
10/25/1989 AOAl MEMBERS LEARN VARIETY OF SKILLS (HEINE)
12/06/1989 A0A3 DAIRY JUDGERS CAPTURE NATIONAL TITLE (HEINE)
2/07/1990 A031 TEAM PLACES NATIONALLY
A/19/1990 AHA *FORMER BROOKINGS MAYOR ELECTED (FRISVOLD)
9/06/1989 AOAl XROTC WEEK PROMOTES AWARENESS (ROSTYNE)
9/21/1988 FOAl XKALLEVIG FINDS SUCCESS (SANDQUIST)
12/13/1989 Alll ^CLEARING THE WAY
A/25/1990 A161 KPREPARATIONS UNDERWAY FOR STAMPEDE (GLOVER)
A/19/1990 A151 KPROFESSOR OVERCOMES SPEECH DISABILITY (FEICKERT)
9/20/1989 A163 *0N THE DEFENSE
3/28/1990 A135 CLUB BRINGS TROPHY TO SD (GLOVER)
2/08/1989 E031 *RAM PUB PROVIDES PLEASANT DINING (GREEN)
1/31/1990 A035 *0N THE LEVEL
12/13/1989 AHA *ENVIRONMENTAL INITIATIVES FORMED (COATES)
A/25/1990 A052 *IMPACT OF ADVERTISING ON EVERYDAY LIFE (MERSCH)
1/18/1989 coil JOIN NATION IN RECOGNIZING KING (ED)
1/25/1989 C02A CIVIL RIGHTS LEADER'S WORLD
1/17/1990 A063 *KING HOLIDAY DESERVES STATE RESPECT
9/06/1989 A071 PROFESSORS HONORED
3/30/1989 AOIA *G0 FLY A KITE
A/12/1989 C02A SPRING, KITES CREATE REFRESHING THOUGHTS
2/15/1989 BOH STUDENTS ASSOCIATION ELECTIONS (BROST)
A/05/1989 C013 SA VICE PRESIDENT WELCOMES VISITORS
A/19/1989 C013 OFFICIALS OFFER OFF CAMPUS ADVICE
9/13/1989 A063 LOBBYING TEAM OFFERS CHANCE
9/27/1989 A063 SAFER SEX WEEK APPROACHING
10/11/1989 A062 NEW BUDGETING SEASON SOON
10/25/1989 A063 CONDOM DISTRIBUTION NO LAUGHING MATTER
11/15/1989 A063 STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE SHOULD SELL CONDOMS
12/06/1989 A063 *LEARN THROUGH ORGANIZATION EXPERIENCES
1/17/1990 A063 ^STUDENTS NEED TO BEGIN CAMPAIGN PLANS
1/31/1990 A063 ^SENATORS CONSIDER WORDING OF PLEDGE
2/1A/1990 A063 KSTUDENT ELECTION PROCESS BEGINS
2/28/1990 A063 SA STARTS, FINISHES AS TEAM
3/21/1990 C012 PHONE JAM CLEARED FOR RADIO PROGRAM
10/06/1989 A131 *TWO SDSU STUDENTS CONQUER. ALGEBRA (LEE)
1/31/1990 Alll PARENTS EXPERIENCE PROCESSES (BUTTARO 8 ROSS)
9/07/1988 C021 REWARDS FROM PERSISTENCE, PATIENCE
9/16/1988 C026 LEARN FAITH FROM SQUIRRELS' RISKS
9/21/1988 C021 GREED CAPTIVATES TODAY'S SOCIETY
9/28/1988 C016 SPEAKER KNOWN TO HARRASS OPPONENTS
10/05/1988 C021 OLYMPIC HEROINE DEMONSTRATES GLORY
10/19/1988 C021 FALL CALLS FOR MORE SILENCE
10/26/1988 coil POLITICIANS' DENIAL HINDERS NATION'S RECOVERY
11/02/1988 C016 CLASSES HINDER PERSONAL FULFILLMENT
11/09/1988 C026 'BETRAYED' EVOKES OLD QUESTIONS
11/16/1988 C021 WINTER FUELS FLAME WITHIN
11/30/1988 C026 JOKESTERS MAKE LIFE FUN
12/07/1988 coil ECONOMIC AGENDA SACRIFICES COMPETENT TEACHERS
12/16/1988 C021 HUMAN LIVES FILLED WITH WAITING
1/18/1989 C021 COMPASSION TO CREEP INTO STUDENT RELATIONS
1/25/1989 C026 CIVIL RIGHTS LEADER'S WORLD
2/01/1989 C021 LAZY AFTERNOONS FOR MENTAL JOURNEY
2/08/1989 C021 HUMAN RACE NEEDS SENSE OF ...
2/15/1989 C021 RESURRECTION BELIEVERS SHOULD DEMAND
2/22/1989 C021 BIG DREAMS PRESENT POSSIBILITIES FOR ALL
3/15/1989 C021 TREES, HUMANS SHARE CONNECTIONS
3/30/1989 C026 PRAYING PREVENTS NUCLEAR WEAPONRY
6/05/1989 C021 ACCIDENTS CAUSED BY HUMAN HANDS
6/05/1989 C026 MINISTERS' WORDS CLASH WITH JESUS' TEACHINGS (L)
6/12/1989 C026 SPRING, KITES CREATE REFRESHING THOUGHTS
6/19/1989 C026 PEOPLE MUST INCREASE SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS
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SUBJECT
KLINE CARL
KOENECKE BRETT
KOENIG PAUL
KOHLMAN MATT
KONTZ LARRY
KOOIMAN WENDI
KOR REESE
KOREA SOUTH
KOSIER BETSY
KRATOCHVIL PATTY
KRATZ LISA
KREYGER CRAIG
KRISHNAN PADU
KROGH STEVE
KROGMAN DEAN
KRUM MOLLIE
KRUSE JERRY
KRUSE JOYCE
KRYGER TASHA
KRYGER TED
KURTENBACH AL
KURTENBACH STEVE
KWAP TIM
LABOR DAY
LAKE OAHE
LAMBIE GARY
LAMMERS JEROME
LANDFILL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/26/1989 C014 UNIVERSITIES NOT UP TO THEIR DEFINITIONS
5/03/1989 CD21 GOODBYES EXPRESS MANY FEELINGS
9/G6/1989 AG9A DEER CREATES FEELINGS AGAINST ABUSE
9/13/1989 AG71 ADVERSITING WORLD HIDES HUMAN VULNERABILITY
9/2G/1989 AG7A RESTROOMS PROVIDE CONVERSATION
9/27/1989 AG71 NEXT GARBAGE DISPOSAL SITE FOR NATION'S CITIES
lG/GA/1989 AG91 'FIELD OF DREAMS' DELIVERS
lG/11/1989 AG7A MILKWEEDS WILL ALWAYS GROW
IG/18/1989 AG7A PATIENCE REQUIRED WHEN CHOOSING DIFFICULT TASKS
lG/25/1989 AG71 PARADOXES FILL LIFE'S DIFFICULT WAY
11/G8/1989 AG9A WHISTLE-BLOWERS DESERVE GRATITUDE
11/15/1989 AGAl CLASS SEEKS NEW INSIGHTS CCECIL)
11/15/1989 A071 LET PEOPLE RULE THEMSELVES SOMEDAY
11/29/1989 AG7A *COLUMNIST GRATEFUL FOR THANKSGIVING BIRTHDAY
12/G6/1989 AG7^ KAN EAGLE OR FLAG TO SOCIETY
12/13/1989 AG94 KPEOPLE SHOULD LET OWN LIGHT SHINE
1/17/199G AG71 KHAITIAN CULTURE HAS POTENTIAL...
l/2<i/199G AG74 KFAMILIAR SONG BREAKS BARRIER
1/31/199G AG7<i KFEARING DEATH DOES NOT PROVIDE CHANCE
2/G7/199G AG71 KPUZZLES PIECE LIFE TOGETHER
2/l'i/199G AG74 K'LOVE ECONOMY' PROVIDES FOR WORLD
2/21/199G AG71 KNONVIOLENT STRUGGLES OVERCOME MILITARY FORCE
2/28/199G AG71 KGIFTS GIVE MORE THAN PRESENTS
3/21/199G AG91 KFLYING IN AN AIRPLANE THROUGH STORM
3/28/199G AG71 KTRUE SPIRITUAL POWER HOLDS ATTENTION
<i/G4/199G AG74 KOLD DOORKNOBS RAISE QUESTIONS
<»/19/199G AG9A KPEOPLE WILL FINALLY PAY RESPECT
A/25/199G AG71 KSOULS LOST BY SPECIES' EXTINCTION
5/G2/199G All<» KPEOPLE NEED TO USE INTUITION
9/28/1988 CG13 STUDENTS MUST CONTROL LITTER
lG/26/1988 CG13 PROCESS PROMOTES PARTICIPATION
11/G9/1988 CG13 POLITICAL ENEMIES CAN CALL TRUCE
11/3G/1988 CG13 STUDENT ACTIVITIES NEED CITY FUNDING
12/l'i/1988 CG13 CHOICE BETWEEN FACULTY IMPORTANT TO FUTURE
1/25/1989 CG13 SA CAMPAIGN PROCESS BEGIN
2/G8/1989 CG13 SDSU STICK WITH FEDERATION
2/22/1989 CG13 KNAME CHANGE, BUDGET, FEDERATION...
3/15/1989 CGll DOBSON, KOENECKE CREDITED (ED)
9/13/1989 AG12 TOUGHER BUDGET DEADLINE PENALTIES (ROSS)
2/28/1990 A15<i KWRESTLER EARNS 1ST (NIEMAN S MCFARLAND)
9/06/1989 A083 PROGRESSES THROUGH THE RANKS OF LIFE
9/13/1989 A061 STATE CITIZENS SHOULD SUPPORT BUSH'S POLICY (ED)
9/20/1989 A063 GEORGE BUSH'S SIOUX FALLS TRIP DISAPPOINTS
9/27/1989 A061 SDSU NEEDS SCHOLARSHIPS
10/0<i/1989 A083 NEW MONEY--RAISING IDEAS
10/11/1989 A061 TRUTH HURTS (ED)
10/18/1989 A063 STUDENTS CAN LEARN IN BIOLOGY TEXTBOOK
10/25/1989 A061 SHORT OF SAFER SEX WEEK GOALS
11/08/1989 A083 SPEED BUMP, SNOW REMOVAL PROBLEMS
11/15/1989 A061 TEAM DESERVES BETTER RELATIONS
11/29/1989 A063 KUNUSUAL EVENTS CAPTURE ATTENTION
12/06/1989 A061 LOOK FOR FUNDING BY OTHER METHODS (ED)
12/13/1989 A083 *IS TIME SPENT ON EDUCATION WORTH
9/13/1989 A055 COUNSELOR APPOINTED
1/2*4/1990 AO*il KARTIST AT WORK
4/05/1989 B041 STUDENTS CONSTRUCT EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT (COATES)
10/05/1988 C021 SPORTS COLUMN STEREOTYPES TEAM (L)
4/26/1989 BOll KDIVERSITY OF EXPERIENCE GAINS IMPORTANCE (MARTIN)
5/02/1990 A141 BOARD PRESIDENT WANTS FUNDING (MARTIN)
9/07/1988 B031 NEW ADVISER PLANS NEW. POLICY (CECIL)
5/03/1989 D014 LOCAL BUSINESSMEN PURCHASE MALL
2/28/1990 A131 K'CEREAL DOCTOR' RESEARCHES BENEFITS OF OAT (VEATCH)
10/25/1989 A114 kVIDEO VENTURE
10/26/1988 D014 FAIR TAXATION AN ANSWER (MAULE)
11/09/1988 A023 MICKELSON ENDORSES KROGMAN, NEGSTAD (MAULE)
12/13/1989 A134 KBREAK A LEG
10/18/1989 AlOl KTHE FINAL CUT
12/06/1989 AlOl KFINISHING TOUCH
9/21/1988 F021 KKRYGER ENJOYS ROLE ON TEAM (LAMBERT)
4/19/1990 A121 KSPENDS SPARE TIME WITH UNUSUAL HOBBY (PAUL)
2/28/1990 Alll HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE BENEFITS EMPLOYERS (PAUL)
9/27/1989 A012 DISCUSS DRINKING-RELATED VIOLATIONS (BLY)
11/02/1988 F041 'KWAP' FINDS HOME AT SDSU (SEFRNA)
9/07/1988 A014 KHITTING THE BOOKS
5/02/1990 A175 GOVERNOR SUES CORPS (FISHBURNE)
10/18/1989 A091 KJAILHOUSE ROCK
12/06/1989 A095 LEGISLATORS EXAMINE 1990 SESSION ISSUES (FRISVOLD)
4/26/1989 D031 NEW LANDFILL TO BRING FEE INCREASE (AVOK)
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SUBJECT
LANDFILL
LANGER JIM
LARSEN JAY
LARSON COMMONS
LARSON MANUFAC
LARSON RHONDA
LARSON TOM
LAUNDROMAT
LAW ENFORCEMENT
LAWN
LEADERSHIP
LEASE 8 RENT
LEAVES
LEE BOON
LEE MARY JO
LEE RICHARD
LEGAL SERVICES
LEGISLATORS
LEGISLATURE-SD 89
LEGISLATURE-SD 90
LENKER WILLIAM
LEOPOLD ALDO
LETTERS
LEWIS DAVID
LHOTAK STACEY
LIBERAL ARTS
LIBERALISM
LIBERIA
LIBRARIANS
LIBRARIES PUBLIC
LIBRARY
LIBRARY PUBLIC
LIBRARY STATE
LIFESTYLES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/15/1989 AlOA WASTE MAY ENDANGER WATER CCOATES)
10/05/1988 F02I LANGER TO BE HONORED ON HOBO DAY
11/30/1988 AOIA KADDITIONAL GRANTS WILL BE CREDITED (MARTIN)
9/06/1989 A071 GOVERNMENT REQUIRES LOAN SESSIONS
1/17/1990 Alll XGETS REMODELED FOR STUDENT CONVENIENCE (LEE)
lO/OA/1989 AIOl KFLAG DAY
2/28/1990 Alll HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE BENEFITS EMPLOYERS (PAUL)
3/30/1989 B04I ^ENSURING LITTLE INTERNATIONAL'S SUCCESS (HALVERSON)
1/18/1989 DOIl BUNNY WASH CHANGES LOCATION (AVOK)
2/21/1990 A063 *LAUNDRY OFFERS SELF-DEFENSE COURSE
3/28/1990 A091 *POLICE CHIEF BREAKS STEREOTYPE (PAUL)
10/18/1989 AlOl *THE FINAL CUT
2/14/1990 A053 PROGRAM DIRECTOR RECEIVES AWARD FOR PLAN (RATZLAFF)
9/14/1988 A015 'SLUMLORDS', STUDENTS VIOLATE ORDINANCE (BROWN)
4/26/1989 AOll RESPONSIBILITIES FOR TENANTS, LANDLORDS (BROST)
3/21/1990 Alll CONCERN WITH RENTERS RIGHTS INCREASING (MARTIN)
10/25/1989 A041 KRAKING IT IN
11/09/1988 B021 *OLD, NEW MIX IN SINGAPORE (BAMSEY)
9/28/1988 B024 CLASS OFFERS MEDIA SKILLS (HAUG)
2/22/1989 B024 FAIR REPORTING MEANS TRUST FOR NEWS (MARTIN)
3/21/1990 A043 JOURNALISM WEEK INCLUDES PRESENTATION (CECIL)
3/21/1990 C024 JUDGE SAYS ARSONIST MUST PAY FEES
10/26/1988 D033 PARTY IMBALANCE AFFECTS LEGISLATION (FRISVOLD)
11/16/1988 D015 EDUCATION IS A MUST FOR ELECTED OFFICIALS (BROWN)
1/25/1989 D021 EDUCATION ISSUE ADDRESSED AT COFFEE (HUTCHES)
2/08/1989 D013 ISSUES DOMINATE DISCUSSION (HUTCHES)
12/06/1989 A095 LEGISLATORS EXAMINE 1990 SESSION ISSUES (FRISVOLD)
1/17/1990 AlOl LEGISLATORS SEE OPPORTUNITY FOR CITY (BROWN)
I/I7/1990 AlOl *LAWMAKER FORESEES BUSY AGENDA FOR HOUSE (FRISVOLD)
4/19/1990 Alll ^'EDUCATION SENATOR' UTILIZES LIFE (FRISVOLD)
1/18/1989 C013 SHED BENEFITS EDUCATION
2/01/1989 DOll FOOD TAX DECREASE AWAITS APPROVAL (SHIELDS)
2/15/1989 DOll KVIDEO LOTTERY PASSES SENATE (FRISVOLD)
2/22/1989 D024 LEGISLATIVE SESSION NEARS END
3/15/1989 DOll IMPORTANT TOPICS COVERED DURING 8 WEEKS (HUTCHES)
3/30/1989 D024 LEGISLATURE CLOSES WITH SHORT DAY (HUTCHES)
1/17/1990 A012 GOVERNOR OFFERS STATE SOLUTIONS (HUTCHES)
1/31/1990 A012 STUDENT LEADERS SEE SHED CHANGES (PAUL)
2/14/1990 A012 UNIVERSITY TUITION FREEZE DIES IN SENATE (HUTCHES)
2/14/1990 A091 seVIDEO LOTTERY PROVES SUCCESSFUL (MARTIN)
2/14/1990 A096 OK'S MINORS SERVING DRINKS WITH FOOD (HUTCHES)
2/21/1990 A091 STATE APPROVES TWO NEW HOLIDAYS (HUTCHES)
2/28/1990 A061 LEGISLATURE NEEDS TO LIMIT BILLS (ED)
3/21/1990 A124 LOTTO RECEIVES HOUSE OK (PAUL)
3/21/1990 C012 ^AMERICAN LEGIONNAIRE, BUSSINESSMAN LENKER DIES
3/2I/I990 C031 *SF BUSINESSMAN DIES AT 66
12/06/1989 A141 INSIGHT INTO PRESENT ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS (FORMAN)
2/14/1990 A071 READER TIRED OF CONTINUAL PREACHING (L)
2/01/1989 B024 NEW DOCTORAL PROGRAM ATTRACTS PROFESSOR (ROSS)
4/25/1990 A041 ^CLEANING UP
1/18/1989 AOll LIBERAL ARTS RECOGNIZED AS 'TOP' (TAYLOR)
9/21/1988 C013 LIBERAL DREAM STRENGTHENS IDEOLOGY
11/02/1988 BOll OUTSIDE FORCES AFFECT LIBERIA (BAMSEY)
4/12/1989 B021 LIBRARY WEEK FOCUSES ON LIBRARIANS' DUTIES (SLOWEY)
3/21/1990 C025 BERESFORD TO CREATE LIBRARY OUT OF STORE
9/14/1988 A012 XHIGH-TECH WITH COMPUTERS (MARTIN)
9/28/1988 A014 MACHINE MALFUNCTION SHUTS DOWN ONLINE (MARTIN)
11/09/1988 A012 CARD CATALOG TEMPORARILY REINSTATED (MARTIN)
11/16/1988 BOll KELECTRICAL CHANGE
2/01/1989 C031 9CSTAYING AT THE HILTON
2/22/1989 AOll LIBRARY INCREASES BOOK ACCESS (BAMSEY)
4/05/1989 A012 LIBRARY RECEIVES 300-YEAR-OLD FAMILY BIBLE (CECIL)
4/12/1989 B021 LIBRARY WEEK FOCUSES ON LIBRARIANS' DUTIES (SLOWEY)
4/19/1989 B031 *CREATIVE STUDYING
9/20/1989 A012 CONSIDERING RESOLUTION AGAINST STATE TAX (ROSS)
10/18/1989 A055 SUBSCRIPTION GIVEN
12/13/1989 A034 STUDY SPACE GIVEN
2/14/1990 A091 LIBRARY FIGHTS COPYING TAX (PAUL)
9/28/1988 D021 PUBLIC LIBRARY EXPANSION VOTE (AVUK)
4/05/1989 D034 LIBRARY ADDITION PUT TO VOTE (SHIELDS)
1/31/1990 A124 *PUBLIC LIBRARY HOSTS READING SERIES (HANSEN)
11/29/1989 A102 CARDS RECEIVED
SEE ALSO STUDENTS, YUPPIES
9/14/1988 C021 FORGETFULNESS PLAGUES STUDENT
9/14/1988 C024 AVERAGE JOE, BOOKWORM, ATHLETE ON CAMPUS
9/14/1988 EOll LAW HINDERS SOCIAL LIFE (KEDIK)
11/02/1988 coil SATISFIED WITH UNCOOL SOCIAL STATUS
1/25/1989 C023 AUTHOR'S WORDS OF WISDOM STILL HOLD TRUE
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LIFESTYLES
LINABERY MISTY
LINCOLN LIBRARY
LIND MARGARET
LIQUOR TRAFFIC
LIS ANTHONY
LISTENING
LITTER (TRASH)
LITTLE I
LITTLE MARY
LIVESTOCK
LOBBYING
LOBBYISTS
LOTTERY
LOTTERY ADDICTION
LUNDBERG JUDI
LUTHERAN HOUSE
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2/15/1989 CG2A EVERYONE FANTASIZES ABOUT TRANSFORMATION
<1/19/1989 C021 GRADUATING SENIOR QUESTIONS WORLD
5/03/1989 EOSA NIGHT SHIFTS CREATE CONFLICTS (BOHLENDER)
9/13/1989 A071 PREVENT STUDENTS FROM MAINTAINING GOOD DIETS
lO/OA/1989 A091 SOCIETY SHOULD RESPECT, ACCEPT RARITY
11/08/1989 A153 LIFESTYLES DIFFER FOR MARRIED STUDENTS (BUTTARO)
11/15/1989 A081 ^LIFE'S DETAIL OFTEN OVERLOOKED
12/13/1989 A09A KTO PARALLEL 'ANDY GRIFFITH' SHOW
3/15/1989 EOAl FEMALE AG MAJOR BREAKS TRADITION (FEICKERT)
A/05/1989 B0A5 *CIGARETTE TAX BUILDS HALL (BAMSEY)
A/OA/1990 AOAl KMATCHMAKING
SEE ALSO PARTIES, HOUSE PARTIES
9/07/1988 DOll DRINKING ARRESTS INCREASE BY HALF (BROWN)
9/IA/1988 D021 KLIQUOR PRICES HIGHER IN CITY (LUTTERMAN)
9/1A/1988 EOll LAW HINDERS SOCIAL LIFE (KEDIK)
10/05/1988 C012 GROUCH DAY ALLEVIATES BARTENDER TRAUMA
10/05/1988 DOll CHEVY LOUNGE OPENS IN FORMER CASINO (FRISVOLD)
10/26/1988 AOIA ALCOHOL FORUM ADDRESSES LEGALITY (BLY)
11/09/1988 EOll STUDENT BARTENDERS POUR IT ON (KEDIK)
11/16/1988 AOIA PASSES HOUSE PARTY RECOMMENDATIONS (BORDEWYK)
11/30/1988 coil 'NORMAL' SOMETIMES A DECEIVING WORD (ED)
11/30/1988 DOll ACCIDENTAL DEATH RAISES QUESTIONS (BROWN)
12/1A/1988 D031 FAKE IDENTIFICATION ABUSE (FRISVOLD)
1/18/1989 C013 LEGISLATURE MISTAKEN ON DRINKING AGE
3/30/1989 coil FIRST ANNIVERSARY CALLS FOR REFLECTION ON LAW
9/20/1989 AIOl ^COMMISSION TO EXAMINE LIQUOR SALES (PAUL)
lO/OA/1989 AI05 CLUB 51A SEEKING CITY LIQUOR LICENSE (AVOK)
10/18/1989 A09A CLUB OBTAINS LIQUOR LICENSE (FRISVOLD)
10/25/1989 AlOl BREWERIES STRESS DRINKING IN MODERATION (MARTIN)
10/25/1989 A105 LIQUOR STORE READY FOR EVENT (ANDERSON)
12/13/1989 A121 NEW YEAR'S SALES RESTRICTED (HUTCHES)
1/17/1990 AlOA 3CLIQU0R LICENSE
I/3I/I990 A06I DRINKERS GIVEN NEW ALTERNATIVE (ED)
1/31/1990 A091 NO TO SUNDAY ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION (ANDERSON)
I/3I/1990 A092 LIQUOR INITIATIVE DRIVE PLANNED (HUTCHES)
3/28/1990 A095 PETITIONERS REQUEST SUNDAY LIQUOR TRAFFIC (BROWN)
3/28/1990 AlOl *OVERCOMES HURDLES TO GAIN SOLID FOOTING (FRISVOLD)
A/0A/I990 A015 CONSIDERS CHARGING FOR ALCOHOL VIOLATIONS (COATES)
A/OA/1990 A07I CITY BALLOT RAISES ALCOHOL ISSUES (L)
A/0A/I990 A121 *HOUSE BEARS SCARS OF KEG PARTIES (VEATCH)
A/19/1990 AHA VOTERS PUT DOWN SUNDAY LIQUOR (BROWN)
A/25/1990 A0I2 CHANGES ALCOHOL, VIOLENT ACTS POLICIES (COATES)
9/06/1989 A15A *LIS RECEIVES WORLD-WIDE RECOGNITION (BAMSEY)
12/07/1988 E053 *TALK SHARED AT LISTENING POST (FISCHBACH)
9/28/1988 C013 STUDENTS MUST CONTROL LITTER
2/01/1989 BOH STUDENTS PARTICIPATE IN LITTLE I (MARTIN)
3/30/1989 A02A SA PROVIDES LITTLE I WITH MONEY (KRATZ)
3/30/1989 BOAl ^ENSURING LITTLE INTERNATIONAL'S SUCCESS (HALVERSON)
3/30/1989 B05A FOCUS ON SHOWING, SEWING ABILITIES (HILDEBRANDT)
A/05/1989 BOH *LITTLE I - IN '89
2/07/1990 A033 'LITTLE I' PROVIDES EXPERIENCES (HEINE)
3/28/1990 A03I LITTLE INTERNATIONAL 1990 (CUTLER)
3/28/1990 A033 STUDENT SHOWS DAIRY COW, HORSE (MAUDE)
3/28/1990 A036 EVENT PROVIDES RELAXATION FOR COMPETITORS (BLY)
A/OA/1990 A035 KSDSU, HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS COMPETE
12/13/1989 A051 *IN THE PIT
10/26/1988 BOH LIVESTOCK HELP TEAMS LOCK HORNS (HAUG)
A/26/1989 D015 LOBBY TEAM CONSIDERED (HUTCHES)
9/06/1989 A123 LOBBYING PLANNED
9/13/1989 A063 LOBBYING TEAM OFFERS CHANCE
10/0A/I989 A105 FEDERATION LEARNS PERSUASION TECHNIQUES (HUTCHES)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF LOBBYISTS
I/31/I990 A013 FIRST-TIME LOBBYISTS GAIN EXPERIENCE (MARTIN)
2/15/1989 DOll *VIDEO LOTTERY PASSES SENATE (FRISVOLD)
3/15/1989 D02A STATE TO GAMBLE ON LOTTERY (FRISVOLD)
3/15/1989 D025 LOCAL OWNERS REACT TO LOTTERY
9/13/1989 A0I5 OCTOBER 16 START-UP DATE NEARS (FRISVOLD)
10/25/1989 AOH SDSU STUDENT WINS LOTTERY
10/25/1989 AHA KVIDEO VENTURE
11/15/1989 A09A VIDEO LOTTERY GENERATES ENTHUSIASM (PAUL)
2/1A/1990 A091 *VIDEO LOTTERY PROVES SUCCESSFUL (MARTIN) -
3/21/1990 A12A LOTTO RECEIVES HOUSE OK (PAUL)
3/21/1990 D082 LOTTERY BONUSES TOTAL NEARLY $218,000
5/02/1990 A131 HELP FOR VICTIMS OF LOTTERY ADDICTION (PAUL)
11/29/1989 A081 ^STUDENTS WITNESS LAW PROCEDURES (BROWN)
2/1A/I990 AOAA KMAKING A MATCH
3/28/1990 AHl ^STUDENTS LIVING IN THE LUTHERAN HOUSE (LEE)
9/27/1989 A091 STUDENT INSURANCE COVERAGE OVERLOOKED (PAUL)
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LYTLE BILL
MADDOX RANDY
MADISON SD
MAGIC
MALAYSIA
MALES JAMES
MALL
MARAS JON
MARCH OF DIMES
MARCHING BAND
MARDIS GRAS
MARGHAB LINEN
MARRIAGE
MARRIED STUDENTS
MARRIOTT FOOD
MARSH
MARSHALL ISLANDS
MASON TAYLOR
MASSEN PAUL
MATHEMATICS
MATHER DELL
MCBREEN BILL
MCCAULEY CHARLES
MCCLENDON RICH
MCCREA DON
MCCRORY GARDENS
MCENTEE LISA
MCFARLAND GEORGE
MCKELLIPS ROGER
MCLAUGHLIN BILLY
MCLAURY BARRY
MCMACKEN BILLY
MCMACKEN SCOTT
MCMAHON JIM
MCMULLEN CHARLES
MCNEIL DEWAYNE
MEASLES
MEAT JUDGING
MECHANICAL ENGINEE
MEDITATION
MEMORIAL ART CTR
MEMORIAL DAY
MENDELSOHN ROBERT
MENTAL HEALTH
MERRILL TOM
MESABA
METRIC SYSTEM
METTLER MILES
MEXICO
MEYER FRED
MEYER RAY
MICKELSON GEORGE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/02/1990 A13A *SIMILIARITIES TO DEPRESSION-ERA (FEICKERT)
2/28/1990 AlOl DRUBBING NOSES
4/05/1989 A012 STATE GIVES THEATER COMPANY GRANT (GREEN)
4/05/1989 A023 MAGICIAN INCORPORATES CONTEMPORARY MAGIC (FISCHBACH)
11/30/1988 B014 FESTIVALS HELP MALAYSIA CELEBRATE (LEE)
9/07/1988 B041 MALES TO MAKE TEACHING PROGRAM TOPS (KRATZ)
5/03/1989 D014 LOCAL BUSINESSMEN PURCHASE MALL
9/21/1988 F035 *FALL PRACTICE
9/28/1988 B031 *THE UPS AND THE DOWNS
10/18/1989 A091 KJAILHOUSE ROCK
11/29/1989 A074 JAIL AND BAIL RAISES $6,000 (L)
SEE BAND MARCHING
9/28/1988 BOll PREPARES TO CELEBRATE MARDIS GRAS EARLY (CECIL)
9/21/1988 AOll *LINEN EARNS $40,000 FOR MUSEUM (TAYLOR)
11/08/1989 A153 LIFESTYLES DIFFER FOR MARRIED STUDENTS (BUTTARO)
1/17/1990 A041 MARRIED STUDENTS OBJECT TO PARKING SURVEY (COATES)
11/08/1989 A044 MARRIOTT PLANS CHANGE TO PAPER (COATES)
9/28/1988 F024 DRAINAGE DITCH RUINS BOY*S MARSH
11/08/1989 A051 *ISLAND WORK FULFILLS PROFESSOR'S DREAM (CECIL)
1/31/1990 A124 XSHOWTIME COMEDIAN APPEARS
2/07/1990 A114 *VENTRILOQUIST ENTERTAINS STUDENTS (VEATCH)
10/18/1989 A115 SCHOLARSHIP RECEIVED
5/02/1990 A021 MATH REQUIREMENT CLARIFIED (COATES)
5/03/1989 B041 PHARMACY STUDENT PLANS TRIP TO INDONESIA (AVOK)
2/14/1990 A031 NURSING INSTRUCTOR RESPECTS PATIENTS (CECIL)
11/02/1988 D024 FAMILY IMPORTANT TO CANDIDATE (BROST)
3/28/1990 A145 CAGER'S SCHOLARSHIPS PULLED (FRISVOLD)
2/14/1990 A141 XCONSERVATION OFFICER'S HOURS LONG (FORMAN)
9/28/1988 D024 KPICKIN' PETUNIAS
4/19/1989 B033 NEW ROSE IN MCCRORY GARDENS (ROSS)
9/13/1989 A035 MCCRORY GARDENS EXPAND TO SPEARFISH (HINZMAN)
10/11/1989 AOll GARDENS FEATURED
11/15/1989 A033 STUDENTS CREATE MINI-MCCRORY GARDENS (OWEN)
2/21/1990 A031 KSTUDENTS' ASSOCIATION ELECTION '90 (BROWN)
12/13/1989 A131 K'SPANKY' MCFARLAND OF 'LITTLE RASCALS' (ANDERSON)
1/24/1990 A121 Jf'SPANKY' MCFARLAND RELATES CHILDHOOD (ANDERSON)
1/17/1990 A013 DEMOCRATS REFUTE GOVERNOR'S TAX VIEWS (HUTCHES)
10/18/1989 A141 ACOUSTIC GUITARIST USES NATURAL STYLE (MUSTEK)
12/06/1989 A055 *DILEMMAS
4/19/1990 A173 LEAGUE OFFERS PLAYER EXPOSURE (NIEMAN)
9/06/1989 A151 *MOVING INTO DORM ROOMS (FEICKERT)
11/29/1989 A081 ^STUDENTS WITNESS LAW PROCEDURES (BROWN)
11/09/1988 B015 ^PROFESSOR TRAVELS TO TEACH CHINESE (LEE)
9/13/1989 A012 *LOUD AND CLEAR
5/02/1990 A035 OVER 300 STUDENTS RECEIVE MEASLES SHOT (COATES)
4/04/1990 A012 ^INSPECTOR NUMBER 12
2/22/1989 B041 'WEIRD' MACHINES COMPETE (MARTIN)
2/14/1990 A012 MECHANICAL ENGINEER HEAD RESIGNS (FRISVOLD)
11/15/1989 A041 CLASS SEEKS NEW INSIGHTS (CECIL)
FOR LATER SEE ART MUSEUM
4/19/1989 D021 MEMORIAL DISAGREEMENT CONTINUES (SHIELDS)
4/12/1989 AOll SURVEY ASSESSES AIDS AWARENESS (LEE)
SEE ALSO FEARS, STRESS
11/16/1988 C021 WINTER FUELS FLAME WITHIN
2/01/1989 C021 LAZY AFTERNOONS FOR MENTAL JOURNEY
9/28/1988 E041 KSTUDENT MUSICIAN ASSISTS BAND (FEICHERT)
9/27/1989 AlOl MESABA SERVICE THREATENED (FRISVOLD)
10/04/1989 A094 AMERICA NEEDS NEW MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
2/22/1989 A014 NEW WELLNESS CENTER POSSIBLE (AVOK)
2/01/1989 B031 STUDENTS TRAVEL SOUTH FOR EDUCATIONAL (SLOWEY)
5/03/1989 B031 MEXICAN CULTURE BLENDS OLD AND NEW (SLOWEY)
9/14/1988 B014 OVERFLOW HOUSING SWITCH MAY DECREASE COSTS (SLOWEY)
1/31/1990 A014 TWO RESIDENTS FACE WRITE-UPS (BORDEWYK)
2/28/1990 A141 FORMER COACHES' WORDS OFFER ADVICE (SANDQUIST)
11/09/1988 A023 MICKELSON ENDORSES KROGMAN, NEGSTAD (MAULE)
12/07/1988 A012 GOVERNOR RECOMMENDS $13.8 MILLION INCREASE (BROWN)
1/18/1989 DOll GOVERNOR ADDRESSES EDUCATION (BROWN)
2/08/1989 A014 GOVERNOR ACCUSED OF USING PULL (BROWN)
2/08/1989 coil GOVERNOR SHOULD STAY OUT OF HIRINGS (ED)
3/15/1989 D021 COMMISSION CREATED TO STUDY TAX
4/19/1989 AOll MICKELSON BREAKS GROUND FOR REPERTORY (FISCHBACH)
4/26/1989 DOll *MICKELSON TO UNVEIL CENTENNIAL STAMP
5/03/1989 A014 MICKELSON ADDRESSES ROTC (AVOK)
11/29/1989 A102 CARDS RECEIVED
12/06/1989 A012 ^GOVERNOR'S BUDGET FOCUSES ON EDUCATION (KOHLMAN)
12/13/1989 AlOl FACULTY GAINS FROM GOVERNOR'S PROPOSAL (BROWN)
1/17/1990 A012 GOVERNOR OFFERS STATE SOLUTIONS (HUTCHES)
1/17/1990 A074 *GOVERNOR DESERVES BOO-HISS PRIZE
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MICKELSON GEORGE
MICROBIOLOGY
MIKESELL JANICE
MIKKELSEN CHRIS
MILBRATH DAVID
MILITARY SERVICES
MILKWEEDS
MILLER CINDY
MILLER GLENN
MILLER JOHN
MILLER KEITH
MINES & MINING
MINORS
MISSIONARY
MISSOURI RIVER
MOBRIDGE SD
MOHR MIKE
MOMADAY N SCOTT
MOORE DONALD
MOORE RAYMOND
MORALITY
MORGAN DOROTHY
MORGAN PAUL
MORTAR BOARD
MOSLEMS
MOTHERS
MOTION MACHINE
MOTORCYCLES
MOTTOS
MOURNING DOVES
MOV PICT INDUSTRY
MOV PICT REV
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1/31/1990 A091 ^GOVERNOR, OTHER LAWMAKERS MEET CHUTCHES)
2/07/1990 A091 KSTATE PROMOTES CULTURAL INTERACTION (MARTIN)
3/21/1990 A081 PUBLIC'S PERCEPTION OF MANSION CASE (ED)
3/21/1990 AHA GOVERNOR BRINGING HOME
A/OA/1990 A091 KAWARD NAMED FOR FORMER EDUCATOR (HUTCHES)
A/19/1990 A131 PLANS MADE TO BRING PLANT TO STANDARDS
A/25/1990 AOIA 5fDAY IN THE SUN
5/02/1990 A175 GOVERNOR SUES CORPS (FISHBURNE)
3/15/1989 A012 MICROBIOLOGY STUDENTS FIGHT TO MAINTAIN DEPT (MARTIN
3/15/1989 A015 STUDENTS PRESENT CASE TO REGENTS (BROWN)
3/15/1989 A021 BYLAWS, PLANS FOR NAME CHANGE PETITIONS (KRATZ)
3/30/1989 A013 OUTCOME OF DEPARTMENT COMBINATION DELAYED
12/13/1989 AOAl INTEGRATION OF DEPARTMENTS (ROSTYNE)
A/19/1990 A161 LOCAL WRITER RELEASES BOOK (LEE)
A/25/1990 A121 SF POET RESPONDS IN RECENT BOOK (LEE)
11/08/1989 A136 STUDENT WORKS SUMMER ON FILM (MOSTEK)
5/02/1990 A055 GRADUATE RECEIVES AWARD FOR BUSINESS PLAN
SEE ALSO ROTC
9/21/1988 EOll STUDENT LEARNS FROM ARMY CAMP (BOHLENDER)
1/2A/1990 A125 UNCLE SAM HELPS FOOT COSTS (ANDERSON)
10/11/1989 A07A MILKWEEDS WILL ALWAYS GROW
9/07/1988 D013 KOFFICER FIGHTS FOR JOB (AVOK)
2/21/1990 A031 ^STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION ELECTION *90 (BROWN)
3/21/1990 AOIA ETHAN NATIVES TAKE 62 PERCENT (CECIL)
3/28/1990 A063 KALL STUDENTS MUST HELP TO ACCOMPLISH
A/19/1990 A083 %SA WORK JUST BEGINNING
5/02/1990 A103 ^GRADUATES TO MOVE ON
A/19/1990 A07A RESEARCHES TRAlN DEPOTS IN HISTORY (RATZLAFF)
1/25/1989 DOll KDELAY SAVES MESABA (AVOK)
9/1A/1988 coil SURFACE MINES DESTROY BEAUTY (ED)
9/21/1988 C02A INITIATIVES WOULD DAMAGE MINING (L)
9/21/1988 C02A MINING LIKENS UNETHICAL SURGERY (L)
9/21/1988 C02A LIBERALISTS DISTORT TRUTH (L)
9/21/1988 C02A MINING LOOPHOLES NEED TIGHTENING (L)
9/28/1988 C021 INITIATIVES 182 PROVIDE METHODS
10/26/1988 F023 NUMBERS ISSUE IN CHOICE (FORMAN)
12/13/1989 AHA *ENVIRONMENTAL INITIATIVES FORMED (COATES)
2/1A/1990 A096 OK'S MINORS SERVING DRINKS WITH FOOD (HUTCHES)
A/OA/1990 AHI *WOMAN BECOMES CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY (HASSLER)
5/02/1990 A175 GOVERNOR SUES CORPS (FISHBURNE)
11/29/1989 A063 *UNUSUAL EVENTS CAPTURE ATTENTION
10/11/1989 AOAl 36STEADY HAND
lO/OA/1989 A031 BOOK TEACHES AUTHOR CULTURE (HEINE)
11/08/1989 A055 ENGINEER STUDIES NEW TECHNOLOGY AT NASA (ROSTYNE)
11/02/1988 B036 NAMED SECRETARY OF COMMITTEE
A/19/1990 A09A MORALITY EXISTS IN STUDENTS, FACULTY (L)
12/06/1989 AH5 ARTIST RECEIVES GRANT (HANSEN)
11/29/1989 A13A *CHAMPS RETURN
A/25/1990 A151 ATHLETE LIVES FOR TRADITION (LAMBERT)
5/02/1990 A151 RUNNER QUALIFIES FOR NATIONAL MEET (MATTISON)
1/17/1990 A033 HONORARY SOCIETY NAMES STUDENTS OF THE SEMESTER
SEE MUSLIMS
A/19/1989 D021 XMOTHER OF YEAR HONORED (SHIELDS)
2/07/1990 A12A ^ENHANCES SCHOOL CHILDREN'S EDUCATION (HEINE)
3/15/1989 A012 *PREPARING FOR SPRING
A/OA/1990 A071 *COLUMNIST PONDERS STATE MOTTOS
9/13/1989 A161 CEASURE OF HUNTING RIGHS DEBATE (FORMAN)
11/08/1989 A131 XCOSTNER PRODUCES MOVIE ON LOCATION IN SD (ROSS)
11/08/1989 A131 KSDSU STUDENTS LEARN FILM PRODUCTION (SCOTT)
11/08/1989 A136 STUDENT WORKS SUMMER ON FILM (MOSTEK)
9/07/1988 E031 WHEN HE POURS, CRUISE BORES (WILLIAMS)
9/21/1988 EOll 'BETRAYED' RAISES QUESTIONS (WILLIAMS)
10/19/1988 E03A 'MY LIFE AS A DOG' PROVES... (WILLIAMS)
11/09/1988 C02A 'BETRAYED' EVOKES OLD QUESTIONS
11/30/1988 E035 'LAND BEFORE TIME' (WILLIAMS)
12/1A/1988 EOAA 'ERNEST SAVES CHRISTMAS' (WILLIAMS)
1/18/1989 F021 TWINS VISIT BROOKINGS (SEFRNA)
2/01/1989 E035 TEQUILA SUNRISE A HOT MOVIE (WILLIAMS)
3/15/1989 E031 'WORKING GIRL' ACTORS DESERVE NOMINATIONS (WILLIAMS)
9/13/1989 AlOl 'DEAD POETS SOCIETY' (ROSS)
9/27/1989 A121 'BLACK RAIN' FALLS SHORT (ROSS)
9/27/1989 A135 'ROCKY' DRAWS CROWD (MOSTEK)
lO/OA/1989 A091 'FIELD OF DREAMS' DELIVERS
lO/OA/1989 A09<i 'BLACK RAIN' REVIEW MISSES MARK (L)
10/11/1989 AH5 MOVIE DEPICTS 'INNOCENT MAN' (ROSS)
10/25/1989 A12<» "WHEN HARRY MET SALLY" (ROSS)
11/08/1989 A131 KINDIAN CULTURE PORTRAYED THROUGH FILM (ROSS)
11/15/1989 Alll MOVIE ABOUT ADOPTION HITS CLOSE TO HOME (ROSS)
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MOV PICT REV
MUENSTER TED
MURRA GENE
MUSBERGER BRENT
MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY
MUSEUMS-BR
MUSIC
MUSIC BAND
MUSIC CHAMBER
MUSIC CHOIR
MUSIC CHORUS
MUSIC CONCERTS
MUSIC CONFERENCE
MUSIC DEPT
MUSIC EDUCATION
MUSIC GUITAR
MUSIC INDUSTRY
MUSIC JAZZ
MUSIC OPERA
MUSIC QUARTET
MUSICIANS
MUSLIMS
MYERS REX
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/06/1989 A121 'BACK TO THE FUTURE PART II' CROSS)
I/17/I990 Alll 'CHRISTMAS VACATION' LAYS AN EGG CROSS)
I/31/I990 AIII *ACTRESS LIGHTS UP SCREEN IN 'BLAZE' CROSS)
2/l<i/1990 Alll MOVIE NOT ONLY FOR GRAY-HAIR CROWD CROSS)
2/28/1990 A131 RIDICULOUS MOVIE GETS RENAMED CROSS)
3/21/1990 A141 FAIRY TALE MOVIE LIKE LUTEFISK CROSS)
4/04/1990 A13I CINDERELLA MOVIE PREDICTABLE CROSS)
4/25/1990 A134 SUMMER MOVIES PROVIDE VARIETY CROSS)
10/11/1989 A08I *POTENTIAL CANDIDATE CRITICAL OF INCUMBENT CCOATES)
2/07/1990 A105 SF BUSINESSMAN PLANNING SENATE UPSET CMARTIN)
3/21/1990 C03I MUENSTER SAYS PRESSLER OWES STATE
11/30/1988 D02I DROUGHT'S EFFECTS WILL BE SEEN IN 1989 CAVOK)
4/04/1990 AI4I CBS'S RELEASING ANCHOR BRINGS RELIEF CSANDQUIST)
SEE DANCE FOR DYSTROPH
2/07/1990 A053 *SIGNING UP
9/21/1988 AOII *LINEN EARNS $40,000 FOR MUSEUM CTAYLOR)
1/25/1989 B021 *MUSEUM ALLOWS LOOK BACK CSLOWEY)
I2/I3/I989 AI34 MUSEUM EXHIBITS 1918 CHRISTMAS TREES CMOSTEK)
4/04/1990 A095 AG MUSEUM OFFICIALS HOPING FOR GRANT CFRISVOLD)
11/09/1988 A015 ATHLETIC DEPT TO CONTRIBUTE TO FUNDS CTRAUTMANN)
5/03/1989 EOll MUSIC DEPARTMENT BEGINS PLANNING CANDERSON)
1/18/1989 E035 ROCK BAND REFUSES INDUSTRY LABELING CTAYLOR)
2/28/1990 A0I2 *PEPPED UP FANS
2/28/1990 A121 BAND INTRODUCES NEW MUSICAL SOUND CSLY)
1/25/1989 E034 *HUSBAND AND WIFE CELLO DUET CFISCHBACH)
10/18/1989 AI31 CHICAGO CHAMBER BRASS RETURNS TO SDSU CLEE)
2/21/1990 Alll *TENOR MAKES 3RD VISIT TO SDSU CHANSEN)
9/07/1988 E021 XCARNEGIE HOSTS CHOIR CBOEHLENDER)
12/07/1988 E051 SDSU CHOIR SINGS AT CARNEGIE HALL CPETERSON)
12/14/1988 C024 CHOIR'S TRIP COVERAGE WEAK CD
10/18/1989 A131 CONCERT CHOIR SELECTED TO PERFORM IN DC CBUTTARO)
II/29/I989 A051 KLOUD AND CLEAR
2/01/1989 EOll FESTIVAL OF MALE VOICES FOR CHORAL DAY CFEICKERT)
1/17/1990 A121 3CSTATESMEN TRAVEL TO PIERRE FOR CONVENTION CHANSEN)
9/07/1988 A012 CONCERT PLAN FALLS THROUGH CBROST)
9/28/1988 AOll UPC STUMBLES ON TOP-RATED BAND CTAYLOR)
11/16/1988 E03I PERCUSSION AND BRASS MUSICIANS CGORS)
11/16/1988 E034 POST THANKSGIVING CONCERT PLANNED CSCOTT)
12/07/1988 EOll ROCK BAND LOOKS FOR SUCCESS CFEICKERT)
12/07/1988 E035 FAMED MUSICAL WORK CELEBRATES CHRISTMAS CBOHLENDER)
12/14/1988 A0I2 IPSO FACTO ENTERTAINS CTAYLOR)
1/18/1989 A012 KROCKIN' ALL NIGHT LONG
2/08/1989 EOll SMALL TOWN INFLUENCES BAND CFISCHBACH)
3/15/1989 AOll UPC CONTRACTS BANGLES FOR CONCERT CTAYLOR)
3/30/1989 EOll UPC PREPARES FOR BANGLES CGREEN)
4/12/1989 E015 HOUSE OF FREAKS PRIDES IN SUCCESS CTAYLOR)
4/12/1989 E035 MUSIC DEPARTMENT PLANS DOUBLE DOSE CFEICKERT)
4/19/1989 A014 *HARMONIZING
4/19/1989 C021 PERFORMERS ARE ORDINARY PEOPLE
4/19/1989 C034 KCONCERT CROWD ROCKS ARENA CTAYLOR)
9/13/1989 A1I4 MOLLY AND THE HEYMAKERS WRITE, PERFORM CBAMSEY)
9/20/1989 A123 NEW ROCK SOUND BROUGHT TO BROOKINGS CBAMSEY)
11/08/1989 A15I XHOLM PROVIDES UNIQUE BRAND CANDERSON)
11/29/1989 A012 *SLAVE RAIDER ROCKS SDSU CAMPUS CBUTTARO)
11/29/1989 A121 TO BRING BANDS TO CAMPUS CBUTTARO)
1/17/1990 AI15 MOZART'S WOMEN SET STAGE CBUTTARO)
2/21/1990 Alll TRIP SHAKESPEARE USES VOCAL HARMONY CANDERSON)
2/21/1990 Alll *GEAR DADDIES KEEP UP MIDWEST TRAVELS CROSS)
3/21/1990 A131 XMACALESTER GROUPS, CANADIAN BRASS APPEAR CSCOTT)
3/21/1990 A134 *IPSO FACTO GIVES REGGAE FUNK FLAVOR CROSS)
4/25/1990 Alll XBLUESMEN VISIT SF FOR THEATER TOUR CANDERSON)
2/01/1989 A015 STATE MUSIC CONFERENCE SET ON CAMPUS CFEICKERT)
9/06/1989 A154 KLIS RECEIVES WORLD-WIDE RECOGNITION CBAMSEY)
9/28/1988 E031 ^MUSICIAN SHOWS INDIVIDUAL TALENTS CANDERSON)
9/13/1989 A044 MUSIC INSTRUCTOR SPREADS KNOWLEDGE CHEINE)
12/13/1989 AI43 *VOCAL MUSIC OFFERS CHANCE TO PERFORM CSCOTT)
10/18/1989 A141 ACOUSTIC GUITARIST USES NATURAL STYLE CMOSTEK)
1/17/1990 A121 NEW MUSIC INDUSTRY CLUB CATERS TO ALL CADERMAN)
4/I9/I990 A161 *HOT JAZZ
11/02/1988 E031 FAIRY TALE COMES TO LIFE CANDERSON)
10/19/1988 E041 FAMED ENSEMBLE PERFORMS CANDERSON)
10/19/1988 E025 THIRTEEN MUSICIANS COMPETE CBOHLENDER)
3/15/1989 EOll HARPIST INVOLVES AUDIENCE IN MUSIC CBOHLENDER)
11/29/1989 AI14 *WINS STATE MUSIC CONTEST CSCOTT)
12/13/1989 AI3I *MUSIC INFLUENCES PERFORMER'S LIFE CROSS)
4/05/1989 B041 ISLAM PLAGUED BY MISUNDERSTANDINGS CBROST)
4/25/1990 A125 MUSLIMS FAST DURING MONTH OF RAMADAN CBUTTARO)
11/16/1988 AOll ARTS S SCIENCES DEAN BOSS OF THE YEAR CBROWN)
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MYERS REX 9/I3/I989 A051
4/19/1990 A071
NAMES 9/07/1988 D021
9/21/1988 A012
9/21/1988 coil
9/21/1988 C013
9/28/1988 coil
10/19/1988 D021
12/14/1988 DOll
1/25/1989 A024
2/01/1989 A012
2/01/1989 D021
2/15/1989 A012
3/15/1989 A021
5/03/1989 DOll
10/25/1989 B061
NATIVE AM CLUB
2/21/1990 A041
NATIVE AMERICANS
NEGSTAD DICK 10/19/1988 D021
11/09/1988 A023
1/17/1990 AlOl
2/07/1990 AlOl
NEIBER NANCY 1/18/1989 F023
3/21/1990 A161
NELSON DAVID 10/18/1989 A131
NELSON JACK 3/30/1989 B031
4/12/1989 BOll
NESS JOE 2/15/1989 B031
NETZKE KURT 10/18/1989 A031
NEUHARTH AL 11/08/1989 AlOl
NEW YEARS 12/13/1989 A091
1/17/1990 A015
1/17/1990 A061
1/31/1990 A051
NEWMAN DOUG 1/24/1990 A012
NEWS 12/13/1989 A141
NEWSLETTERS 12/14/1988 B054
NEWSPAPERS 10/26/1988 coil
NEWSWEEK 10/11/1989 A061
10/18/1989 A071
NICARAGUA 2/08/1989 C024
NICKNAMES 11/08/1989 A174
NICOLAY JAN 4/19/1990 A123
NOEM ROLLIE 4/05/1989 B052
NON-TRADITIONALS 9/14/1988 C021
2/22/1989 EOll
2/22/1989 E014
2/22/1989 E014
3/30/1989 C021
4/19/1989 A012
4/26/1989 A013
4/26/1989 coil
9/20/1989 A051
NORD KEITH 2/14/1990 A041
NORIEGA MANUEL 1/17/1990 A031
NORTHERN STATE COL 9/21/1988 A012
9/21/1988 coil
4/12/1989 AO 12
NURSERY SCHOOL 4/19/1989 B021
5/03/1989 B014
9/20/1989 A051
10/04/1989 A044
3/21/1990 A073
NURSING 9/07/1988 B034
9/28/1988 B021
1/25/1989 B015
11/08/1989 A051
12/06/1989 A031
2/07/1990 A044
2/14/1990 A031
NUTRITION 10/26/1988 B015
4/26/1989 B024
10/18/1989 A041
OAK LAKE 11/16/1988 D021
OAT BRAN 2/28/1990 A131
OBER CULLEN 1/17/1990 A141
OCCUPATIONS 10/05/1988 E031
DEAN'S PROJECT BRINGS DISTANT ERA BACK (OWEN)
^'WORKING ON THE RAILROAD' (OWEN)
REGENTS PLAN HEARING
REGENTS ENDORSE NAME CHANGE (BROWN)
'UNIVERSITIES' DISTURB EDUCATION'S BALANCE (ED)
KTITLES PURELY COSMETIC
CAMPUS COMMENTS ON CHANGING THE NAME OF COLLEGES
CANDIDATE OPPOSES NAME CHANGE (BROWN)
STUDENT LEADER LOBBIES FOR NAME CHANGE (MAULE)
STATE COLLEGES TO BECOME UNIVERSITIES (BROWN)
SENATE PASSES NAME CHANGE BILL (HUTCHES)
LEGISLATORS DISCUSS NAME CHANGE BILL (HUTCHES)
USD STUDENT STARTS PETITION (AVOK)
BYLAWS, PLANS FOR NAME CHANGE PETITIONS (KRATZ)
PETITION REMAINS IN EARLY STAGES (AVOK)
NAME CHANGE SPARKS CONTROVERSY (BAMSEY)
SEE ALSO INDIANS
TO RECEIVE REQUESTED FUNDS FOR POWWOW (FEICKERT)
SEE INDIANS
CANDIDATE OPPOSES NAME CHANGE (BROWN)
MICKELSON ENDORSES KROGMAN, NEGSTAD (MAULE)
LEGISLATORS SEE OPPORTUNITY FOR CITY (BROWN)
*FARM SHOW BRINGS AGRICULTURE UPDATES (PAUL)
NEIBER HONORED
WOMEN'S CAGER TEAM ON DEAN'S LIST (LAMBERT)
3CBAD HABITS TAKE MANY DIFFERENT FORMS (SLY)
TOP JOURNALISTS SPOTLIGHTED
PRESIDENTIAL PRESS COVERAGE DISCUSSED (KRATZ)
XROBOTIC ARM GIVES HANDS ON EXPERIENCE (SLOWEY)
XGREEK WEEK PROMOTES UNITY (DONOHOE)
*AWARDING VISIT
*INACTION ACCEPTED ON NEW YEAR'S DAY
STUDENTS, PROFESSORS PREDICT '90S ISSUES
XCAMPUS COMMENTS--FOR 1990 I RESOLVE TO...
^CELEBRATE 'THE YEAR OF THE HORSE' (CECIL)
KBINNEWIES ROOM DAMAGED BY FIRE (COATES)
THE '80S REVIEWED (ANDERSON)
STUFFIN' AWAY
HOMETOWN WEEKLY PAPERS CHARM
TRUTH HURTS (ED)
AMERICA'S OUTBACK MUST PURSUE
COLUMNIST WRONG ABOUT CONTRAS (L)
NICKNAMES OFFER ENTERTAINMENT (SANDQUIST)
LEGISLATOR HONORED
BANQUET PLANNED
NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS WELCOME MEMBERS (L)
SURVEY REVEALS NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS' FEELINGS
KOLDER STUDENT POPULATION & THEIR NEEDS (TAYLOR)
STUDENTS DISCUSS THEIR LIVES AT WORK (TAYLOR)
QUESTION QUOTE IN PAPER'S STORY (L)
NON-TRADITIONAL ADVISER POSITION TABLED (MARTIN)
^COMPROMISE FOR NON-TRADITIONAL COORDINATOR (MARTIN)
NON-TRADS DESERVE SA COORDINATOR (ED)
NON-TRAD COORDINATOR SETS GOALS (MERSCH)
FORMER PROFESSIONAL ATHLETE ON EXPERIENCES (MERSCH)
KPROFESSOR RECALLS VISITS WITH NORIEGA (BROWN)
REGENTS ENDORSE NAME CHANGE (BROWN)
'UNIVERSITIES' DISTURB EDUCATION'S BALANCE (ED)
NSC PRESIDENT DROPS OUT OF RACE (BROWN)
NURSERY SCHOOL LAB CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY (BAMSEY)
PLAYGROUND PROVIDES NEW FACILITIES (LEE)
NURSERY SCHOOL EARNS ACCREDITATION (ROSTYNE)
XRIDING HIGH
MEETS CHILDREN'S SPECIAL NEEDS (BROWN)
NURSING RECEIVES GRANT
*DEAN READY FOR CHALLENGES (SLOWEY)
INCORPORATE HEALTH CARE FOR WOMEN (CECIL)
*ISLAND WORK FULFILLS PROFESSOR'S DREAM (CECIL)
PROGRAM FULFILLS CARE NEED (ROSTYNE)
FACULTY ASSIST WITH VETERAN CARE (ROSTYNE)
NURSING INSTRUCTOR RESPECTS PATIENTS (CECIL)
MALNUTRITION PRESENTS PROBLEMS SAYS READ (KRATZ)
NUTRITIONIST WARNS ABOUT CHOLESTEROL (BAMSEY)
^LECTURER DISCUSSES HEALTH ERAS (HINZMAN)
GIRL SCOUTS BENEFIT FROM SDSU (ANDERSON)
*'CEREAL DOCTOR' RESEARCHES BENEFITS OF OAT (VEATCH)
CENTER'S CAREER ENDS WITH KNEE INJURY (LAMBERT)
STUDENT ARTIST FOR GRAPHIC DESIGN CAREER (FEICKERT)
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SUBJECT
OCCUPATIONS
OIEN FRED
OKTOBERFEST
OLSON TOM
OLYMPICS
OLYMPICS SPECIAL
OLYMPICS WINTER
OPERA
ORDINANCES
ORGANIZATIONS
ORNITHOLOGY
OSTER MIKE
OSTER SUSIE
OSVOG CRAIG
OXEN
PAKISTAN
PALMER SUSAN
PALMQUIST JENNIFER
PANAMA
PANKONIN CHRISTY
PARENT S CHILD
PARK MANAGEMENT
PARKING
PARKS S RECREATION
PARLIAMENT BRIAN
PARTIES
PATHS
PATIENCE
PAWLOVICH KATHY
PAWN SHOP
PEACE
PEDERSON JIM
PEOPLE
PERKINS BOYD
PERRET GENE
PERSONAL FINANCE
PETERSON BRIAN
PETERSON CAROL
PETERSON DICK
PETERSON RAYMOND
PETERSON RON
PETERSON VICKI
PETS
PHARMACY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/1A/I988 E02A GRADUATES LOOK TO THE FUTURE (BOHLENDER)
1/31/1990 AlOl JCPRE-PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE GIVES... CPAUL)
2/21/1990 A05A GROUP TEACHES PROFESSIONALISM (ROSTYNE)
2/21/1990 A114 CAP CENTER PROVIDES SOLUTION (MOSTEK)
2/21/1990 AHA GRADUATES SHIFT FOCUS TO CAREER CHOICES CBUTTARO)
2/28/1990 AHA 36JOB HUNTING
3/28/1990 AOAl *AIR FORCE OFFICERS ATTEND CAREER DAY (CECIL)
3/28/1990 A051 JOB SEEKING SEMINARS HELP (COATES)
2/21/1990 AOAA *SEWREY FACULTY COLLIQUIUM OFFERS SPEECHES (COATES)
10/26/1988 A013 *WE«VE GOT THE BEAT
11/08/1989 AlOl NEW APPOINTMENTS READY FOR WORK (AVOK)
9/28/1988 FOAl OLYMPICS OFFER VARIETY (SEFRNA)
10/05/1988 C021 OLYMPIC HEROINE DEMONSTRATES GLORY
10/05/1988 F031 OLYMPICS COME TO END (SEFRNA)
A/19/1989 DOH STATE CENTENNIAL GAMES SLATED (FRISVOLD)
11/09/1988 D021 GREEKS GIVE ENERGY TO SPECIAL OLYMPICS (KEDIK)
11/30/1988 EOH SPECIAL OLYMPICS COACH USES... (ANDERSON)
2/01/1989 C013 OLYMPIANS UNDERSTAND MEANING OF SPORTSMANSHIP
2/01/1989 B031 CANCELLATIONS DID NOT DIMINISH GOLDEN SMILES
11/09/1988 E015 FAIRY TALE PERFORMED IN OPERA (PETERSON)
A/05/1989 E031 *OPERA WORKSHOP PROVIDES EXPERIENCE (FEICKERT)
9/1A/1988 A015 'SLUMLORDS', STUDENTS VIOLATE ORDINANCE (BROWN)
11/29/1989 A053 NETWORK BRINGS ORGANIZATIONS TOGETHER (OWEN)
12/13/1989 A031 STUDENT NETWORK PLANS PROMOTIONAL WEEK (DONOHOE)
I/I7/I990 A05A ORGANIZATIONS EVALUATE SA FUNDING (COATES)
2/21/1990 A012 SA DISCUSSES ORGANIZATION AWARDS (COATES)
2/01/1989 E0A5 *WHAT'S UP
2/21/1990 A031 ^STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION ELECTION '90 (BROWN)
3/21/1990 AOIA ETHAN NATIVES TAKE 62 PERCENT (CECIL)
3/21/1990 A083 XPRESIDENT THANKS CAMPAIGN HELPERS
A/OA/1990 A063 *TOUR CAMPUS DAYCARE, RADIO
A/25/1990 A063 *COOKIE JAR NEEDS BAKER
11/30/1988 F033 OSTER ADJUSTS TO CROSS-COUNTRY (LAMBERT)
10/18/1989 AHl *FIBER OPTIC LINE NEARS COMPLETION (STEWART)
A/12/1989 A013 STUDENTS TRAIN CENTENNIAL OXEN (JAMES)
A/05/1989 B051 PAKISTAN SPLIT BY RELIGION (ROSS)
2/1A/1990 A031 NURSING INSTRUCTOR RESPECTS PATIENTS (CECIL)
9/20/1989 A125 DREAM COMES TRUE FOR MISS SDSU (SLY)
1/17/1990 A032 SDSU ALUMNI SERVE IN PANAMA (BROWN)
1/2A/1990 A071 NATIONS WARY OF INVASION OF PANAMA (L)
3/30/1989 BOAA AG/BIO QUEEN SETS GOALS FOR REIGN (CUTLER)
3/15/1989 EOH ^PARENTS DIVORCE CAUSES STRESS FOR STUDENTS (SCOTT)
10/26/1988 B031 *APPLE MASH
SEE AUTO PARKING
11/16/1988 A025 PIONEER PARK RECEIVES MANY IMPROVEMENTS (FRISVOLD)
9/20/1989 A151 *PARKS AND RECREATION
2/15/1989 B031 *ROBOTIC ARM GIVES HANDS ON EXPERIENCE (SLOWEY)
10/26/1988 A012 COMMISSION PLANS HOUSE PARTY STUDY (ANDERSON)
10/26/1988 coil JCCAMPUS COMMENTS ON HOUSE PARTIES
11/30/1988 coil 'NORMAL' SOMETIMES A DECEIVING WORD (ED)
11/30/1988 C013 STUDENT ACTIVITIES NEED CITY FUNDING
9/20/1989 A05A STUDENTS QUESTION PROTOCOL
A/04/1990 A121 *HOUSE BEARS SCARS OF KEG PARTIES (VEATCH)
1/18/1989 EOH XCOWPATHS' SPEED CAMPUS TRAVEL (SCOTT)
10/18/1989 A074 PATIENCE REQUIRED WHEN CHOOSING DIFFICULT TASKS
3/30/1989 B041 'ROOKIE' ANIMAL HANDLER LEARNS (DENHOLM)
2/21/1990 A091 *LOCAL PAWN SHOP PROVIDES MORE THAN... (FRISVOLD)
11/16/1988 C021 SHOULD PURSUE PEACE BY STRENGTH
4/12/1989 C021 FAMILY'S WAR HISTORY SHOULD CAUSE HOPE
1/31/1990 AlOl KPRE-PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE GIVES... (PAUL)
3/21/1990 A135 EMPLOYERS—SD TURNS OUT PRODUCTIVE WORKERS (BUTTARO)
11/29/1989 AH4 KWINS STATE MUSIC CONTEST (SCOTT)
11/09/1988 EOH *POLITICAL SATIRIST EXTENDS BEYOND TELEVISION
2/01/1989 B021 PRIORITIES TO PLAN PERSONAL BUDGETS (CECIL)
3/21/1990 A175 ^ANCHORS AWEIGH
9/28/1988 A014 JfADMINISTRATORS TAKE ON HANDICAPPED TRAILS (BROST)
3/30/1989 D021 CANDIDATES MAKE EXPERIENCE AN ISSUE (FRISVOLD)
11/09/1988 D013 INSTRUCTOR SELECTED CENTENNIAL ALUMNUS (LUTTERMAN)
4/25/1990 AlOl ^HARVESTS FRUIT OF COLLEGE EXPERIENCE (FRISVOLD)
4/19/1989 A014 ^HARMONIZING
1/31/1990 A081 5CSMALL PETS GIVE STUDENTS OUTLET (LEVISEN)
10/19/1988 B025 PHARMACY COLLEGE CELEBRATES A CENTURY (SLOWEY)
10/26/1988 BOH XHAPPY BIRTHDAY
11/09/1988 B012 STUDENTS ELECTED
11/16/1988 B012 STUDENTS EARN FARE
H/30/1988 B024 PHARMACY STUDENTS MAKE CONTACTS (HAUG)
4/05/1989 B053 SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED
9/06/1989 A073 AWARD FOUNDED
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SUBJECT
PHARMACY
PHEASANTS
PHILIPS EMO
PHILLIPS MARGARET
PHOTOCOPYING
PHOTOGRAPHY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/08/1989 A03A NEW PHARMACY DEPARTMENT FOCUSES ON PEOPLE (MERSCH)
12/06/1989 AOAI STUDENT WINS FRATERNITY POST (DONOHOE)
12/13/1989 AO^<i FUTURE PHARMICISTS LEARN ABOUT JOB (HINZMAN)
3/21/1990 A012 CAMPUS PHARMACY SELLS FEWER CONTRACEPTIVES (ROSTYNE)
9/21/1988 F021 *INCENTIVE OFFERED
3/15/1989 F033 PHEASANTS SURVIVE DUE TO FOOD PLOTS (FORMAN)
10/18/1989 A163 PHEASANT OPENER PROVIDES TRADITION (FORMAN)
10/11/1989 A023 COMEDIAN HOPES TO ENLIST EMO-PHILIACS (THIBODEAU)
10/18/1989 A13A *COMIC RELIEF
11/08/1989 AlOl NEW APPOINTMENTS READY FOR WORK (AVOK)
SEE COPYING
2/08/1989 AOIA *SNOW DAYS
2/22/1989 C031 *NIGHT LIGHT
A/26/1989 C033 3fA MISCELLANY OF THE COLLEGIAN PHOTOGRAPHERS
SEE ALSO HPER
A/26/1989 D02A ^DOWNSWING
2/21/1990 A05A PHYSICAL EDUCATION CLUB REORGANIZES (RATZLAFF)
9/28/1988 F021 XBODYBUILDERS COMPETE IN MEET (KAZMIERCZAK)
3/15/1989 E02A WALKING PREFERRED EXERCISE (ANDERSON)
3/30/1989 B021 HALL RESIDENTS WORK OUT IN BASEMENT (FISCHBACH)
3/30/1989 E02I *BODY TONING FINDS MARKET (FEICKERT)
9/27/1989 A115 PEDALING TONES MUSCLES (SLY)
1/31/1990 A063 *HUMAN BODY SHAPES REVEAL MORE
1/25/1989 BOll FINALISTS NAMED FOR POST (MARTIN)
2/08/1989 AOIA GOVERNOR ACCUSED OF USING PULL (BROWN)
2/08/1989 coil GOVERNOR SHOULD STAY OUT OF HIRINGS (ED)
2/15/1989 A015 CALIFORNIA MAN SUGGESTED FOR PHYSICAL PLANT (BROWN)
3/30/1989 AOll PHYSICAL PLANT GETS DIRECTOR
5/03/1989 A0I2 NEW DIRECTOR BEGINS WORK (KRATZ)
2/07/1990 A081 *SEES THAT LITTLE THINGS GET DONE
A/19/1990 AI3I PLANS MADE TO BRING PLANT TO STANDARDS
5/02/1990 AII3 TURN DOWN BUILDING HEAT BEFORE MAY 15 (L)
5/02/1990 AOIA *SLIP, SLIDIN' AWAY
11/16/1988 B021 ^RESEARCHER EXPLAINS COLLIDER (LEE)
1/31/1990 AOll SDSU PHYSICS DEPARTMENT AWARDED GRANT
9/20/1989 AOIA *EYEING IT UP
9/21/1988 DOll 5CPIZZA QUEEN
10/18/1989 A081 *HOT PIZZA...ON IT'S WAY
SEE OCCUPATIONS, CAP CENTER
3/2I/I990 coil CITY NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR GROUP'S LOCATION
9/21/1988 B021 FACULTY BRAINSTORM PLANS FOR FUTURE (BLY)
2/22/1989 B03A LECTURER'S PLANT MODEL HELPS SHOW (COATES)
SEE DRAMA
10/05/1988 coil XCAMPUS COMMENTS--PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
1/31/1990 A063 ^SENATORS CONSIDER WORDING OF PLEDGE
2/IA/1990 A012 SENATE ADOPTS COMPLETE PLEDGE (COATES)
3/30/1989 D021 CANDIDATES MAKE EXPERIENCE AN ISSUE (FRISVOLD)
12/13/1989 A05A ^PICTURE WINDOW
5/03/1989 F021 POACHING HINDERS MANAGEMENT OF AMERICA'S WILDLIFE
10/25/1989 A152 POACHERS WARNED
3/30/1989 B014 POETRY BOOK EXPANDS CULTURAL BOUNDARIES (ROSS)
A/19/1990 A161 LOCAL WRITER RELEASES BOOK (LEE)
A/25/1990 A121 SF POET RESPONDS IN RECENT BOOK (LEE)
10/11/1989 A031 POETRY COMES TO SDSU (MENSCH)
10/11/1989 A033 STUDENT WRITES FROM THE HEART (ROSTYNE)
10/11/1989 A071 WORDS, ACTIONS MEAN DIFFERENT THINGS
SEE ALSO NAMES OF POETS
2/01/1989 B02A POET RECEIVES CENTENNIAL HONOR (HAUG)
1/3I/I990 AOAA *MAKING REPAIRS
9/07/1988 D013 *OFFICER FIGHTS FOR JOB (AVOK)
A/05/1989 D031 TICKET QUOTA NONEXISTENT (FRISVOLD)
9/20/1989 A05A STUDENTS QUESTION PROTOCOL
9/27/1989 A012 DISCUSS DRINKING-RELATED VIOLATIONS (BLY)
10/25/1989 A091 JeSTRICT POLICY TO COMBAT DRINKING, DRIVING (MARTIN)
3/28/1990 A091 *POLICE CHIEF BREAKS STEREOTYPE (PAUL)
9/1A/I988 B033 NEW CHIEF RETURNS TO ALMA MATER (HAUG)
12/07/1988 AOll WOMAN ASSAULTED NEAR BRIGGS LIBRARY (BROST)
12/07/1988 BOIA PARKING VIOLATORS KEEP UPD OFFICERS BUSY (BLY)
9/06/1989 AlOI FREQUENT VIOLATIONS CHARACTERISTIC (FRISVOLD)
2/07/1990 A012 STUDENTS ADMIT TO TAKING COMPUTERS (BROWN)
3/21/1990 C016 POLICE, KIDS TRY TO CURE MISGIVINGS
2/01/1989 D021 PROFESSORS REQUEST GOVERNMENT CHANGES (FRISVOLD)
3/30/1989 A013 SENATOR BEGAN POLITICAL CAREER AT SDSU (HUTCHES)
3/30/1989 B021 JOURNALISTS, PUBLIC OFFICIALS VALUE... (THIBODEAU)
9/21/1988 C021 YESTERDAY'S INFAMOUS POPS IN ON POLITICS
10/26/1988 coil POLITICIANS' DENIAL HINDERS NATION'S RECOVERY
11/16/1988 C021 QUESTION OF THIRD PARTY
12/1A/1988 C02A POLITICAL SYSTEM DECEIVING (L)
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
PHYSICAL FITNESS
PHYSICAL PLANT
PHYSICAL THERAPY
PHYSICS
PIETZ KENNY
PIZZA
PLACEMENT
PLANNED PARENTHOOD
PLANNING
PLANTS
PLAYS
PLEDGE ALLEGIANCE
PLUMART PHIL
PLUMMER MARK
POACHING
POEMS
POETRY
POETS
POHL MARTI
POLICE
POLICE CAMPUS
POLICE-SF
POLITICS & GOVT-SD
POLITICS & GOVT-US
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POLITICS & GOVT-US
POLLUTION
POSTAL SERVICE
POWERLIFTERS
POWERLINES
POWWOW
PRAIRIE REPERTORY
1/25/1989 C021 FREE HELP BY FEDERAL SUBSIDIES
9/20/1989 A081 REGENTS DISCUSS SDSU POLLUTION (BROWN)
1/17/I99G A081 XPOSTAL SERVICE DELIVERS
3/15/1989 F031 LIFTERS COMPETE
1/25/1989 DOll *POWER TRIM
10/25/1989 A0I2 SA SENATE FUNDS POWWOW CCOATES)
SEE ALSO THEATER
11/02/1988 A012 THEATRE RECEIVES EXTRA FUNDS (TRAUTMANN)
11/30/1988 A013 MADISON PLAYHOUSE TO BE HOME (BROST)
A/05/1989 A012 STATE GIVES THEATER COMPANY GRANT (GREEN)
A/05/1989 E02A THEATRE ANNOUNCES SUMMER SEASON (GREEN)
A/19/1989 AOll MICKELSON BREAKS GROUND FOR REPERTORY (FISCHBACH)
5/03/1989 A02I SUMMER THEATER GROUP PLANS FOR CAST (SCOTT)
9/06/1989 A161 ENDS SUCCESSFUL SUMMER SEASON (SLY)
10/18/1989 AlAl CONSTRUCTION OF PRT PLAYHOUSE BEGINS (SLY)
2/1A/I990 A021 PRAIRIE REPERTORY FUNDED EXTRA $3,350 (FEICKERT)
2/28/1990 A012 *PLAYHOUSE CONSTRUCTION DELAYED (ADERMAN 8 ROSS)
5/02/1990 AOII PLAYHOUSE CONSTRUCTION BIDS OPEN IN MAY
5/02/1990 A081 WILL CELEBRATE 20TH BIRTHDAY WITHOUT HOME (ADERMAN)
A/19/1989 E031 UNPLANNED PREGNANCY FORCES DECISIONS (SCOTT)
10/11/1989 A035 DEAN WORKS TO PREVENT TEEN PREGNANCY PROBLEM (OWEN)
A/25/1990 A063 ^PREGNANCY STILL WHISPERED MYSTERY
10/25/1989 A063 PRESIDENTS CARRY THROUGH DIFFICULT TIMES
10/25/1989 B021 *BERG INTERNATIONALIZES FACULTY, STUDENTS (BROWN)
10/25/1989 B021 *BRIGGS LEADS CAMPUS INTO PROGRESSIVE ERA (BROWN)
10/25/1989 B031 *WAGNER PRIZES STUDENTS (HUTCHES)
10/25/1989 B03A *108 YEARS OF PRESIDENTS
IO/OA/1989 A103 DEDICATIONS SOUGHT
11/29/1989 A103 CABLE CONTROLLED
9/27/1989 AOAl PLANNING CENTER REACHES OUT (HINZMAN)
12/1A/1988 C013 LETTING CONVICTS OUT ONLY ADDS PROBLEMS
3/30/1989 BOAA MEMORIAL HONORS PAST PARTICIPANT (CUTLER)
11/30/1988 C013 SELF DISCIPLINE ONLY CURE
2/21/1990 A05A GROUP TEACHES PROFESSIONALISM (ROSTYNE)
2/08/1989 D021 PROPERTY TAX FREEZE TO HURT BROOKINGS SCHOOLS
2/15/1989 D02A AMENDMENT HALTS CONCERN (HUTCHES)
3/21/1990 A12A SCHOOL BOARD VOTES DISTRICT OUT (HUTCHES)
3/21/1990 C021 BROOKINGS COUNTY VOTES OUT OF FREEZE
2/28/1990 AlOl *PRUNTY ANNOUNCES MAYORAL CAMPAIGN (MARTIN)
10/19/1988 DOIA REGENT CAMPAIGNS FOR THE LEGISLATURE (MAULE)
11/08/1989 A105 BOARD IN WAY OF UNIVERSITY PROGRESS (HUTCHES)
5/03/1989 DOIA LOCAL BUSINESSMEN PURCHASE MALL
11/09/1988 E021 *ONE HOUR IMPACTS GRADES (BOHLENDER)
SEE LIBRARY PUBLIC
PUBLIC RELATIONS TEAM CHOSEN (DONOHOE)
SEE TELEVISION PUBLIC
10/05/1988 D02A *PUC CANDIDATE STAYS NEUTRAL (BROWN)
2/08/1989 A012 DELAYS ALUMNI PUB FUNDING DECISION (KRATZ)
2/15/1989 A021 DENIES ALUMNI ASSOCIATION FUNDING (KRATZ)
11/08/1989 A016 SDSU PROFESSOR NOMINATED FOR PULITZER PRIZE (TAYLOR)
1/2A/1990 A071 BASIC INJUSTICES INFRINGE ON RIGHTS (L)
9/07/1988 coil CAMPUS COMMENTS ON SENATOR DAN QUAYLE
11/15/1989 A091 *TIMBERRRR
10/25/1989 A012 *'RACiSM BY OMISSION' NEEDS TO BE ERASED (BLY)
3/21/1990 A091 PROFESSOR PROFILES RACQUET SMASHER (L)
SEE BROADCASTING
2/21/1990 A07A CITIZENS SHOULD SPEAK AGAINST SITE (L)
3/28/1990 A012 *1A RAILROAD CARS DERAILED (BORDEWYK)
A/19/1990 A071 *'WORKING ON THE RAILROAD' (OWEN)
A/19/1990 A07A RESEARCHES TRAIN DEPOTS IN HISTORY (RATZLAFF)
1/31/1990 A031 *DESIGNING WOMAN
2/15/1989 BOll STUDENTS ASSOCIATION ELECTIONS (BROST)
9/13/1989 A031 *STUDENT GAINS MID-EAST PERSPECTIVE (CECIL)
2/08/1989 E031 *RAM PUB PROVIDES PLEASANT DINING (GREEN)
2/08/1989 DOll *BATTLE REALTOR OVER HOME'S FATE (AVOK)
2/22/1989 D02A CITY COMMISSION AND OWNER AGREE (AVOK)
9/13/1989 A081 *EXTENSION FOR RAMEY HOUSE RENOVATION (AVOK)
10/25/1989 Alll RENOVATION OF PRIVATE HOME (AVOK)
lO/OA/1989 A131 *TWO SDSU STUDENTS CONQUER ALGEBRA (LEE)
10/05/1988 B031 AWARDS HONOR ALUMNI
1/2A/1990 A012 *BINNEWIES ROOM DAMAGED BY FIRE (COATES)
9/1A/I988 A012 *HIGH-TECH WITH COMPUTERS (MARTIN)
2/22/1989 AOll LIBRARY INCREASES BOOK ACCESS (BAMSEY)
lO/OA/1989 A015 SA, DEAN OPPOSE SALES TAX (ROSS)
2/1A/I990 A091 LIBRARY FIGHTS COPYING TAX (PAUL)
3/15/1989 EOAl FEMALE AG MAJOR BREAKS TRADITION (FEICKERT)
10/26/1988 EOll INCIDENCE OF DATE RAPE HIGH (FEICKERT)
11/02/1988 coil CONTRACT PROPOSAL FOR DATE RAPE PREVENTION (ED)
PREGNANCY
PRESIDENTS
PRESSLER LARRY
PRICE CHUCK
PRISONERS
PRITCHETT PETE
PROCRASTINATION
PROFESSIONALISM
PROPERTY TAX
PRUNTY BETTY
PRUNTY ROGER
PRUSS LYLE
PSYCHOLOGY
PUBLIC LIBRARY
PUBLIC RELATIONS
PUBLIC TELEVISION
PUBLIC UTIL COMM
PUBLICATIONS
PULITZER PRIZE
PUNISHMENT
QUAYLE DAN
RAAKE DON
RACISM
RACQUETBALL
RADIO STATION
RADIOACTIVE WASTES
RAILROADS
RAIN SUSAN
RAINER RICH
RAM PUB
RAMEY ROSE
RAMON GABRIEL
RAMYNKE MILDRED
RANEY JOEL
RANEY LEON
RANGE CLUB
RAPE
10/11/1989 A0A3
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SUBJECT
RAPE
RAQUETBALL
READ MERRILL
READING
REAGAN RONALD
RECORDINGS
RECYCLING
RED CROSS
REFUGEES
REFUSE S REF DISP
REGENTS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/01/1989 BG15 BEST RAPE PREVENTION CTHIBODEAU)
9/20/1989 A061 TIPS CAN HELP AVOID DATE RAPE
10/18/1989 A07I LEGAL SYSTEM INCONSISTENT, UNJUST
11/15/1989 A06I XCAMPUS COMMENTS—DATE RAPE
1/2A/1990 A07I GOVERNOR'S FAMILY SHOULD BE FIRST CONCERN (L)
3/2I/I990 A08I PUBLIC'S PERCEPTION OF MANSION CASE (ED)
1/25/1989 C013 UNDERSTANDING HELPS NOVICES
10/26/1988 B015 MALNUTRITION PRESENTS PROBLEMS SAYS READ (KRATZ)
1/31/1990 AI2A KPUBLIC LIBRARY HOSTS READING SERIES (HANSEN)
1/18/1989 C021 REAGAN ONE OF HISTORY'S GREATEST
9/l<»/I988 EOA-i PARKER SATISFIES AUDIENCE (HANSEN)
9/28/1988 DOll NEW BAND FAILS WITH MAJOR LABEL (HANSEN)
10/05/1988 EOll SOUL ASYLUM'S ALBUM FIRST RATE (HANSEN)
11/02/1988 E035 U2--IRELANDS FINEST (HANSEN)
11/16/1988 EOll VOICE OF AMERICA RETURNS (HANSEN)
12/1<4/1988 E035 AREA MUSICIANS COLLABORATE ON ALBUM (HANSEN)
I/25/I989 E025 'THE FEMMES' ARE BACK (HANSEN)
'♦/05/1989 E03A RATT TRIUMPHS WITH NEW ALBUM (ANDERSON)
•4/19/1989 E015 VERSATILITY, FERVOR HIGHLIGHT ALBUMS (ANDERSON)
5/03/1989 E025 *THE OUTFIELD MATURES, THE CULT TURNS HEAVY
9/06/1989 A141 VAUGHAN PIONEERS BLUES
9/20/1989 A121 TOM PETTY/'FULL MOOM FEVER' (ANDERSON)
10/04/1989 A141 BAD ENGLISH/'BAD ENGLISH' (ANDERSON)
10/18/1989 AI35 NEW 'CRUE' ALBUM MAY. ASTOUND (ANDERSON)
11/08/1989 AI41 'DANGEROUS TOYS' OFFERS PERVERTED TWIST (ANDERSON)
11/29/1989 AIll NEW SOUND TO STONES' LATEST ALBUM (ANDERSON)
1/24/1990 A121 EX-KISS GUITARIST MIXES STYLES (ANDERSON)
2/07/1990 AI21 B-52S' LATEST ALBUM (ANDERSON)
2/21/1990 A1I5 FIONA'S SOUND NOT NEW (ANDERSON)
3/28/1990 A115 BAND DISPLAYS NEW ATTITUDE (ANDERSON)
4/19/1990 A155 LED ZEPPELIN MEMBER RETURNS TO '70S (ANDERSON)
4/25/1990 AllI XGUITARIST PROMOTES ACCLAIMED ALBUM (ANDERSON)
5/02/1990 A085 FUTURE OF MUSIC PREDICTED (ANDERSON)
9/13/1989 A095 COMMITTEE TO EXAMINE TRASH RECYCLING OPTIONS
11/29/1989 A041 SENATE PROPOSES RECYCLING POLICY
11/29/1989 A061 KCAMPUS COMMENTS--TO PROMOTE RECYCLING
2/21/1990 AlOl *LACK OF DEMAND MAKES RECYCLING UNSURE (MARTIN)
3/21/1990 AlOl XBROOKINGS AREA LOOKS AT FUTURE (LEVISEN)
3/28/1990 A095 ^PACKING IT IN
10/19/1988 B035 CLUB SEEKS 500 PINTS OF BLOOD (RAETZ)
11/02/1988 B021 STAKING DONATIONS
2/01/1989 E021 HUNGARIAN REFUGEE FINDS FREEDOM (GREEN)
4/26/1989 D03I NEW LANDFILL TO BRING FEE INCREASE (AVOK)
9/13/1989 A095 COMMITTEE TO EXAMINE TRASH RECYCLING OPTIONS
9/27/1989 A07I NEXT GARBAGE DISPOSAL SITE FOR NATION'S CITIES
10/11/1989 A051 STUDENTS OPPOSE GARBAGE DUMPING IN SD (COATES)
11/15/1989 A102 GARBAGE DUMP
2/21/1990 AlOl KLACK OF DEMAND MAKES RECYCLING UNSURE (MARTIN)
3/21/1990 AlOl XBROOKINGS AREA LOOKS AT FUTURE (LEVISEN)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF REGENTS, COLLEGES/UNIV
9/07/1988 AOll REQUEST EXTRA 19.9 MILLION (BROWN)
9/07/1988 A015 *BEHRING, HALL GAIN REGENT STATUS (BROWN)
9/14/1988 D015 REGENTS MEET IN RAPID CITY (BROWN)
9/21/1988 A012 REGENTS ENDORSE NAME CHANGE (BROWN)
9/21/1988 A02I REGENTS TO CONSIDER SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF
9/21/1988 coil 'UNIVERSITIES' DISTURB EDUCATION'S BALANCE (ED)
10/26/1988 A023 REGENTS TO MEET IN ABERDEEN
12/07/1988 A015 REGENTS TO MEET FOR BUDGET DISCUSSION (BROWN)
12/14/1988 A021 REGENTS DISCUSS HOUSE PARTIES (BROWN)
2/15/1989 D014 STUDENT EARNS RIGHT TO VOTE (SHIELDS)
3/15/1989 A015 STUDENTS PRESENT CASE TO REGENTS (BROWN)
4/12/1989 coil BOARD'S PUBLIC IMAGE IMPROVED OVER TIME (ED)
4/12/1989 C013 REGENTS MEETING AT SDSU PROVIDES CHANCE
4/19/1989 DOll REGENTS APPROVE TUITION INCREASE (AVOK)
9/20/1989 AOll REGENTS TO CHOOSE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
9/20/1989 A081 REGENTS DISCUSS SDSU POLLUTION (BROWN)
9/20/1989 A094 REGENTS EASE REQUIREMENTS (BROWN)
10/11/1989 A012 *REGENTS GAIN DIRECTOR, LOSE TWO (HUTCHES)
10/11/1989 A084 LOOKS FORWARD TO 'FRIENDLY' SD (HUTCHES)
10/25/1989 B061 NAME CHANGE SPARKS CONTROVERSY (BAMSEY)
11/08/1989 AlOl TUITION INCREASE PROPOSED (AVOK)
11/08/1989 AlOl NEW APPOINTMENTS READY FOR WORK (AVOK)
11/08/1989 A105 BOARD IN WAY OF UNIVERSITY PROGRESS (HUTCHES)
12/06/1989 AOll REGENTS TO MEET IN VERMILLION
I2/I3/I989 A014 REGENTS APPROVE NEW DEGREE MINOR (BROWN)
12/13/1989 A041 INTEGRATION OF DEPARTMENTS (ROSTYNE)
1/17/1990 A091 REGENTS APPROVE NEW PROGRAMS (HUTCHES)
2/28/1990 A012 HIGHER EDUCATION GOALS RECEIVE OPPOSITION (HUTCHES)
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SUBJECT
REGENTS
REGER MIKE
REGISTRATION
REIHI MARLO
REISETTER MARCY
RELATIONSHIPS
RELIGION
REMOTE SENSING
RENAISSANCE FESTIV
REPORTERS
RESEARCH
RESEARCH PAPERS
RESIDENCE HALLS
RESIDENT ASSISTANT
RESTAURANTS
RESTROOMS
RETAIL TRADES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
<»/0<»/1990 A0I5 CONSIDERS CHARGING FOR ALCOHOL VIOLATIONS (COATES)
A/OA/1990 A06I TASK FORCE DOESN'T LIVE UP TO NAME (ED)
<»/19/1990 A012 REGENTS RECOMMEND CAMPUSES BAN SALES (HUTCHES)
<»/25/I990 A0I2 CHANGES ALCOHOL, VIOLENT ACTS POLICIES (COATES)
12/13/1989 A012 XPHARMACY TO SELL CONTRACEPTIVES
1/17/1990 AG33 SEARCH FOR ASSOCIATE DEAN CONTINUES (BORDEWYK)
A/19/1990 A03A ILLEGAL USE OF SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERS (COATES)
A/25/1990 A0I2 ^OFFICIALS APPROVE EXTENDED HOURS (RATZLAFF)
I/I8/I989 BOII 5ePAY UP
12/06/1989 AOIA *SECTIONED OFF
12/06/1989 A031 JCDRAWING A CROWD
1/17/1990 A0I2 ^CHECKING IN
I/3I/1990 A03I REGISTRATION FLOWS FASTER AFTER CHANGES (HAUG)
A/19/1990 A96I *SPRING CLEANING
10/25/1989 A0I2 INSTRUCTOR SURVIVES EARTHQUAKE (KOHLMAN)
A/19/1989 B033 ADDICTIVE RELATIONSHIPS CAUSE PROBLEMS (HAUG)
2/08/1989 C021 HUMAN RACE NEEDS SENSE OF ...
5/03/1989 BOAI RELIGION PROFESSOR PRESENTS PAPER (HAUG)
3/28/1990 A071 KTRUE SPIRITUAL POWER HOLDS ATTENTION
I/25/I989 B02I STARTS SYSTEM TO HELP ANALYZE ROADS (HAUG)
5/03/1989 B03A CONFERENCE LOOKS AT RESOURCE USE (CECIL)
10/25/1989 A03I *OVERSEES SCHOLARS GAIN EXPERIENCE (CECIL)
9/IA/I988 E03A FESTIVAL TO BE VISITED (PETERSON)
9/21/1988 C02I OLD-WORLD RECREATION ENHANCES CULTURE
9/21/1988 E023 *STEPPING BACK IN TIME
II/I6/I988 coil JUDGEMENT ERROR DESTROYS CAREER (ED)
9/IA/I988 A015 CROP STUDIES PLANNED FOR NEW BIOSTRESS LAB (HAUG)
2/0I/I989 BOII PROPOSAL MAY BOOST RESEARCH AT SDSU (LEE)
2/15/1989 AOII BIOSTRESS LAB PASSES SENATE (AVOK)
2/15/1989 B031 *ROBOTIC ARM GIVES HANDS ON EXPERIENCE (SLOWEY)
2/07/1990 A032 PROFESSORS WIN GRANTS
12/13/1989 A151 STUDENTS BUY RESEARCH PAPERS (BUTTARO)
9/07/1988 BOII *COMING THROUGH
9/07/1988 B021 KNEW RHD'S MAKE PLANS FOR THE YEAR (BLY)
9/07/1988 B025 PRIVATE TIME DIFFICULT TO SCHEDULE (BLY)
9/07/1988 C023 MATURITY ATTEMPTS SHOT DOWN
10/05/1988 E033 FLOOR NAMES PROVIDE RESIDENT UNITY (ANDERSON)
10/26/1988 AOll PARENTS OPPOSE 24-HOUR VISITATION (BLY)
10/26/1988 C0I3 OPINIONS ON 24-HOUR VISITATION
12/14/1988 A0I4 WANETA RESIDENTS BUCK PROPOSAL (MARTIN)
3/I5/I989 B014 COUNCIL OF STUDENTS SERVE AS COURT (COATES)
3/30/1989 AOll 24-HOUR VISITATION CLOSER TO REALITY (MARTIN)
3/30/1989 B021 HALL RESIDENTS WORK OUT IN BASEMENT (FISCHBACH)
5/03/1989 A0I2 WAGNER REJECTS 24-HOUR VISITATION (MARTIN)
5/03/1989 con KCAMPUS COMMENTS ON 24-HOUR VISITATION
5/03/1989 C013 PRESIDENT SHOULD RESPECT STUDENTS' CHOICE
9/06/1989 A02I WAGNER EXPLAINS REJECTION OF POLICY (KRATZ)
9/06/1989 A15I KMOVING INTO DORM ROOMS (FEICKERT)
9/13/1989 A07I 24-HOUR POLICY DESERVES...
10/04/1989 A064 FORUM ANSWERS QUESTIONS (COATES)
10/04/1989 A143 HI-TECH DORM ROOMS RESEMBLE HOME (SCOTT)
10/18/1989 A012 KEXTENDED VISITATION RUNS SMOOTHLY (BUTTARO)
10/25/1989 A12I LATE NIGHT WORKERS OFFER SECURITY (SCOTT)
11/08/1989 A034 HALLS LOCK UP ON ROUGH WEEKENDS (ROSTYNE)
11/08/1989 A064 KBLANKETING THE COMPETITION
11/15/1989 AOll HALL DAMAGES LOW
12/13/1989 A05I HELPS WANETA STUDENTS COPE (ROSTYNE)
1/24/1990 A0I2 KBINNEWIES ROOM DAMAGED BY FIRE (COATES)
1/31/1990 A0I4 TWO RESIDENTS FACE WRITE-UPS (BORDEWYK)
2/07/1990 A044 IRHC PROPOSES EXTENDED VISITATION HOURS (MERSCH)
2/14/1990 A014 PROPOSES EXTENDED VISITATION HOURS (MERSCH)
4/19/1990 A021 16-HOUR VISITATION POLICY (COATES)
4/25/1990 A012 KOFFICIALS APPROVE EXTENDED HOURS (RATZLAFF)
5/02/1990 A03I KSTUDENTS RESPOND TO RA EXPERIMENT (OWEN)
11/09/1988 E03I RESIDENT HALL ASSISTANTS HOPE FOR UNDERSTANDING
11/16/1988 B014 A CHANCE TO EXCHANGE IDEAS (BAMSEY)
9/06/1989 A05I NEW RHD'S PREPARE GOALS FOR HALLS
SEE ALSO NAMES OF RESTAURANTS
10/26/1988 D02I KUNIQUE ORDERING FORMAT (FRISVOLD)
2/08/1989 E03I *RAM PUB PROVIDES PLEASANT DINING (GREEN)
2/22/1989 E024 RESTAURANT PROVIDES HOME COOKING (GREEN)
2/14/1990 A096 OK'S MINORS SERVING DRINKS WITH FOOD (HUTCHES)
9/20/1989 A074 RESTROOMS PROVIDE CONVERSATION TOPICS
SEE ALSO BUSINESS, SHOPLIFTING
10/19/1988 E03I KSECOND-HAND SHOPPING BECOMES TREND (PETERSON)
12/14/1988 D031 BUSINESSES NOTE SALES INCREASE (AVOK)
I/25/I989 D024 KSUCCESSFUL YEAR DESPITE DROUGHT
4/05/1989 E021 SPRING SHOPPING BEGINS (ANDERSON)
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RETAIL TRADES
RETIREMENT
REVENUE
RICE JAMES
RICHARDSON JAY & M
RICHARDSON JOHN
RICHARDSON MARILYN
RIFLE TEAM
RINGQUIST ERLING
RITTER ERIK
RITZ GALLERY
ROBERTSON GAIL
ROBOTIC ARM
RODEO
RODEO CLUB
ROE ROBERT
ROOMMATES
ROTC
RUNNING
RURAL DEVELOPMENT
RURAL HEALTH
RUSHDIE SALMAN
RUSHMORE
RUSSINK DOUG
SA-ADMINISTRATION
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/13/1989 A121 AREA STORES EXPERIENCE SALES INCREASE (STEWART)
A/25/1990 AlOl ^HARVESTS FRUIT OF COLLEGE EXPERIENCE (FRISVOLD)
9/1A/1988 DDIS TAX REVENUE GROWS
1/18/1989 B031 SDSU EARNS GRANT
3/21/1990 AOAl KHUSBAND-WIFE TEAM WRITE BOOK (RATZLAFF)
9/07/1988 C021 NEVER-ENDING LINES ENHANCE VARIETY
9/1A/1988 C024 AVERAGE JOE, BOOKWORM, ATHLETE ON CAMPUS
9/21/1988 C021 OLD-WORLD RECREATION ENHANCES CULTURE
9/28/1988 COIA UAFBC SELECTION PROCESS INVITES
10/05/1988 C02A UNEDUCATED VOTERS--VAMOOSE FROM POLLS
5/03/1989 EOll *UPC SELECTS COUNCIL CFISCHBACH)
10/25/1989 A131 MOTION MACHINE INTRODUCES ART (BUTTARO)
3/15/1989 F031 RIFLE TEAM SIXTH
A/19/1990 A093 RIFLE TEAM DESERVES EQUAL TREATMENT (L)
2/08/1989 F02A RINGQUIST QUALIFIES FOR NATIONALS (GOHEEN)
11/29/1989 A121 STUDENT SCULPTURES DISPLAYED (LEE)
2/08/1989 EOll ARTISTS WITH LOCAL TIES EXHIBIT WORK (FEICKERT)
2/15/1989 E031 KART INCORPORATES LASERS (ANDERSON)
10/25/1989 A135 ART COMES TO VIDEO SCREEN (SLY)
9/1A/1988 D031 *MAYOR SELLS SPORTS SCOREBOARDS (MAULE)
2/15/1989 B031 *ROBOTIC ARM GIVES HANDS ON EXPERIENCE (SLOWEY)
9/28/1988 FOll RODEO TEAMS ATH
10/19/1988 AOIA AO PERCENT BUDGET BOOST FOR RODEO (TRAUTMANN)
A/12/1989 F036 RODEO TEAM COMPETES .
A/26/1989 E025 STUDENT EXCELS IN SPORT OF BULL RIDING (FEICKERT)
5/03/1989 FOll ERODED TEAM PREPARES FOR STAMPEDE (LAMBERT)
9/20/1989 A173 BULL RIDERS CHALLENGE ODDS (SANDQUIST)
9/20/1989 A181 RODEO TEAM PREPARES FOR COMPETITION (SANDQUIST)
lO/OA/1989 A153 RODEO TEAMS PLACE HIGH (KAZMIERCZAK)
10/11/1989 AlAA MEN PLACE FIRST, WOMEN THIRD (SIEVERT)
A/OA/1990 A151 BULL RIDERS ENJOY SUCCESS (GLOVER)
A/25/1990 A161 *PREPARATIONS UNDERWAY FOR STAMPEDE (GLOVER)
5/02/1990 A153 HIGHLIGHT 36TH JACKRABBIT STAMPEDE (GLOVER)
9/28/1988 F03A KJOHNSON ROOKIE OF THE YEAR (LAMBERT)
1/17/1990 AlOl ^LAWMAKER FORESEES BUSY AGENDA FOR HOUSE (FRISVOLD)
12/07/1988 C013 DISHWASHING DILEMMA
9/20/1989 Alll *ARE THEY FRIENDS OR FOES (SCOTT)
9/20/1989 Alll PAIR PARTS WAYS (SCOTT)
9/20/1989 A113 STUDENTS ASSIGNED ROOMMATES BY HAND (BUTTARO)
A/OA/1990 A161 ^ROOMMATES STARTED FRIENDSHIP (LAMBERT)
5/02/1990 A081 *FRIENDS MAKE A »LOVE SHACK* (SLY)
10/19/1988 BOAl *WAR GAMES
11/16/1988 BOll ROTC PLANS BALL
11/30/1988 B021 *LEADERSHIP SKILLS TAUGHT BY MILITARY (SLOWEY)
3/15/1989 B0A5 RANGERS PLAY ENEMY FOR GAMES (SLOWEY)
3/30/1989 B02A TEAM PLACES SIXTH
5/03/1989 B031 ^GOVERNOR PRAISES ROTC (COATES)
9/06/1989 AOAl *ROTC WEEK PROMOTES AWARENESS (ROSTYNE)
9/13/1989 A051 *ROTC STUDENTS RAPPEL THROUGH WEEKEND (ROSTYNE)
9/27/1989 AOAl MILITARY HEAD MOLDS OFFICERS (OWEN)
10/25/1989 B051 KHISTORY REVEALS STRONG LEADERS (COATES)
11/29/1989 A031 ^SOCIETY AIDS AREA DISABLED (HINZMAN)
3/28/1990 AOAl KAIR FORCE OFFICERS ATTEND CAREER DAY (CECIL)
9/1A/1988 F031 HANSON LEADS JACKRABBITS TO TEAM TITLE (GOHEEN)
11/29/1989 A012 MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY TEAM (LAMBERT)
11/29/1989 A131 *TEAMS COMBINE FOR SEVEN ALL-AMERICANS (GOHEEN)
11/29/1989 A13A KCHAMPS RETURN
2/07/1990 A1A3 FULL-STRENGTH DISTANCE CORPS LEADS MEN (LAMBERT)
1/31/1990 A051 PROFESSOR ASSISTS WOMEN.WITH ROLES (HEINE)
12/1A/1988 D021 OFFICE CREATED
3/15/1989 C02A RUSHDIE CONFLICT AROUSES THOUGHTS
11/15/1989 A103 COINS APPROVED
11/02/1988 F031 *TEAMWORK KEY TO TRIO'S SUCCESS (SEFRNA)
9/1A/1988 C013 SA CONSIDERS PROBLEMS, ACTIVITIES
9/28/1988 A016 APPROVES MANDATORY PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE (TRAUTMANN)
9/28/1988 C013 PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE INAPPROPRIATE
12/1A/1988 BOIA GOALS OF CAMPAIGN FULFILLED (BROST)
1/25/1989 A015 SPECIAL TICKET FOR INCOMING STUDENTS (KRATZ)
1/25/1989 BOll SOLUTIONS FOR NATIONAL CHILD CARE PROBLEM (MARTIN)
3/15/1989 A015 TISHER, KJENSTAD PLAN FOR NEW SA STAFF (BROST)
3/15/1989 coil DOBSON, KOENECKE CREDITED (ED)
3/15/1989 coil *CAMPUS COMMENTS ON THE NEW SA PRESIDENT
3/30/1989 C013 GIVES NEW SA PRESIDENT HISTORY
A/05/1989 A012 SA NAMES OFFICE STAFF (MARTIN)
A/05/1989 C013 SA VICE PRESIDENT WELCOMES VISITORS
A/26/1989 A013 ^COMPROMISE FOR NON-TRADITIONAL COORDINATOR (MARTIN)
A/26/1989 coil NON-TRADS DESERVE SA COORDINATOR (ED)
9/13/1989 A012 TOUGHER BUDGET DEADLINE PENALTIES (ROSS)
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SA-ADMINISTRATION
SA-BUDGET
SA-ELECTIONS
SA-SENATE
SA-YEARBOOK
SAFER SEX WEEK
SAFETY
SAFETY BELT
SALARIES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/20/1989 AGI2 CONSIDERING RESOLUTION AGAINST STATE TAX (ROSS)
10/25/1989 BO'il UNIFIED EFFORT FOR NEW BUILDING (MARTIN)
12/06/1989 A0I5 MIXED ON PROPOSED TUITION HIKE (KOHLMAN)
1/17/1990 A012 SA REJECTS FEE INCREASE (COATES)
2/28/1990 A063 SA STARTS, FINISHES AS TEAM
2/28/1990 A07I *SA CANDIDATES NEED TO DEVIATE FROM NORM
3/28/1990 A063 *ALL STUDENTS MUST HELP TO ACCOMPLISH
A/04/1990 A063 KTOUR CAMPUS DAYCARE, RADIO
A/19/1990 A083 KSA WORK JUST BEGINNING
10/19/1988 AOIA AO PERCENT BUDGET BOOST FOR RODEO (TRAUTMANN)
12/07/1988 A0I6 SENATE APPROVES SA BUDGET (TRAUTMANN)
12/1A/1988 AOll SENATE GRANTS INCREASES (TRAUTMANN)
2/08/1989 A012 DELAYS ALUMNI PUB FUNDING DECISION (KRATZ)
2/15/1989 A021 DENIES ALUMNI ASSOCIATION FUNDING (KRATZ)
10/25/1989 A012 SA SENATE FUNDS POWWOW (COATES)
11/15/1989 A0I2 SA PASSES BUDGETS UNANIMOUSLY (COATES)
11/29/1989 A0I2 SA CONTINUES BUDGETING PROCESS (COATES)
12/06/1989 A012 BUDGET FOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS CLUB (COATES)
I2/I3/I989 A033 SA SENATE APPROVES BUDGET (COATES)
1/17/1990 A05A ORGANIZATIONS EVALUATE SA FUNDING (COATES)
1/31/1990 A033 UAFBC ALLOCATES FUNDS (COATES)
2/07/1990 A012 CONTINUES STUDY OF DONER AUDITORIUM FUNDING (COATES)
I/25/I989 A02I SLATES REVEAL FIRST CAMPAIGN
1/25/1989 C013 SA CAMPAIGN PROCESS BEGIN
2/15/1989 BOll STUDENTS ASSOCIATION ELECTIONS (BROST)
2/15/1989 coil TURNOUT DETERMINES ELECTION VALIDITY (ED)
2/22/1989 A012 ELECTIONS SEE MORE CANDIDATES, INTEREST (BROST)
2/22/1989 BOIl XSTUDENTS* ASSOCIATION ELECTION »89
2/22/1989 con TISHER/KJENSTAD BEST BET (ED)
2/22/1989 con CAMPUS COMMENTS ON CANDIDATE
2/22/1989 C02I STUDENTS NEED TO EXERCISE VOTING RIGHTS
3/15/1989 A02A SA ELECTION RESULTS
3/15/1989 C02I ENDORSEMENT SHOULD NOT ADDRESS QUALIFICATIONS (L)
3/15/1989 C021 STUDENTS DID NOT NOTICE LACKING ENDORSEMENT (L)
1/17/1990 A063 *STUDENTS NEED TO BEGIN CAMPAIGN PLANS
1/31/1990 A0I6 SA SENATE PETITIONS OPENED
2/07/1990 A0I3 SENATE NOMINATES PRESIDENTIAL SLATE (COATES)
2/IA/1990 A06I ONE SLATE DOES NOT PROVIDE CHOICE (ED)
2/1A/1990 A063 KSTUDENT ELECTION PROCESS BEGINS
2/21/1990 A015 COLLEGIAN INTERVIEWS, ENDORSES SLATES
2/21/1990 A03I KSTUDENTS' ASSOCIATION ELECTION '90 (BROWN)
2/21/1990 A06I OSTER/MILLER BEST CHOICE (ED)
2/28/1990 A06I 3eCAMPUS COMMENTS—VOTE IN STUDENTS' ELECTIONS
2/28/1990 A071 ENDORSEMENT OF CANDIDATES LACKS EVIDENCE (L)
2/28/1990 A093 ^STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION ELECTION '90
3/2I/I990 A012 GAVEL PASSES TO OSTER/MILLER (COATES)
3/21/1990 AOIA ETHAN NATIVES TAKE 62 PERCENT (CECIL)
9/1A/1988 AOlI MANDATORY SYLLABI GAINS SENATE NOD (TRAUTMANN)
9/21/1988 A015 SA APPROVES SYLLABI RESOLUTION (TRAUTMANN)
9/21/1988 B02A CAMPAIGN INCREASES VISIBILITY (KRATZ)
10/05/1988 A012 SENATE INITIATES PLEDGE (TRAUTMANN)
10/26/1988 B025 NEEDY CHILDREN GET HELP FROM SENATE (RAMSEY)
n/30/1988 AOIA STATE STICKS WITH INCREASES (TRAUTMANN)
1/18/1989 AOll COMPLETES BUDGETING PROCESS (KRATZ)
2/01/1989 AOll UAFBC APPROVES ALLOCATIONS GIVEN BY SENATE (MARTIN)
3/I5/I989 A021 BYLAWS, PLANS FOR NAME CHANGE PETITIONS (KRATZ)
A/12/1989 A012 SA PLANS AGENDA (MARTIN)
A/19/1989 A012 NON-TRADITIONAL ADVISER POSITION TABLED (MARTIN)
10/11/1989 A062 NEW BUDGETING SEASON SOON
10/18/1989 AOAA SA REVIEWS ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS (BROWN)
2/1A/1990 A012 SENATE ADOPTS COMPLETE PLEDGE (COATES)
2/28/1990 A035 REQUESTED FUNDS GIVEN TO SA SENATE (FEICKERT)
3/21/1990 A03A SA PASSES RESOLUTION TO LIMIT FEES (COATES)
3/28/1990 A061 *CAMPUS COMMENTS--THE MAIN CAMPUS ISSUE
A/0A/I990 A012 *T0 CONSIDER CAMPUS ENVIRONMENT ISSUES (COATES)
A/OA/1990 A021 SENATORS CONSIDER GROUP'S OFFICIAL NAME
SEE JACKRABBIT YEARBK
10/18/1989 A016 SA SENATE STOPS CONDOM GIVEAWAY (COATES)
10/18/1989 A063 STUDENTS CAN LEARN IN BIOLOGY TEXTBOOK
10/18/1989 A07I SHORT-TERM SOLUTIONS PERPETUATE PROBLEMS (L)
2/15/1989 D021 ^CROSSING GUARD PROGRAM IMPLEMENTED (FRISVOLD)
2/22/1989 D021 KSENATE KILLS SEAT BELT ISSUE (HUTCHES)
12/13/1989 AlOl TO INSTIGATE SAFETY BELT PROGRAM (PAUL)
1Q/0A/I989 A03I PROMOTE SAFETY BELT AWARENESS (OWEN)
10/05/1988 BOll FACULTY SALARIES BELOW AVERAGE (CECIL)
2/01/1989 A015 ACADEMIC SENATE DISCUSSES STATE SALARY INCREASES
2/01/1989 DOll TEACHER SALARY BILL DELAYED (HUTCHES)
11/08/1989 A081 96CAMPUS COMMENTS--TUITION INCREASE
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SALARIES
SALES TAX
SAMUELSON BOB
SANDER DUANE
SANDQUIST GARY
SAVINGS
SAVLOR GREG
SCANDINAVIA
SCHAFER ARNOLD
SCHEELE DARIN
SCHERR NICOLE
SCHILLER STEPHEN
SCHINGOETHE DAVID
SCHLAFLY PHYLLIS
SCHLIESMANN MIKE
SCHMIDT MARCUS
SCHMIDT ROBERT
SCHNEIDER HEATH
SCHOENFELDER LASKA
SCHOLARSHIPS
SCHOOL BOARD-BR
SCHOOLS ALTERNATIV
SCHOOLS COUNTRY
SCHOOLS-BR
SCHOOLS-SD
SCHRIEVER DARIN
SCHRODER BRUCE
SCHULL BEN
SCIENCE
SCKERL JOANN
SCRUGGS JAN
SCUBA DIVING
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/13/1989 AlOl FACULTY GAINS FROM GOVERNOR'S PROPOSAL (BROWN)
5/02/1990 A012 *LOW-PAID PROFESSORS FIND ALTERNATIVES (HUTCHES)
9/1A/1988 D016 CITY TABLES TAX
9/21/1988 D021 CITY PASSES SALES TAX (LUTTERMAN)
10/26/1988 coil SALES TAX REGRESSIVE FOR STUDENTS (ED)
10/26/1988 DOll PROPOSED TAX INCREASE MEETS OPPOSITION (AVOK)
11/30/1988 A013 BLAME TAX DEFEAT ON MISUNDERSTANDING (AVOK)
2/01/1989 DOll FOOD TAX DECREASE AWAITS APPROVAL (SHIELDS)
9/20/1989 A012 CONSIDERING RESOLUTION AGAINST STATE TAX (ROSS)
lO/OA/1989 A015 SA, DEAN OPPOSE SALES TAX (ROSS)
lO/OA/1989 A083 NEW M0NEY--RA1S1NG IDEAS
11/15/1989 AlOl INCREASE NOTED
11/29/1989 A091 ^CANDIDATE ON 'PEOPLE' CAMPAIGN (COATES)
9/20/1989 A035 NEW DEAN PLANS TO CONTINUE PROGRAMS (COATES)
10/25/1989 A035 STUDENTS EARN HIGH MARKS (ROSTYNE)
9/13/1989 A183 REPORTER REFLECTS ON PAINS AND JOYS
1/2A/1990 A105 TREASURER PROPOSES LONG-TERM PLAN (PAUL)
12/13/1989 A191 *MAT ACTION
12/06/1989 A051 ASPECTS OF EUROPEAN CULTURE EXPLORED (HINZMAN)
10/05/1988 B031 AWARDS HONOR ALUMNI
12/06/1989 AOAl STUDENT WINS FRATERNITY POST (DONOHOE)
A/OA/1990 A161 *ROOMMATES STARTED FRIENDSHIP (LAMBERT)
2/21/1990 A04A KSEWREY FACULTY COLLIQUIUM OFFERS SPEECHES (COATES)
10/18/1989 A053 STAFFERS HONORED
9/28/1988 COIA SPEAKER KNOWN TO HARRASS OPPONENTS
10/19/1988 BOll NEW CHALLENGES FOR TODAY'S SOCIETY (MARTIN)
9/06/1989 AOAS VETERAN SPEECH TEACHER BECOMES HEAD (HINZMAN)
10/19/1988 coil DUKE MISSES THE POLITICAL BEAT
11/02/1988 C021 CORPORATE HOG FARM COULD PROVIDE
11/16/1988 C021 SHOULD PURSUE PEACE BY STRENGTH
12/07/1988 coil SHOULD OVERTURN ROE VS WADE DECISION
1/18/1989 C021 REAGAN ONE OF HISTORY'S GREATEST
2/01/1989 C021 CONTRAS DESERVE AMERICAN SUPPORT
2/15/1989 C021 ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT SHOULD SUBMIT BUDGET
3/15/1989 C024 RUSHDIE CONFLICT AROUSES THOUGHTS
A/05/1989 C021 DEFENSE SECRETARY'S PROPOSALS TO COMBAT
A/19/1989 C021 IMPROVED ETHICS WILL BETTER GOVERNMENT
5/03/1989 C021 COMPLAINERS DAMAGE EDUCATION
9/06/1989 A091 A VARIETY OF EVENTS DURING THE SUMMER
9/20/1989 A071 LEGALIZING DRUGS WOULD END ABUSE
lO/OA/1989 A091 OBSCENE ART EXHIBITS LACK SOCIAL VALUE
lO/OA/1989 A09A COLUMNIST'S CONSERVATIVE VIEWS (L)
10/18/1989 A071 AMERICA'S OUTBACK MUST PURSUE
11/08/1989 A093 CHOICE NEEDED IN PUBLIC EDUCATION
11/29/1989 A071 KLEFTIST GROUPS USE VIOLENCE
12/13/1989 A091 *ARTIST'S FLAG-BURNING DISPLAY EVOKES...
1/2A/1990 A071 ^STUDENTS VIEWED AS QUICK OPPORTUNITY
2/07/1990 A07A KSTUDENT FEE INVESTMENT REAPS SHADY RETURNS
2/21/1990 A071 KGAIN BARGAIN AT STUDENT'S EXPENSE
3/21/1990 A091 *RECENT GLOBAL HAPPENINGS SIGNIFY...
A/OA/1990 A074 SELECTIONS AFFECT '90S
A/25/1990 A071 CONSERVATIVE COLUMNIST GOES LIBERAL
2/22/1989 BOAl STUDENT TRAVELS TO FRANCE (ROSS)
3/21/1990 A071 SHOME SWEET HOME
10/05/1988 D02A *PUC CANDIDATE STAYS NEUTRAL (BROWN)
9/21/1988 BOll FRATERNITY ESTABLISHES SCHOLARSHIP (BLY)
1/18/1989 B02A OFFER STUDENTS MONETARY OPPORTUNITIES (SLOWEY)
9/13/1989 A055 AWARD ESTABLISHED
9/27/1989 A061 SDSU NEEDS SCHOLARSHIPS
lO/OA/1989 AOAl FOUNDATION BEGINS SCHOLARSHIP DRIVE (KOHLMAN)
12/06/1989 A012 OFFICIALS QUESTION SCHOLARSHIP MAILINGS (BROWN)
12/06/1989 A061 LOOK FOR FUNDING BY OTHER METHODS (ED)
3/28/1990 A1A5 CAGER'S SCHOLARSHIPS PULLED (FRISVOLD)
5/02/1990 AlAI BOARD PRESIDENT WANTS FUNDING (MARTIN)
2/28/1990 AlOl CITY JOINS ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL PROGRAM (FRISVOLD)
3/28/1990 A081 *SOUTH DAKOTA'S COUNTRY SCHOOLS (FISCHBACH)
2/08/1989 D021 PROPERTY TAX FREEZE TO HURT BROOKINGS SCHOOLS
2/28/1990 A105 SCHOOL WINS EXTRA FUNDING FROM CITY (HAUG)
3/21/1990 C021 ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL TO OPEN APRIL 2 IN MALL
10/05/1988 DOll DAKOTA PROPOSITION II COULD CLOSE SCHOOLS (BROWN)
A/OA/1990 AOAl HONORED FOR FRESHMAN COMPOSITION PAPERS (CECIL)
lO/OA/1989 AOAl DAIRY DRINK GIVES NEW TASTE (DONOHOE)
11/29/1989 A051 *LOUD AND CLEAR
3/21/1990 C023 ^SCIENCE FAIR WIN NO FISH STORY
A/OA/1990 A071 QUEST FOR EQUITY SUPPORTED BY MANY (L)
10/19/1988 B033 MEMORIAL FOUNDER TO SPEAK AT SDSU
11/02/1988 AOll *WAR VET CONQUERS OBSTACLES (KRATZ)
3/30/1989 C031 ^STUDENTS LEARN SCUBA SKILLS
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SCULPTURE
SD
SO STATE UNIV
SDSU
SDSU FOUNDATION
SEAMAN BRAD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
5/03/1989 EGIA EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENT ON PEOPLE THEME (ANDERSON)
9/06/1989 AIA4 KWARRICK TO ERECT SCULPTURE (MUSTEK)
9/13/1989 Alll KARTIST INSTALLS SCULPTURES (FEICKERT)
11/29/1989 A121 STUDENT SCULPTURES DISPLAYED (LEE)
11/02/1988 coil TO CALL FOR INDEPENDENCE OF STATE
2/15/1989 E02I WRITERS DEPICT LIFE THROUGH STORYTELLING (BOHLENDER)
10/11/1989 A091 CONFLICT, CONTROVERSY MARKED STATE ISSUES (PAUL)
3/21/1990 A131 *PEOPLE FROM OTHER REGIONS FIND
3/21/1990 A135 EMPLOYERS--SD TURNS OUT PRODUCTIVE WORKERS (BUTTARO)
SEE SDSU
9/07/1988 C021 NEVER-ENDING LINES ENHANCE VARIETY
1/25/1989 AOll *MAY GET $3.2 MILLION RAISE (BROWN)
A/12/1989 A013 *61ST FFA STATE CONVENTION (KRATZ)
5/03/1989 AOll LOW FINANCIAL AID PREVENTS INDIANS (GIAGO)
5/03/1989 A012 UNIVERSITY RECRUITS NATIVE AMERICANS (MARTIN)
5/03/1989 BOll PARTNERSHIP WITH TRIBALLY OWNED COLLEGES (GIAGO)
5/03/1989 C02A UNIVERSITIES OFFER EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE (L)
9/27/1989 A013 KSDSU NEARS RECORD ENROLLMENT (HUTCHES)
9/27/1989 A035 ACADEMIC SENATE SERVES AS FACULTY FORUM (COATES)
10/25/1989 A063 PRESIDENTS CARRY THROUGH DIFFICULT TIMES
10/25/1989 BOll KGROWS FROM HUMBLE ORIGINS (KOHLMAN)
10/25/1989 B013 SfSDSU DEGREES GRANTED TO DATE
10/25/1989 B015 THIRD CHOICE OF BROOKINGS PIONEER (BLY)
12/13/1989 A081 REBOUNDS FROM EARLY SETBACKS IN "DOS (ED)
1/17/1990 A051 SDSU, USD FOOD SERVICES COMPETE (BROWN)
2/21/1990 A015 SPRING ENROLLMENT CLIMBS ONCE AGAIN (HUTCHES)
3/21/1990 D012 *SDSU WON'T RENEW THREE SCHOLARSHIPS
3/28/1990 A061 LEARNING TAKES BACK SEAT (ED)
9/07/1988 E013 $A0,000 AIDS PROJECT (RANEY)
9/27/1989 A051 FOUNDATION LEAVES ALUMNI CENTER (CECIL)
10/0A/I989 AOAl FOUNDATION BEGINS SCHOLARSHIP DRIVE (KOHLMAN)
9/07/1988 C02A VOTERS SHOULD SUPPORT CHANGE
9/1A/1988 C021 ADMINISTRATORS USE 0MB TO STALL AGENCIES
9/21/1988 C021 YESTERDAY'S INFAMOUS POPS IN ON POLITICS
9/28/1988 C021 INITIATIVES 182 PROVIDE METHODS
10/05/1988 C021 ABSENT-MINDED MUDSLINGERS
10/19/1988 C01<f NATIONAL HEALTH CARE ISSUE LONG OVERDUE
10/26/1988 C02A AMERICANS MUST ADAPT TO PRESERVE STATUS
11/02/1988 coil TO CALL FOR INDEPENDENCE OF STATE
11/09/1988 C021 ELECTION CAUSES NIGHTMARES
11/30/1988 C02I OTHERS HAVE LITTLE CAUSE FOR THANKS
12/07/1988 coil REAGAN STANDS IN WAY OF PROGRESS
12/14/1988 C021 FAVORING CAPITOL PUNISHMENT CONTRADICTS
4/19/1990 A045 STAKING A STRETCH
10/19/1988 E031 JfSECOND-HAND SHOPPING BECOMES TREND (PETERSON)
9/20/1989 A015 SECRET SERVICE 'DOGS' SDSU BAND (TAYLOR)
10/26/1988 E013 JfSECRETARIES TACKLE A VARIETY OF TASKS (PETERSON)
9/20/1989 A015 SECRET SERVICE 'DOGS' SDSU BAND (TAYLOR)
10/25/1989 A121 LATE NIGHT WORKERS OFFER SECURITY (SCOTT)
4/19/1989 F031 MEMORIES OF LAST FIVE YEARS
5/03/1989 F041 IT'S TIME TO SAY GOODBYE
10/05/1988 BOll AMERICANS GO 'CHANNEL SURFING' (MARTIN)
SEE ACADEMIC SENATE, SA-SENATE
1/31/1990 A054 EQUIPMENT HELPS STUDENTS PREPARE FOR JOBS (RATZLAFF)
SEE ALSO DISCRIMINATION
9/20/1989 A061 *CAMPUS COMMENTS--SEXISM IS A PROBLEM
9/27/1989 A071 CHILD X EXAMPLE PROVOKES QUESTIONS
11/15/1989 A074 PLAYING GAMES WITH BOYS CAUSE ANGUISH
3/21/1990 A031 EQUITY ISSUES TOP CONFERENCE AGENDA (HEINE)
3/21/1990 A081 SfCAMPUS COMMENTS—WOMEN TREATED EQUALLY
5/02/1990 A091 XSURVEY SHOWS PREJUDICE
10/05/1988 AOll WEEK ENCOURAGES RESPONSIBILITY (BLY)
10/05/1988 C012 SEX OF THE '80S SEEN RISKY
10/1971988 A012 atSAFER SEX WEEK PROVIDES EDUCATION (MARTIN)
10/19/1988 BOll KNOWLEDGE CURRENTLY BEST DEFENSE (MARTIN)
10/19/1988 BOll 3fFREE HANDOUT
9/27/1989 A063 SAFER SEX WEEK APPROACHING
10/18/1989 A016 SA SENATE STOPS CONDOM GIVEAWAY (COATES)
10/25/1989 A035 SAFER SEX WEEK WITHOUT CONDOMS (ROSS)
10/25/1989 A061 SHORT OF SAFER SEX WEEK GOALS
10/25/1989 A061 KCAMPUS COMMENTS—NOT TO HAND OUT CONDOMS
10/25/1989 A063 CONDOM DISTRIBUTION NO LAUGHING MATTER
9/06/1989 A121 CORPORATION FORMED
2/01/1989 EOll NATIONAL SHAKESPEARE COMPANY (BOHLENDER)
2/15/1989 E021 COMPANY PRODUCES SHAKESPEARE FOR MASSES (GREEN)
12/06/1989 A095 LEGISLATORS EXAMINE 1990 SESSION ISSUES (FRISVOLD)
12/06/1989 A014 ^SECTIONED OFF
4/05/1989 E021 SPRING SHOPPING BEGINS (ANDERSON)
SEBERN MIKE
SECOND EDITION
SECRET SERVICE
SECRETARIES
SECURITY
SEFRNA JOE
SELL SUZANNE
SENATE
SENCORE INC
SEX DISCRIMINATION
SEX EDUCATION
SFSC
SHAKESPEARE
SHANARD GEORGE
SHAY MIKE
SHOPPING
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SIDEWALK
SIERRA MELVIN
SIGL JASON
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILO
SIGMA DELTA PI
SIMON KAREN
SIMPSON GARY
SINGAPORE
SKATEBOARDING
SKATING
SKIING
SKUNBERG SARA
SMITH DON
SMOKING
SNOWBALL
SNOWMEN
SOCIAL SECURITY
SOCIAL SERVICES
SOCIOLOGY
SOFTBALL
SOGN ARTHUR
SOLAR ENERGY
SOLBERG HALL
SOLID WASTE
SORENSON ALVIDA
SORORITIES
SOUTH DAKOTA
SOVIET UNION
SPECIAL EDUCATION
SPEECH
SPELLING
SPENCER VELVA
SPENCER VELVA-LU
SPORTS
SPORTSMANSHIP
SPRING
SPRING BREAK
SPRING FEVER
SPRING FLING
SQUIRRELS
STAIANO-COICO LISA
STAMPS
STANLEY STEVE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/13/1989 AIIl ^CLEARING THE WAY
A/0<4/I990 A15I BULL RIDERS ENJOY SUCCESS (GLOVER)
11/15/1989 A05I 9CPRACTICE MAKES PERFECT
11/02/1988 BD3^ SAE HOSTS SCHOOL
A/26/1989 B02I SOCIETY BENEFITS STUDENTS (CECIL)
2/07/1990 A012 *CRACKING THE BOOKS
10/0A/I989 A053 ASSISTANTSHIP SET
11/09/1988 B02I *OLD, NEW MIX IN SINGAPORE (BAMSEY)
9/21/1988 D02A XFANCY FOOTWORK
2/01/1989 DOIA *SLIPPERY SITUATION
3/15/1989 FOAl SKI TRIP FILLED WITH UPS AND DOWNS (SEFRNA)
2/07/1990 A12I *SKI ENTHUSIASTS ARE MISSING OUT (VEATCH)
9/27/1989 A055 ^DESIGNING WOMAN
9/27/1989 AOAl SERVICE CUTS DOWN NIGHT TIME HOURS (ROSS)
11/29/1989 A06I UNIVERSITY SHOULD BAN TOBACCO SALES (ED)
12/13/1989 A091 PROPOSED BAN OF CAMPUS TOBACCO SALES (L)
2/07/1990 A03I *HEADED FOR HOME
11/16/1988 DOII *BUT DO YOU DELIVER PRESENTS
A/19/1990 A03A ILLEGAL USE OF SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERS (COATES)
A/19/1990 A08I *CAMPUS COMMENTS--SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
3/21/1990 C036 HOSPITALS SUE OVER PAYMENTS
11/29/1989 A0A5 SOCIOLOGY STUDENTS DISCOVER OPPORTUNITIES (CECIL)
3/30/1989 F023 READY FOR RESPECTABLE YEAR (SANDQUIST)
A/12/1989 FOll DROP TWIN-BILL TO ST,CLOUD (SANDQUIST)
A/12/1989 F023 BASEBALL, SOFTBALL TEAMS IN FULL SWING (SEFRNA)
A/19/1989 F021 JACKRABBITS SPLIT TWIN-BILL WITH NORTHERN (SEFRNA)
A/26/1989 F02A JACKRABBITS WIN FIVE OF NINE (SEFRNA)
5/03/1989 F033 *'RABBITS PEAKING AT RIGHT TIME (KAZMIERCZAK)
3/2I/I990 AI6A TEAM RETURNS 6 (SIEVERT)
3/28/1990 AI3I PITCHING, SOLID DEFENSE HIGHLIGHT (SIEVERT)
A/19/1990 A19I *TEAM BRAVES WEATHER (SIEVERT)
A/25/1990 AIAI *3RD AT NDSU TOURNAMENT (SIEVERT)
5/02/1990 AI5I *TEAM'S SPLIT HIGHLIGHTED BY NO-HITTER (SIEVER)
10/05/1988 B03I AWARDS HONOR ALUMNI
SEE ENERGY SOLAR
A/12/1989 B025 *SOLBERG HALL PROVIDED HOME FOR RADIO STATION
9/06/1989 A012 XSOLBERG'S UPPER FLOORS CONDEMNED (COATES)
3/21/1990 AOIA XRECENT STRUCTURAL REPAIRS MAKE SAFER (COATES)
A/0A/I990 AIOA SOLID WASTE STUDY COMMITTEE (MARTIN)
2/01/1989 EOAl AREA WOMAN DRAWS ON MEMORY (BOHLENDER)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF SORORITIES
*RUSH ACTIVITIES BEGIN FOR GREEKS (RATZLAFF)
SEE SD
12/06/1989 A05I STUDENTS OFFERED LOOK AT RUSSIAN SOCIETY (CECIL)
2/1A/1990 A07I 'BEEG MAK' WILL BRING CAPITALISM
A/25/1990 A03I aeREFLECTS ON CHANGES IN SOVIET LIFE (MERSCH)
SEE EDUCATION SPECIAL
9/06/1989 A0A5 VETERAN SPEECH TEACHER BECOMES HEAD (HINZMAN)
11/15/1989 A05I *PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT
A/19/1990 AI5I SPEECH STUDENTS STUDY STUTTERING (FEICKERT)
2/22/1989 C013 SPELLING CAUSES JOURNALISTS DILEMMA
9/2I/I988 BOII NEW ADVISER TO BRIDGE GAP (KRATZ)
I/3I/1990 AOAI CRAZY HORSE SCHOLARSHIP OFFERS BENEFITS (ROSTYNE)
3/2I/I990 A05I ADVISER HELPS STUDENTS EXPAND OPTIONS (HEINE)
SEE ALSO ATHLETES, ATHLETICS, NAMES OF SPORTS
9/07/1988 A0I5 WNAX COVERS USD (ARCHER)
9/06/1989 A20I SPORTS EDITOR CATCHES READERS UP ON NEWS (SANDQUIST)
11/29/1989 AI3I HOLIDAY VACATION PROVIDES SPORTS FANS... (SANDQUIST)
3/28/1990 AI31 *WARM-WEATHER SPORTS OFF (MATTISON)
5/02/1990 AI71 MEMORIES BUILT FROM FIVE YEARS OF EVENTS (SANQUIST)
2/08/1989 F015 SPORTSMANSHIP IS SDSU TRADEMARK (SEFRNA)
3/30/1989 con *CAMPUS COMMENTS—SPRING FEVER
A/OA/1990 A063 *SPRING RUSHES IN TV ROOM ROMANCE
3/30/1989 C02A SPRING BREAK PICTURE IN EMBARRASSMENT
3/28/1990 A07I *PARTYING TEXAS STYLE
4/0A/I990 A06I *CAMPUS COMMENTS—SPRING FEVER
4/19/1990 A083 *SIGHTS, SOUNDS, SMELLS OF SEASON
4/19/1989 EOII SPRING FLING HONORS M*A*S*H (FISCHBACH)
4/26/1989 EOII *ENTICES STUDENTS WITH MUSIC, COMEDY
4/04/1990 A131 'SAFARI AT SYLVAN* FOR SPRING FLING 1990 (ADERMAN)
5/02/1990 A041 *WORK OF ART
5/02/1990 A06I *SAFARI AT SYLVAN
9/14/1988 C024 LEARN FAITH FROM SQUIRRELS' RISKS
11/29/1989 A031 *PROFESSOR DIRECTS FACULTY WORKSHOP (MERSCH)
4/26/1989 Don *MICKELSON TO UNVEIL CENTENNIAL STAMP
1/25/1989 C023 AUTHOR'S WORDS OF WISDOM STILL HOLD TRUE
2/08/1989 C02I POLITICAL CLASSIFICATIONS PRODUCE NEGATIVE ...
2/I5/I989 BOII STUDENTS ASSOCIATION ELECTIONS (BROST)
2/07/1990 A04I
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STANLEY STEVE
STANLEY TEX
STATE EMPLOYEES
STATE PENITENTIARY
STEEL SHOT
STENSGAARD DAVIS
STENSGAARD LARRY
STENSLAND LINDA
STEREO SYSTEM
STERN GREGG
STEWART LEE
STOVER RONALD
STRAIT JOSHUA
STREETS
STRESS
STROBL JEFF
STUART SIGNE
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
STUDENT AFFAIRS
STUDENT AID
STUDENT EXCHANGE
STUDENT FEDERATION
STUDENT FEES
STUDENT LIFE
STUDENT UNION
STUDENTS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/22/1989
3/30/1989
A/12/1989
A/26/1989
9/13/1989
9/27/1989
I0/I1/I989
10/25/1989
I1/I5/I989
12/06/1989
1/17/1990
I/31/I990
2/IA/1990
2/28/1990
A/19/1990
5/02/1990
10/26/1988
11/09/1988
II/30/I988
I2/IA/I988
9/06/1989
I/2A/1990
A/05/1989
9/20/1989
3/28/1990
3/28/1990
3/21/1990
2/0I/I989
3/2I/I990
11/02/1988
3/21/1990
I0/II/1989
9/20/1989
2/07/1990
2/IA/I990
5/02/1990
I/I8/1989
I/25/I989
A/0A/I990
5/03/1989
12/13/1989
9/1A/1988
9/IA/I988
2/08/1989
9/I3/I989
I/I7/I990
3/28/1990
9/07/1988
II/30/I988
5/03/1989
11/15/1989
10/19/1988
10/19/1988
10/19/1988
2/01/1989
2/08/1989
2/08/1989
2/15/1989
3/30/1989
11/08/1989
1/17/1990
1/31/1990
A/25/1990
2/07/1990
2/28/1990
3/21/1990
1/17/1990
A/OA/1990
A/OA/1990
A/19/1990
A/25/1990
2/22/1989
9/20/1989
2/21/1990
C021
C02A
C021
C021
A071
A07A
A071
A071
A071
A071
A07A
A071
A073
A071
A091
Alll
coil
C021
C021
C021
AOAl
A033
coil
A183
AlOl
AlOl
coil
E031
A121
F031
A131
A033
A105
A105
A0A5
AOAl
C025
A012
AOAl
A021
A15A
BOll
B031
B02A
AOAl
A033
A012
A02A
AOIA
AOll
A12A
AOll
C012
D035
C02A
A012
C013
DOll
D013
A083
A09A
A013
A091
A07A
A031
A03A
A09A
A015
A061
A091
A012
B021
A033
A012
9/1A/1988 C02A
STUDENTS NEED TO EXERCISE VOTING RIGHTS
SPRING BREAK PICTURE IN EMBARRASSMENT
IRAN-CONTRA TRIAL REVIVES NATIONAL CONTROVERSY
SDSU SILL HAS UNFINISHED BUSINESS
2A-H0UR POLICY DESERVES...
STUDENT DRINKING PROBLEMS IN BROOKINGS
STUDENT UPRISING NEEDED
SCHOOL SPIRIT HINGES ON SUCCESS
STUDENT VOICES DEMANDING CHANGE
*START GETTING INVOLVED AT SDSU
KINCONSISTENCIES RUN RAMPANT
KTO SOLVE SEXUAL PREFERENCE QUESTIONS
KATHLETIC TEAMS DESERVE MORE SUPPORT
*SA CANDIDATES NEED TO DEVIATE FROM NORM
*STUDENTS NEED TO CARE
XGRADS NEED CHALLENGES
LEADERS TREKS BEGIN ON CAMPUS
ELECTION DONE, CANDIDATES READY FOR BAND
NON-REGISTERED STUDENTS NEED MOTIVATION
COLUMNISTS SITE FLAWS IN SYSTEMS
SDSU STAFF SAYS NO TO DRUGS CCECIL)
BENEFITS ESTABLISHED
PENITENTIARY PROBLEMS MERIT INDEPTH INQUIRY (ED)
RULES UNCHANGED
XSPRING CLEANING
XSPRING CLEANING
STENSLAND TO RUN AGAINST SEN. AUSTAD
XSTEREO OBSESSIONS PLAGUE STUDENTS (ANDERSON)
jfSTRlKE
9fTEAMW0RK KEY TO TRIO'S SUCCESS (SEFRNA)
*PEOPLE FROM OTHER REGIONS FIND
STUDENT WRITES FROM THE HEART (ROSTYNE)
STREET REPAIR DELAY CAUSES CONFUSION (FRISVOLD)
BROOKINGS PLANS WORK AT INTERSECTION (MARTIN)
VIOLATION FEES PAY FOR MAINTENANCE (ROSTYNE)
TRAFFIC COUNTERS PROVIDE NECESSARY DATA (CECIL)
STRESS RELIEF EFFORT ENDS WITH TENSION
STUDENTS CHOOSE TV FOR OUTLET (ANDERSON)
HONORED FOR FRESHMAN COMPOSITION PAPERS (CECIL)
ART SHOW FEATURING STATE'S BADLANDS
ARTIST WORKS WITH MORE THAN JUST PAINT (LEE)
DEPARTMENT SWITCHES DUTIES (MARTIN)
SURVEYS HELP INFORM NEW STUDENTS (KRATZ)
'SUITCASE SYNDROME* EFFECTS (THIBODEAU)
KPROFESSOR TAKES ON NEW CHALLENGES (COATES)
SEARCH FOR ASSOCIATE DEAN CONTINUES (BORDEWYK)
XSTUDENT AFFAIRS NAMES ASSOCIATE DEAN (COATES)
SEE ALSO FINANCIAL AID
AID CHANGE STRONGLY AFFECTS SDSU (MARTIN)
36ADD1TIONAL GRANTS WILL BE CREDITED (MARTIN)
LOW FINANCIAL AID PREVENTS INDIANS (GIAGO)
KNATIONAL EXCHANGE PROGRAM OFFERS OPPOTUNITIES (LEE)
USD WITHDRAWS FROM FEDERATION (BROWN)
USD STUDENTS WILL PAY PRICE
TO AIR TELEVISION PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS
SDSU DOLLARS (L)
NAME CHANGE BICKERING HARMED SHED (HUTCHES)
SDSU STICK WITH FEDERATION
USD REGENTS COMMUNICATION IMPROVES (HUTCHES)
WASHNOK TO LEAD FEDERATION (HUTCHES)
WORKS TO HALT TUITION INCREASE
PLANS LEGISLATION TO PROTECT CONSUMERS (FRISVOLD)
FIRST-TIME LOBBYISTS GAIN EXPERIENCE (MARTIN)
KFEDERATION VICE PRESIDENT LOOKING FORWARD (PAUL)
SEE ALSO TUITION, ACTIVITY FEES
*STUDENT FEE INVESTMENT REAPS SHADY RETURNS
STUDENT ACTIVITY FEE TO REMAIN (FEICKERT)
SA PASSES RESOLUTION TO LIMIT FEES (COATES)
TO IDENTIFY POTENTIALLY THREATENING ISSUES (PAUL)
CONSIDERS CHARGING FOR ALCOHOL VIOLATIONS (COATES)
TASK FORCE DOESN'T LIVE UP TO NAME (ED)
KSTUDENTS NEED TO CARE
CHANGES ALCOHOL, VIOLENT ACTS POLICIES (COATES)
XNEXT PLEASE
KPOP PRICES RISE IN UNION MACHINES (OWEN)
STUDENTS FAVOR UNIVERSITY UNION EXPANSION (CECIL)
SEE ALSO NON-TRADITIONALS
AVERAGE JOE, BOOKWORM, ATHLETE ON CAMPUS
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SUBJECT
STUDENTS
STUDENTS COLLEGE
STUDENTS FOREIGN
STUDENTS HG SCH
STUDENTS* ASSOCIAT
STUTTERING
STYLE SHOW
SUAREZ RANDY
SUMMER
SUMMER JOB
SUMMER SESSION
SUNDA BARBARA
SURVEYING
SWEDLUND HARRIET
SWEENEY MATT
SWIMMING
SWINE
SWORD CHRIS
SYLLABI
SYMPHONY CIVIC
TAE KWON DO
TANNING
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
TAXATION-SD
TAYLOR JOHN
TEACHER EVALUATION
TEACHERS
TEACHING
TECHNOLOGY
TELEPHONES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/26/1988 EGll INCIDENCE OF DATE RAPE HIGH (FEICKERT)
11/16/1988 EG31 TRAVELING HOME ON WEEKENDS (PETERSON)
A/G5/1989 EGll EATING DISORDERS PREVALANT AMONG WOMEN (SCOTT)
9/13/1989 AG8A STUDENTS MEAN BUSINESS (STEWART)
9/13/1989 AIGA *SCHEDULES CREATE JOB DIFFICULTIES (HANSEN)
9/2G/1989 AG51 NON-TRAD COORDINATOR SETS GOALS (MERSCH)
9/2G/1989 A113 STUDENTS ASSIGNED ROOMMATES BY HAND (BUTTARO)
9/27/1989 AG31 ^STUDENTS EXPERIENCE EUROPE
1G/GA/I989 AG83 COMMUNITY, STUDENTS--COMMON GROUND
12/06/1989 A035 lA PERCENT SAY NOT SATISFIED (COATES)
1/2A/199G AG71 *STUDENTS VIEWED AS QUICK OPPORTUNITY
A/GA/199G A12A KTAKE LONGER TO FINISH COLLEGE (SLY)
A/19/1990 A151 9CC0LLEGE GRADUATES SEARCH FOR AUTOS (SLY)
5/02/1990 A103 ^GRADUATES TO MOVE ON
A/05/1989 coil *CAMPUS COMMENTS ON SDSU STUDENTS
SEE FOREIGN STUDENTS
11/02/1988 B031 PROGRAM OFFERS EXPOSURE (SLOWEY)
A/05/1989 C021 HIGH SCHOOL VISITORS FAIR GAME
SEE SA
A/19/1990 A151 5CPR0FESS0R OVERCOMES SPEECH DISABILITY (FEICKERT)
A/19/1990 A151 SPEECH STUDENTS STUDY STUTTERING (FEICKERT)
SEE FASHION
3/15/1989 F031 SUAREZ ALL-NCC
9/20/1989 A05A KSUMMER STUDIES
5/02/1990 AIOl KCAMPUS COMMENTS--SUMMER PLANS
A/12/1989 coil KCAMPUS COMMENTS--SUMMER JOB
9/13/1989 AlOl STUDENTS ENJOY EXPERIENCE (BULTARO)
A/25/1990 AOAl KMORE THAN 2,000 STUDENTS ATTEND CLASSES (OWEN)
5/02/1990 A012 ENROLLMENT FIGURES LEAVE SOME JOBLESS (COATES)
A/19/1989 BOll ^PROFESSOR RECALLS POST-WAR EXPERIENCES (KRATZ)
9/20/1989 AOIA *EYEING IT UP
9/07/1988 B036 NEWLY ELECTED
12/1A/1988 E021 SANTA DISCUSSES LIFE AT THE NORTH POLE (PETERSON)
12/07/1988 F031 SWIMMERS SECOND IN MEETS (LAMBERT)
1/18/1989 FOIA MEN SWIMMERS WIN (LAMBERT)
2/08/1989 C031 ^COMPETE FOR PERSONAL SATISFACTION
2/08/1989 F031 SWIMMERS PREPARING FOR NCC (LAMBERT)
11/29/1989 A031 ^SOCIETY AIDS AREA DISABLED (HINZMAN)
12/06/1989 A153 SWIMMERS PLACE 2ND (MATTISON)
12/13/1989 A191 SWIM TEAMS DROP DUAL MEETS (LAMBERT)
1/17/1990 A151 SWIM TEAMS FACE TOUGH COMPETITION (GLOVER)
1/31/1990 AlAl SWIM TEAMS FACE TOUGH COMPETITION IN ND (GOHEEN)
2/07/1990 A151 *JACKS DROP DUALS, NCC MEET NEXT (GOHEEN)
10/19/1988 DOll HOG PRODUCTION COULD FACE CHANGES (FRISVOLD)
11/08/1989 AOll SWINE UNIT FUNDS DENIED
10/11/1989 A054 GRADUATE SCHOOL PLANS EXPANSION (HINZMAN)
9/l<i/1988 AOll MANDATORY SYLLABI GAINS SENATE NOD (TRAUTMANN)
9/21/1988 A015 SA APPROVES SYLLABI RESOLUTION (TRAUTMANN)
9/21/1988 coil *CAMPUS COMMENTS
10/26/1988 AOll ACADEMIC SENATE RECOMMENDS SYLLABI (MARTIN)
9/28/1988 E0<i5 COMBINES SDSU 8 COMMUNITY MUSICIANS (FEICKERT)
9/28/1988 BOll *CHOP CHOP
9/06/1989 Alll *HEALTH KICK
<i/26/1989 A013 *SUN SEEKERS
10/04/1989 A144 SOUTH DAKOTANS LAG BEHIND FASHION TREND (SCOTT)
9/27/1989 A051 TKE VOTES TO ELIMINATE PLEDGING, HAZING (BLY)
3/15/1989 D021 COMMISSION CREATED TO STUDY TAX
1/17/1990 A013 DEMOCRATS REFUTE GOVERNOR'S TAX VIEWS (HUTCHES)
2/14/1990 A091 LIBRARY FIGHTS COPYING TAX (PAUL)
12/07/1988 B025 NEW FICTION WAVE EXHIBITS DECAY (HAUG)
12/13/1989 A151 STUDENTS BUY RESEARCH PAPERS (BUTTARO)
4/04/1990 A041 HONORED FOR FRESHMAN COMPOSITION PAPERS (CECIL)
4/26/1989 C013 TEACHER EVALUATION LOST IN SHUFFLE
SEE ALSO FACULTY, NAMES OF TEACHERS
9/07/1988 B034 GRANT GIVEN
11/16/1988 C013 ONE COULD MAKE A DIFFERENCE
12/07/1988 A012 APPROVES OF GOVERNOR'S TEACHER PAY PLAN (MAULE)
12/07/1988 coil ECONOMIC AGENDA SACRIFICES COMPETENT TEACHERS
1/18/1989 C021 COMPASSION TO CREEP INTO STUDENT RELATIONS
2/15/1989 B021 KCLASSROOM ENTHUSIASM CREATES SUCCESS (THIBODEAU)
5/03/1989 C021 COMPLAINERS DAMAGE EDUCATION
10/04/1989 Alll TEACHER OF THE YEAR NEARS END OF TERM (STEWART)
11/08/1989 A071 FACULTY MEMBERS ENCOUNTER ETHICAL DILEMMAS (OWEN)
4/05/1989 C024 TECHNOLOGY GIVES RISE TO LACK OF MOTIVATION
9/20/1989 A04I SYMPOSIUM TO AID SDSU, INDUSTRY (KRATZ)
1/18/1989 DOll APPEALED PUC ORDER MAY AFFECT (FRISVOLD)
10/18/1989 Alll *FIBER OPTIC LINE NEARS COMPLETION (STEWART)
11/29/1989 A105 FAIL TO REACH SERVICE AGREEMENT
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SUBJECT
TELEPHONES
TELEVISION
TELEVISION CABLE
TELEVISION PUBLIC
TEMME MIKE
TESTS EDUCATIONAL
TEXTBOOKS
THANKSGIVING
THEATER
THEFTS
THOMPSON JOHN
THUMAN MICHIELA
TISCHER KELLY
TISHER KELLY
TOBACCO
TOBKIN ALFRED
TODD HOWELL
TOLLEFSON CHRIS
TORINO PETE
TOURISM-SD
TOURISM-US
TOYS
TRACK ATHLETICS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/28/1990 AQ7A KINVEST IN 1-900 PHONE OPERATION
10/05/1988 BOll AMERICANS GO 'CHANNEL SURFING* (MARTIN)
10/19/1988 D035 TO AIR TELEVISION PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS
11/16/1988 coil JUDGEMENT ERROR DESTROYS CAREER (ED)
1/25/1989 A012 STUDENTS CHOOSE TV FOR OUTLET (ANDERSON)
4/05/1989 C013 COMMERCIAL PROVOKES THOUGHTS
9/20/1989 A161 TWO JACKRABBIT FOOTBALL GAMES TO AIR
11/08/1989 A181 TV AIRING SUCCESSFUL (KAZMIERCZAK)
2/14/1990 A063 KNEW 'BRADY BUNCH' SERIES BRINGS MEMORIES
9/07/1988 D023 BROOKINGS CABLEVISION INCREASES CHOICES (MAULE)
12/14/1988 D023 DISSATISFACTION FOLLOWS INSTALLATION (ANDERSON)
9/06/1989 A0I2 CABLEVISION RAISES FEES (ROSS)
11/29/1989 AI03 CABLE CONTROLLED
I/3I/I990 A0I2 WANT CHANGE IN VISITATION, CABLE TV (COATES)
4/25/1990 A045 'THE YEAR OF THE ENVIRONMENT' (COATES)
9/13/1989 A164 CENTER COMBINES ONFIELD EXCELLENCE (SIEVERT)
11/09/1988 E021 KONE HOUR IMPACTS GRADES (BOHLENDER)
12/07/1988 C014 FINALS WEEK DEMANDS
10/04/1989 A051 STUDENTS ELIGIBLE FOR FEE WAIVER (CECIL) ^
12/14/1988 B02I PROFESSOR EXPLORES THE GLOBE (BAMSEY)
11/30/1988 C021 FAMILY THANKSGIVING DIFFERS FROM TRADITIONS
11/30/1988 C021 OTHERS HAVE LITTLE CAUSE FOR THANKS
SEE ALSO DRAMA
9/07/1988 A011 PRT SEARCHES FOR SUITABLE LOCATION (TAYLOR)
9/07/1988 D021 THEATER OPENING DELAYED TILL FALL (FRISVOLD)
9/14/1988 E011 KCOLLEGE THESPIAN PURSUES CAREER (TAYLOR)
9/14/1988 E013 KSPEECH DEPARTMENT PREPARES FOR SEASON (ANDERSON)
9/14/1988 E031 KAUDITION NERVES REIGNED (GORS)
11/09/1988 A015 UNIVERSITY THEATER BUDGET RECEIVES BOOST (TRAUTMANN)
11/09/1988 E015 IMPROVISATIONAL GROUP TOURS WITH NEW SEASON (TAYLOR)
11/30/1988 A012 NEW THEATER HAS MODERN FEATURES (FRISVOLD)
12/14/1988 E04I KFLICKS REMAIN STUDENT DRAW (ANDERSON)
3/15/1989 B041 KSDSU'S OUTDOOR THEATER (ROSS)
4/19/1989 AOII MICKELSON BREAKS GROUND FOR REPERTORY (FISCHBACH)
5/03/1989 A021 SUMMER THEATER GROUP PLANS FOR CAST (SCOTT)
11/15/1989 A114 PRESSURES TO BE 'THEATER PEOPLE' (SCOTT)
12/07/1988 A012 MOUNTED BIRD MISSING FROM MUSEUM (FORMAN)
12/14/1988 A025 HORNED PUFFIN RETURNED (BROWN)
11/15/1989 A016 COMPUTERS STOLEN FROM VISUAL ARTS (BROWN)
2/07/1990 A0I2 STUDENTS ADMIT TO TAKING COMPUTERS (BROWN)
3/21/1990 A012 THREE STUDENTS BEGIN JAIL TERMS (BROWN)
9/I3/I989 A055 AWARD ESTABLISHED
9/20/1989 A031 PROJECT LEAVES IMPRESSION (KOHLMAN)
10/18/1989 A063 STUDENTS SHOULD ADDRESS RELEVANT CAMPUS TOPICS
11/08/1989 A083 WORKS TO HALT TUITION INCREASE
11/29/1989 A063 KSHOULD CHANGE TRADITIONAL PATTERNS
12/13/1989 A035 KBENCH WARMERS
12/13/1989 A083 KSTUDENTS LIVE IN POSITIVE SOCIETY
I/24/I990 A063 KHISTORY IMPROVES FUTURE
2/07/1990 A063 KPRESIDENT RETURNS ADVICE
2/21/1990 A063 KPRESIDENT REFLECTS ON DESK'S CHANGE
2/28/1990 A063 SA STARTS, FINISHES AS TEAM
2/15/1989 B011 STUDENTS ASSOCIATION ELECTIONS (BROST)
3/30/1989 C013 GIVES NEW SA PRESIDENT HISTORY
4/12/1989 C013 REGENTS MEETING AT SDSU PROVIDES CHANCE
4/26/1989 C013 TEACHER EVALUATION LOST IN SHUFFLE
5/03/1989 C013 PRESIDENT SHOULD RESPECT STUDENTS' CHOICE
9/06/1989 A083 EXPERTS DELIVER WORDS OF WISDOM
9/20/1989 A063 SDSU STUDENTS WELL EDUCATED
10/04/1989 A083 COMMUNITY, STUDENTS--COMMON GROUND
9/27/1989 A081 KBETWEEN THE CHEEK AND GUM...
4/19/1990 A012 REGENTS RECOMMEND CAMPUSES BAN SALES (HUTCHES)
4/19/1990 A013 SA DISCUSSES LOCAL ACTION (COATES)
4/25/1990 A051 SA PROTESTS DECISION TO BAN TOBACCO (COATES)
2/01/1989 B014 FAMILY HONORED
10/11/1989 A012 KREGENTS GAIN DIRECTOR, LOSE TWO (HUTCHES)
10/11/1989 A084 LOOKS FORWARD TO 'FRIENDLY' SD (HUTCHES)
9/07/1988 C013 NOVELTIES ADD TO POLITICAL YEAR
9/14/1988 C011 SURFACE MINES DESTROY BEAUTY (ED)
9/21/1988 C013 LIBERAL DREAM STRENGTHENS IDEOLOGY
9/28/1988 C011 STUDENTS AIDS PRONE (ED)
10/05/1988 C012 GROUCH DAY ALLEVIATES BARTENDER TRAUMA
10/19/1988 C012 ALL GOOD THINGS MUST END
2/21/1990 A091 KLOCAL PAWN SHOP PROVIDES MORE THAN... (FRISVOLD)
I2/3I/I989 B06I TOURISM BOARD PLANS WALLEYE CAMPAIGN
11/29/1989 AlOl RURAL TOURISM BILL PROPOSED
10/11/1989 A051 KHOT RODDING
3/21/1990 D012 KCASTELLI, LINCOLN EARN VICTORIES
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SUBJECT
TRACK TEAM
TRACTORS
TRAFFIC COUNTERS
TRAFFIC VIOLATION
TRASH
TRAVEL
TREBILCOCK NEAL
TREES
TUCKER JAMES
TUITION
TUNNEL SYSTEM
TURNER-ASHER BETTY
TUTORING
TWINS
UAFBC
DATE PAPER NOTATION
SEE ALSO CROSS COUNTRY
1/18/1989 F025 TRACKSTERS OPTIMISTIC (GOHEEN)
1/25/1989 F021 FORDHAM, YOUNG SPARK WOMEN'S TEAM (GOHEEN)
1/25/1989 F031 UNEXPECTED SOURCES PROVIDE MEN'S WINS (GOHEEN)
2/01/1989 FOAl DEHAVEN'S RETURN HIGHLIGHTS TRACK MEET (GOHEEN)
2/01/1989 FOAl BAUM, FORDHAM, YOUNG GAIN VICTORIES (GOHEEN)
2/08/1989 F02A RINGQUIST QUALIFIES FOR NATIONALS (GOHEEN)
2/08/1989 F031 BAUM, FORDHAM PACE WOMEN'S TEAM (GOHEEN)
2/15/1989 F031 WOMEN CAPTURE TEAM TITLE AT NORTHERN (GOHEEN)
2/15/1989 FOAA CASSEN JOINS LIST OF NATIONAL QUALFIERS (GOHEEN)
2/22/1989 Foil MEN VIE FOR NCC TRACK TITLE (GOHEEN)
2/22/1989 F035 FORDHAM TOPS SDSU (GOHEEN)
3/15/1989 F021 *MEN'S TRACK TEAM PLACES SIXTH (GOHEEN)
3/15/1989 F025 BAUM, DISTANCE CORPS PACE TEAM (GOHEEN)
3/30/1989 FOll TRACKSTERS SHOULD BE IMPROVED (GOHEEN)
3/30/1989 FOll QUALITY PEOPLE HEAD WOMEN'S TEAM (GOHEEN)
3/30/1989 F023 XBAUM JUMPING INTO RECORD BOOKS
4/05/1989 FOll ALL-AMERICANS SPARK JACKRABBITS TO THIRD (GOHEEN)
4/05/1989 F021 ^DISTANCE CORPS LEADS 'RABBITS
4/19/1989 FOll TRACKSTERS QUALITY FOR NATIONALS (GOHEEN)
4/19/1989 F021 *GERLACH COMES BACK AS ALL-AMERICAN (LAMBERT)
4/26/1989 F021 FORDHAM EARNS TRIP TO NATIONALS (GOHEEN)
5/03/1989 FOll RINGQUIST ADDED TO LIST OF QUALIFIERS (GOHEEN)
12/06/1989 A145 *INDOOR EXERCISE
1/17/1990 A153 RUNNERS, HURDLERS AND FIELD EVENTS (LAMBERT)
1/24/1990 A131 LEAPERS, DISTANCE CORPS FARE WELL (LAMBERT)
1/31/1990 A134 IMPROVES WITH RETURN TO DAKOTADOME (LAMBERT)
1/31/1990 A134 WOMEN DOMINATED BY DISTANCE RUNNERS (GOHEEN)
2/07/1990 A143 INDIVIDUALS RACE FOR QUALIFYING TIME (GOHEEN)
2/14/1990 A121 TEAM FARES WELL AGAINST DIVISION I (LAMBERT)
2/14/1990 A131 SPLIT WOMEN'S TEAM LED BY HURDLERS (LAMBERT)
2/21/1990 A123 SWEEP HIGHLIGHTS MEN'S TRACK TEAM (GOHEEN)
2/21/1990 A123 HIGH JUMPER TAKES 1ST (GOHEEEN)
2/28/1990 A153 SHOT PUTTER HIGHLIGHTS AT MEET (LAMBERT)
2/28/1990 A153 RUNNER DEFENDS TITLE (GOHEEN)
3/21/1990 A151 KIO EARN ALL-AMERICAN AT NATIONAL (LAMBERT)
4/04/1990 A144 MEN, WOMEN TAKE FOUR FIRSTS AT MEET (LAMBERT)
4/19/1990 A181 *TRACK SEES FIRST MEET (LAMBERT & GLOVER)
4/25/1990 A141 DISTANCE CORPS HIGHLIGHTS RELAYS (MATTISON)
4/25/1990 A144 HIGHJUMPERS SWEEP, HURDLER WINS TWO (LAMBERT)
5/02/1990 A151 RUNNER QUALIFIES FOR NATIONAL MEET (MATTISON)
5/02/1990 A163 KWOMEN BATTLE STIFF COMPETITION (LAMBERT)
5/03/1989 B021 STUDENTS DEVELOP ELECTRIC TRACTOR (ROSS)
5/02/1990 A041 TRAFFIC COUNTERS PROVIDE NECESSARY DATA (CECIL)
4/19/1989 D024 ARREST QUOTAS NONEXISTENT
SEE REFUSE S REF DISP
2/22/1989 B041 STUDENT TRAVELS TO FRANCE (ROSS)
3/15/1989 B031 ^ADMINISTRATORS, FACULTY TAKE TO THE SKIES (KRATZ)
3/15/1989 B045 STUDENTS TO TRAVEL FRANCE FOR STUDY (ROSS)
9/27/1989 A031 KSTUDENTS EXPERIENCE EUROPE
3/21/1990 A094 KINCONSISTENCIES LEAD TO GROWTH AND PROGRESS
2/08/1989 E021 THRIVES IN ACADEMICS AND SPORTS (ANDERSON)
3/15/1989 C021 TREES, HUMANS SHARE CONNECTIONS
11/15/1989 A091 XTIMBERRRR
2/28/1990 A161 *ATHLETE BALANCES BASKETBALL, BOOKS,... (NIEMAN)
SEE ALSO STUDENT FEES
1/18/1989 coil KCAMPUS COMMENTS ON FUNDS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
4/19/1989 DOll REGENTS APPROVE TUITION INCREASE (AVOK)
11/08/1989 A081 *CAMPUS COMMENTS—TUITION INCREASE
11/08/1989 AlOl TUITION INCREASE PROPOSED (AVOK)
12/06/1989 A015 MIXED ON PROPOSED TUITION HIKE (KOHLMAN)
1/31/1990 A095 TUITION FREEZE PROPOSED (HUTCHES)
2/07/1990 A016 SENATOR WANTS TUITION FREEZE (HUTCHES)
2/07/1990 A061 TUITION FREEZE COULD HALT BRAIN DRAIN (ED)
2/14/1990 A012 UNIVERSITY TUITION FREEZE DIES IN SENATE (HUTCHES)
4/25/1990 A014 TO STUDY STATE'S TUITION RATES (HUTCHES)
11/30/1988 BOll KTUNNEL SYSTEM PROVIDES PATHWAY (KRATZ)
2/28/1990 A053 UNDERGROUND TUNNELS PROVIDE HEATING LINK (MERSCH)
10/18/1989 A114 TURNER-ASHER FINDS TRANSITION EASY (FRSVOLD)
10/04/1989 A131 *TWO SDSU STUDENTS CONQUER ALGEBRA (LEE)
10/04/1989 A135 *TUTOR, TUTOREE GAIN FROM PROCESS (LEE)
10/11/1989 AlOl TWINS INTRIGUE, ASTOUND MOST PEOPLE (HANSEN)
10/11/1989 AlOl RESEARCHERS STUDY TWINS (LEE)
2/01/1989 AOll UAFBC APPROVES ALLOCATIONS GIVEN BY SENATE (MARTIN)
2/01/1989 coil TRADITIONS DISTANCE STUDENTS FROM PROCESS (ED)
2/08/1989 AOll UAFBC STRUGGLES WITH MAJORITY (MARTIN)
2/15/1989 A013 UAFBC FOLLOWS SA SUGGESTIONS (MARTIN)
2/15/1989 A015 MUSIC COUNCIL FUNDING RECONSIDERED (MARTIN)
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SUBJECT
UAFBC
UCC
UHLIR LISA
ULMER JOYCE
UNDERWOOD SCOTT
UNEMPLOYMENT
UNITED NATIONS
UNITED WAY
UNIVERSITY ACTIVIT
UNIVERSITY OF SD
UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
UNIVERSITY RELATIO
UNZICKER TOM
UPC
US WEST
USD
UTTECHT DAVE
VALENTINE'S DAY
VAN ATTA DALE
VAN KLEI DEB
VANDALISM
VANDALL SCOTT
VANDERER JAN
VANDERLEE BRUCE
VANDERWAL DEAN
VASKE RON
VEATCH DALE
VENDING MACHINES
VETERANS
VETERANS AD HOSP
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/22/1989 AOll UAFBC MAINTAINS ACTIVITY FEE (MARTIN)
1/31/1990 AQ33 UAFBC ALLOCATES FUNDS (COATES)
2/07/1990 A033 UAFBC ALLOCATES FUNDS AT MEETING (FEICKERT)
2/21/1990 AOAl UAFBC POSTPONES BUDGET CONSIDERATIONS (FEICKERT)
<i/0A/1990 A051 STUDENTS PLAN CULTURAL RETREAT (FEICKERT)
9/06/1989 A13A UCC ORGANIZES CHURCH IN BR00KIN6S (LEE)
9/1A/1988 B031 SURVEYS HELP INFORM NEW STUDENTS (KRATZ)
4/19/1989 D02I *MOTHER OF YEAR HONORED (SHIELDS)
12/14/1988 F033 UNDERWOOD BEHIND SUCCESS (GOHEEN)
11/08/1989 A165 COACH PILES UP CHAMPIONSHIPS (LAMBERT)
4/04/1990 AlOl JOBLESS FEWER THAN IN 1989 (MARTIN)
11/08/1989 A104 UN CONTRACTS DAKTRONICS (HUTCHES)
9/28/1988 B014 CAMPUS FUND DRIVE SETS GOALS (KRATZ)
10/26/1988 C013 PROCESS PROMOTES PARTICIPATION
SEE USD
9/28/1988 C021 MEETINGS BECOME SOCIAL OUTLET
10/05/1988 C024 ETHNOCENTRISM STABS AT IGNORANT STUDENTS
10/05/1988 E021 KREPUTATION BOOSTS PARTICIPATION (GORS)
2/01/1989 A021 UPC EVALUATES TWO COMMITTEE ROLES (FISCHBACH)
3/15/1989 AOll UPC CONTRACTS BANGLES FOR CONCERT (TAYLOR)
4/05/1989 E024 *ACAPPELLA STYLE
5/03/1989 EOll KUPC SELECTS COUNCIL (FISCHBACH)
11/08/1989 A155 *UPC NETWORKS AT CONVENTION (ANDERSON)
11/29/1989 A121 TO BRING BANDS TO CAMPUS (BUTTARO)
11/29/1989 A124 KLIP SYNC
12/06/1989 A071 KSTART GETTING INVOLVED AT SDSU
2/07/1990 A034 GROUP ALLOCATES PROGRAM VALUE (FEICKERT)
2/28/1990 A045 UPC OFFERS FREE HAWAII TRIP (CECIL)
2/28/1990 A016 UNIVERSITY RELATIONS NAMES ACTING DIRECTOR
10/26/1988 coil LEADERS TREKS BEGIN ON CAMPUS
11/09/1988 C021 ELECTION DONE, CANDIDATES READY FOR BAND
11/30/1988 C021 NON-REGISTERED STUDENTS NEED MOTIVATION
12/14/1988 C021 COLUMNISTS SITE FLAWS IN SYSTEMS
SEE UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
9/07/1988 E013 $40,000 AIDS PROJECT (RANEY)
3/21/1990 C012 PHONE JAM CLEARED FOR RADIO PROGRAM
10/19/1988 AOll USD WITHDRAWS FROM FEDERATION (BROWN)
1/25/1989 E015 USD CENTENNIAL PRODUCTION FALLS SHORT (MILLER)
2/01/1989 D021 PROFESSORS REQUEST GOVERNMENT CHANGES (FRISVOLD)
2/08/1989 DOll USD SEEKS PRESIDENT (SHIELDS)
2/15/1989 DOll USD REGENTS COMMUNICATION IMPROVES (HUTCHES)
3/15/1989 D014 FINALISTS NAMED FOR USD PRESIDENCY (BROWN)
4/05/1989 A012 FOUR REMAIN FOR USD PRESIDENCY (BROWN)
4/12/1989 A012 NSC PRESIDENT DROPS OUT OF RACE (BROWN)
4/19/1989 A012 ARIZONA WOMAN CHOSEN FOR USD JOB (AVOK)
4/19/1989 A014 USD STUDENTS ASSOCIATION PRESIDENT (BROST)
4/19/1989 coil USD STUDENT POLITICS (ED)
10/18/1989 A055 KHITCHIN' A RIDE
10/18/1989 A114 TURNER-ASHER FINDS TRANSITION EASY (FRSVOLD)
1/17/1990 A051 SDSU, USD FOOD SERVICES COMPETE (BROWN)
3/21/1990 C021 COMMITTEE SUGGESTS USES FOR OLD MAIN
3/28/1990 A031 KMIXING IT UP
1/18/1989 D014 KFROM THE HEART
2/14/1990 A081 KSDSU READY FOR DAY (ADERMAN)
3/30/1989 B031 TOP JOURNALISTS SPOTLIGHTED
3/30/1989 E035 SIX-TIME PULITZER PRIZE NOMINEE TO SPEAK (FEICKERT)
4/12/1989 B015 COLUMNIST EXAMINES IRAN SCANDAL (THIBODEAU)
2/01/1989 F023 KVAN KLEI'S 30 POINTS HELP TO WIN (GOHEEN)
2/15/1989 F041 VAN KLEI LETS HER ACTIONS SPEAK (LAMBERT)
10/04/1989 A012 VANDALS STRIKE CAMPUS (COATES)
10/04/1989 A081 KCAMPUS COMMENTS--VANDALISM PROBLEM
10/25/1989 A074 VANDALS LACK MATURITY LEVEL (L)
1/31/1990 A044 KMAKING REPAIRS
4/25/1990 AOll VANDALS HIT TWO FRATERNITY HOUSES
9/14/1988 B033 NEW CHIEF RETURNS TO ALMA MATER (HAUG)
12/14/1988 B031 FACULTY MEMBERS HONORED FOR ACHIEVEMENTS
3/21/1990 A054 KCHIPPING AWAY
4/25/1990 A021 KMAKING A POINT
2/15/1989 BOll STUDENTS ASSOCIATION ELECTIONS (BROST)
11/15/1989 A141 KPLAYERS SCHEDULE STEADILY FILLED (SIEVERT)
9/20/1989 A033 KPOP PRICES RISE IN UNION MACHINES (OWEN)
9/27/1989 A061 KCAMPUS COMMENTS—THE RISE IN POP
10/19/1988 B033 MEMORIAL FOUNDER TO SPEAK AT SDSU
11/02/1988 AOll KWAR VET CONQUERS OBSTACLES (KRATZ)
11/09/1988 DOll MEMORIAL HONORS LOCAL VETERANS
11/16/1988 B025 KELBOW GREASE
11/15/1989 A071 FEMALE VETERAN MEMORIAL DISCRIMINATES
2/07/1990 A044 FACULTY ASSIST WITH VETERAN CARE (ROSTYNE)
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/02/1988 BG35 COMPUTER RECEIVED
12/07/1988 DOIA HELPING VICTIMS OF DOMESTIC ABUSE (AVOK)
12/13/1989 A171 ^ATHLETE'S CHILDHOOD BUSY (LAMBERT)
10/25/1989 AOll SDSU STUDENT WINS LOTTERY
2/15/1989 C013 HARASSMENT OF AUTISTIC MAN
2/15/1989 EOll KSUCCEEDS AT TRANSITION DESPITE DOUBT (BROWN)
2/15/1989 EOIl SISTER DESCRIBES RELATIONSHIP (BROWN)
10/26/1988 AOll PARENTS OPPOSE 2A-H0UR VISITATION (BLY)
3/30/1989 AOll 2A-H0UR VISITATION CLOSER TO REALITY (MARTIN)
9/13/1989 A071 2A-H0UR POLICY DESERVES...
10/18/1989 A012 *EXTENDED VISITATION RUNS SMOOTHLY (BUTTARO)
1/31/1990 A012 WANT CHANGE IN VISITATION, CABLE TV (COATES)
2/07/1990 AOAA IRHC PROPOSES EXTENDED VISITATION HOURS (MERSCH)
2/1A/1990 AOIA PROPOSES EXTENDED VISITATION HOURS (MERSCH)
A/19/1990 A021 16-HOUR VISITATION POLICY (COATES)
A/25/1990 A012 *OFFICIALS APPROVE EXTENDED HOURS (RATZLAFF)
A/25/1990 A061 ADMINISTRATION COMPROMISE (ED)
A/25/1990 A061 KCAMPUS COMMENTS--RESIDENCE HALL VISITATION
SEE EDUCATION VOCATION
9/28/1988 DOIA ^COLLECT 'DOLLARS FOR DAVE' (BROWN)
10/19/1988 A021 SESSION STALLS DEBATE (BROWN)
10/19/1988 DOIA ^DEBATING FOR THE JOB
9/07/1988 FOAl JACKS OPTIMISTIC ABOUT VB (LAMBERT)
9/21/1988 F021 *KRYGER ENJOYS ROLE ON TEAM (LAMBERT)
9/28/1988 FOIA VOLLEYBALL TEAM DEFENDS TITLE (ARCHER)
10/05/1988 F021 SDSU NETTERS GO 2-2 (ARCHER)
10/19/1988 F021 *WINDSCHITL LEADS JACKS (LAMBERT)
10/19/1988 F021 NETTERS SECOND AT MANKATO (DORN)
10/26/1988 F031 NETTERS TAKE THIRD (KAZMIERCZAK)
11/02/1988 Foil 56JACKRABBITS THIRD IN BURGER KING CLASSIC (DORN)
11/09/1988 F025 JACKS LOSE TO UNO (KAZMIERCZAK)
11/16/1988 Foil XRABBITS WIN TWO (ARCHER)
A/26/1989 F031 ^HERE'S MUD IN YOUR EYE
9/06/1989 A191 *SDSU TEAM SPORTS YOUNG FACES (MATTISON)
9/13/1989 A171 *SPIKERS FALL SHORT AT TIGER INVITATIONAL (MATTISON)
9/20/1989 A173 SPIKERS SWEEP, THREE NAMED... (MATTISON)
9/27/1989 A161 SPIKERS FINISH THIRD (MATTISON)
lO/OA/1989 A151 SPIKERS FINISH THIRD (MATTISON)
10/11/1989 AlAl *SPIKERS SPLIT WEEK'S PLAY (MATTISON)
10/11/1989 A151 ATHLETE EMPLOYS TOUGH ATTITUDE (LAMBERT)
10/18/1989 A17A SPIKERS DROP TWO NCC MATCHES (MATTISON)
10/25/1989 A153 SPIKERS EARN CONFERENCE WINS (MATTISON)
11/08/1989 A171 36SPIKERS HOST TOURNAMENT, SWEEP GAMES (MATTISON)
11/15/1989 A13A KSPIKERS EARN SPLIT... (MATTISON)
11/29/1989 A13A END SEASON WITH QUATERFINAL LOSS (MATTISON)
A/19/1990 A173 SPIKERS RULES TO FULL ADVANTAGE (SANDQUIST)
1/2A/1990 A09A ^VOLUNTEER RECOGNIZED BY GOVERNOR (MARTIN)
10/05/1988 C02A UNEDUCATED VOTERS--VAMOOSE FROM POLLS
11/02/1988 C013 VOTERS SHOULD BE INFORMED
11/30/1988 C021 NON-REGISTERED STUDENTS NEED MOTIVATION
3/21/1990 C015 6 PRECINCTS TO BE ADDED
9/20/1989 A081 WAGE HIKE MAY COST STUDENTS (HUTCHES)
11/29/1989 A09A MINIMUM WAGE INCREASES (PAUL)
12/06/1989 A0A3 RESEARCH FUNDED
11/09/1988 D013 CANDIDATES TOUCH UPON EDUCATION (FRISVOLD)
12/07/1988 A012 APPROVES OF GOVERNOR'S TEACHER PAY PLAN (MAULE)
12/06/1989 A095 LEGISLATORS EXAMINE 1990 SESSION ISSUES (FRISVOLD)
1/17/1990 AlOl LEGISLATORS SEE OPPORTUNITY FOR CITY (BROWN)
1/31/1990 A091 ^GOVERNOR, OTHER LAWMAKERS MEET (HUTCHES)
2/07/1990 AlOl KFARM SHOW BRINGS AGRICULTURE UPDATES (PAUL)
2/1A/1990 A091 *VIDEO LOTTERY PROVES SUCCESSFUL (MARTIN)
3/28/1990 A016 HIGHER EDUCATION FACES FIGHT (HUTCHES)
A/19/1990 Alll ^'EDUCATION SENATOR' UTILIZES LIFE (FRISVOLD)
9/28/1988 AOIA *ADMINISTRATORS TAKE ON HANDICAPPED TRAILS (BROST)
9/28/1988 AOIA ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE TOPS GOALS LIST (MARTIN)
2/08/1989 B021 ^PRESIDENT CALLS COTTAGE HOME (LEE)
3/30/1989 A012 WAGNER PLEASED WITH LEGISLATURE'S FUNDING (BROWN)
9/06/1989 A021 WAGNER EXPLAINS REJECTION OF POLICY (KRATZ)
10/25/1989 B031 KWAGNER PRIZES STUDENTS (HUTCHES)
12/06/1989 A012 ^GOVERNOR'S BUDGET FOCUSES ON EDUCATION (KOHLMAN)
12/13/1989 A035 *BENCH WARMERS
12/13/1989 A081 REBOUNDS FROM EARLY SETBACKS IN '80S (ED)
1/2A/1990 A03I *PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS
A/19/1990 Alll ^'EDUCATION SENATOR' UTILIZES LIFE (FRISVOLD)
5/02/1990 A012 WAGNER APPROVES ACADEMIC AMNESTY (COATES)
5/02/1990 A03A *WAGNER OBSERVES FIVE-YEAR ANNIVERSARY (MERSCH)
9/1A/1988 F021 OFFENSE EVOLVES AROUND WAHL (SEFRNA)
2/07/1990 A091 WAL-MART PLANS OPENING IN BROOKINGS (FRISVOLD)
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/I9/1990 A133 KCITY EARNS SEVERAL NEW BUSINESSES (MARTIN)
10/25/1989 AOAI XRAKING IT IN
9/13/1989 AO<iA MUSIC INSTRUCTOR SPREADS KNOWLEDGE (HEINE)
9/20/1989 A031 ARGUS PANEL DISCUSSES CRASH (KOHLMAN)
12/1A/I988 AOIA PLAZA TO ELIMINATE PARKING (MARTIN)
1/18/1989 EOll XCOWPATHS* SPEED CAMPUS TRAVEL (SCOTT)
3/15/1989 E024 WALKING PREFERRED EXERCISE (ANDERSON)
9/28/1988 DOll WAND PROVES AUDIENCE FAVORITE (GORS)
9/13/1989 AHA HYPNOTIST ENTERTAINS, EDUCATES (MUSTEK)
9/20/1989 A131 HYPNOTIST TURNS STUDENT INTO JON BON JOVI (HANSEN)
9/1A/1988 EOAl ^FACULTY ARTIST EXHIBITS ART (BOHLENDER)
9/06/1989 AlAA *WARRICK TO ERECT SCULPTURE (MUSTEK)
3/30/1989 D013 WASHNOK TO LEAD FEDERATION (HUTCHES)
A/19/1990 A012 *SPLISH, SPLASH
11/08/1989 AOAl PANEL DISCUSSES WATER SAFETY (BLY)
3/21/1990 C022 WATER BOARD ADOPTS NEW NOTIFICATION POLICY
9/27/1989 A051 GRANT TO AID WATER RESEARCH (ROSTYNE)
9/1A/1988 D025 WATER USE INCREASES IN DROUGHT (AVOK)
11/15/1989 AlOA WASTE MAY ENDANGER WATER (COATES)
9/06/1989 A121 VOLGA RECEIVES GRANT
A/12/1989 F031 XNESTING STRUCTURES MAXIMIZE WATERFOWL (FORMAN)
2/07/1990 A1A2 REFUGE FORMED
9/13/1989 A015 *RAIN AND SHINE
A/05/1989 D015 PANEL DISCUSSES EFFECTS OF WEATHER PATTERNS (AVOK)
A/12/1989 DOll RAINFALL CRITICAL FOR SUCCESSFUL YEAR (FRISVOLD)
3/21/1990 C012 *SPRING FASHION
2/01/1989 B021 FIRST WOMEN'S RESIDENCE HALLS WEATHER TIME (BAMSEY)
11/16/1988 E031 TRAVELING HOME ON WEEKENDS (PETERSON)
2/08/1989 B02A 'SUITCASE SYNDROME' EFFECTS (THIBODEAU)
2/22/1989 C02A STUDENTS WANT OFF-CAMPUS ACTIVITIES (L)
10/11/1989 A061 KCAMPUS COMMENTS--STUDENTS LEAVING CAMPUS
9/13/1989 A131 *WEIGHTLIFTING OFFERS FITNESS
1/17/1990 AlAl UPPER WEIGHTS LIFT JACKS OVER BEARS (NIEMAN)
A/25/1990 A131 KSTUDENTS CARE FOR CAT (SLY)
SEE ALSO HEALTH
2/22/1989 AOIA NEW WELLNESS CENTER POSSIBLE (AVOK)
2/22/1989 B02A WELLNESS FAIR GROWS (SLOWEY)
2/28/1990 A031 WELLNESS AWARENESS WEEK EXPANDS (COATES)
A/19/1989 C02A SOCIETY MAY HAVE GIVEN UP ITS IDEALS (L)
5/03/1989 C02A UNIVERSITIES OFFER EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE (L)
9/06/1989 A061 DEPARTMENT HEAD PLANS FACILITY UPDATE
12/13/1989 A05A ^PICTURE WINDOW
3/28/1990 A1A5 CAGER'S SCHOLARSHIPS PULLED (FRISVOLD)
9/06/1989 A131 36DYSLEXIA--THE MOST COMMON LEARNING DISABILITY
9/28/1988 B021 *DEAN READY FOR CHALLENGES (SLOWEY)
A/19/1990 A185 SWAMPS PROVIDE SIMPLICITY, BEAUTY (FORMAN)
2/07/1990 A012 ^CRACKING THE BOOKS
9/13/1989 A091 KTOM COUGHLIN OF ROCK 9A DRAWS NAMES
2/07/1990 Alll ADOPTED SHARE WORRIES (ADERMAN)
5/02/1990 A171 LAKE LIBERALIZED
2/01/1989 EOAl AREA WOMAN DRAWS ON MEMORY (BOHLENDER)
10/05/1988 FOIA WETLANDS AID FARMERS
12/07/1988 A012 MOUNTED BIRD MISSING FROM MUSEUM (FORMAN)
12/1A/1988 A025 HORNED PUFFIN RETURNED (BROWN)
2/15/1989 FOAA ORGANIZATION AIDS SPORTSMEN (FORMAN)
5/03/1989 F021 POACHING HINDERS MANAGEMENT OF AMERICA'S WILDLIFE
9/20/1989 A181 SURVEY PLOTS FUTURE
9/27/1989 A15A CHANGES WILL HARM MANAGEMENT (FORMAN)
A/25/1990 A171 EARTH DAY SPAWNS WILDLIFE PROGRAM (FISHBURNE)
I2/1A/1988 E031 STUDENT ART SHOW EXHIBITS CREATIVITY (FISCHBACH)
5/03/1989 EOIA EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENT ON PEOPLE THEME (ANDERSON)
9/13/1989 Alll KARTIST INSTALLS SCULPTURES (FEICKERT)
10/25/1989 A131 )fSTUDENTS GO MONTH WITHOUT RAZORS (HANSEN)
2/1A/1990 A053 PROGRAM DIRECTOR RECEIVES AWARD FOR PLAN (RATZLAFF)
11/08/1989 A061 COLUMNIST PUBLISHES COLLECTION OF WORKS (BROWN)
10/05/1988 E021 KREPUTATION BOOSTS PARTICIPATION (GORS)
1/17/1990 A091 *SIGN OF THE TIMES
11/09/1988 E03A COLD AFFECTS STUDENTS DIFFERENTLY (BOHLENDER)
12/13/1989 AlOl *SIGNS OF WINTER
1/2A/1990 A051 WINTER CONDITIONS PROVE DANGEROUS (CECIL)
9/13/1989 A012 GERMAN CONSUL DISCUSSES INTEGRATION PLAN (KRATZ)
3/30/1989 C021 PAIN OF WISDOM TEETH, ORAL SURGEON
3/21/1990 A03'i *YALE BOUND
2/1A/1990 AlOl StGERMAN STUDENT EXPERIENCES AMERICA (FISCHBACH)
9/07/1988 A015 WNAX COVERS USD (ARCHER)
9/07/1988 F071 HILSON WILL BE MISSED (SEFRNA)
I/25/I989 E021 *AREA WOMEN OFFER FRIENDSHIP (SCOTT)
A/19/1989 B02I INDIAN WOMEN SEEK EQUALITY (BROST)
WELLS DARRELL
WEST GEORGE
WESTBERG ANDREW
WESTLAKE BRIAN
WESTON FORREST
WESTWICK CARMEN
WETLANDS
WHALEN STACI
WHITE MART
WHlTEPIPE CARRIE
WHITEWOOD LAKE
WILDER LAURA INGAL
WILDLIFE
WILHELME SCOTT
WILLIAMS BILL
WILLIAMS ELIZABETH
WILLIAMS WILLIAM
WIND
WINTER
WIRTH HEINZ
WISDOM TEETH
WITTENWYLER JILL
WITTIG VOLKER
WNAX
WOMEN
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WOSTER TERRY
WOUNDED KNEE
WRESTLING
WRIGHT BETTY
WRITERS
YANG CHUAN-ZHE
YARBROUGH J W
YEARBOOK
YOGURT
YOUNG CHRISTY
YOUNG STEVE
YOUTH
DATE PAPER NOTATION
I/2A/I990 A07A *BEFORE RIGHT TO FIGHT IN BATTLE
2/07/1990 A05I WOMEN ENGINEERS REACH FOR PROMINENCE (CECIL)
3/21/1990 A03I EQUITY ISSUES TOP CONFERENCE AGENDA (HEINE)
A/19/1990 A03I *JOYCE BROTHERS ADDRESSES ON ROLES IN •90S (COATES)
A/25/1990 A09A *WOMEN'S ROLES IN FARMING (FEICKERT)
5/02/1990 A091 KSURVEY SHOWS PREJUDICE
9/IA/I988 DOIl *FINGER LICKIN* GOOD
3/15/1989 B02I XNATIVE IDEALS DISAGREE WITH CONTEMPORARY (COATES)
lO/OA/1989 A031 BOOK TEACHES AUTHOR CULTURE (HEINE)
11/08/1989 A0I6 SDSU PROFESSOR NOMINATED FOR PULITZER PRIZE (TAYLOR)
2/07/1990 A091 *STATE PROMOTES CULTURAL INTERACTION (MARTIN)
A/0A/I990 A071 SHOULD BE TERMED MASSACRE BY ALL (L)
2/08/1989 B021 *PRESIDENT CALLS COTTAGE HOME (LEE)
2/21/1990 A012 KCLEANING THE COTTAGE
2/IA/1990 A07I *DAYS OF VALUED WORDS HAVE PASSED
A/25/1990 A07A XLANGUAGE TRANSCENDS BEGINNINGS, ENDINGS
A/19/1989 BOII KPROFESSOR RECALLS POST-WAR EXPERIENCES (KRATZ)
II/29/I989 A08I *STUDENTS WITNESS LAW PROCEDURES (BROWN)
3/28/1990 A05I SEMINAR FOCUSES ON TRAGEDY
A/0A/I990 A07I SHOULD BE TERMED MASSACRE BY ALL (L)
11/30/1988 F025 GRAPPLERS OPTIMISTIC (KAZMIERCZAK)
12/07/1988 F033 WRESTLERS TUNING UP FOR FIRST HOME DUAL (KAZMIERCZAK
I2/IA/1988 FOIl *JACKS TOP BUENA VISTA, NORTHERN (KAZMIERCZAK)
I/18/I989 FOAl KGRAPPLERS ROUT RIVER FALLS (KAZMIERCZAK)
1/25/1989 Foil SDSU KEEPS PERFECT RECORD (KAZMIERCZAK)
2/01/1989 F03I WIN STREAK ENDS IN NORTH DAKOTA (KAZMIERCZAK)
2/08/1989 FOII K'RABBITS DEFEAT UNO (KAZMIERCZAK)
2/15/1989 F025 A WEEKEND TO REMEMBER (SEFRNA)
2/15/1989 F03I JACKRABBITS STICK LOSS ON AUGIE (KAZMIERCZAK)
2/22/1989 FOII *JACKS GET SECOND IN NCC (SEFRNA)
3/I5/I989 FOIA SDSU SEVENTH AT NATIONALS (KAZMIERZCAK)
11/08/1989 A165 GRAPPLERS PREPARE FOR SEASON (NIEMAN)
11/15/1989 A165 GRAPPLERS OPEN SEASON (NIEMAN)
11/29/1989 A151 *GRAPPLERS FARE WELL AT OPEN MEET (NIEMAN)
12/06/1989 A153 XGRAPPLERS CRUSH NORTHERN (MATTISON)
12/13/1989 A164 GRAPPLERS CRUSH AUGUSTANA (MATTISON)
12/13/1989 AI91 *MAT ACTION
1/24/1990 A141 GRAPPLERS GET PINNED BY UND (NIEMAN)
1/31/1990 A131 3CJACKRABBIT TEAMS EARN UPSETS OVER NDSU (NIEMAN)
2/07/1990 A144 MATMEN FALL TO 2ND-RANKED TEAM (NIEMAN)
2/14/1990 AI2I MATMEN PUMMEL TWO NCC... (NIEMAN)
2/21/1990 A121 5CRABBITS PIN AUGUSTANA, NCC MEET NEXT (NIEMAN)
2/28/1990 AI54 KWRESTLER EARNS 1ST (NIEMAN & MCFARLAND)
3/21/1990 A151 HEAVYWEIGHT PLACES 2ND (NIEMAN)
3/28/1990 A143 WRESTLER FINDS TOURNEY TOUGH (SIEVERT)
3/21/1990 C024 JUDGE SAYS ARSONIST MUST PAY FEES
II/09/I988 EOll APOLITICAL SATIRIST EXTENDS BEYOND TELEVISION
2/15/1989 E02I WRITERS DEPICT LIFE THROUGH STORYTELLING (BOHLENDER)
9/14/1988 B033 APROFESSOR OFFERS FOREIGN INSIGHT (BLY)
12/07/1988 B021 ACHINESE EMPHASIZE FAMILY MORALS (THIBODEAU)
2/21/1990 A071 PROFESSOR DEFENDS PRESS' NEWS JURISDICTION
SEE JACKRABBIT YEARBK
2/08/1989 B035 YOGURT IS A POPULAR SNACK (ROSS)
11/08/1989 A16I AWOMEN HOLD OFF AUGUSTANA TO REPEAT (GOHEEN)
4/04/1990 A043 APANEL CONSIDERS INDIAN CULTURE (BROWN)
12/14/1988 C024 TEENAGERS BOTHER MATURE MOVIE GOERS
4/05/1989 D03I LOUNGE OWNER TO CONSTRUCT NEW TEEN CENTER (FRISVOLD)
10/11/1989 A035 DEAN WORKS TO PREVENT TEEN PREGNANCY PROBLEM (OWEN)
3/21/1990 C016 POLICE, KIDS TRY TO CURE MISGIVINGS
4/04/1990 Alll AWOMAN BECOMES CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY (HASSLER)
5/03/1989 DOll AREA FARMER PREPARES FOR SEASON
I/3I/1990 A04i CRAZY HORSE SCHOLARSHIP OFFERS BENEFITS (ROSTYNE)
9/07/1988 C0I3 ZONING LAWS NEED CHANGE
4/12/1989 D024 COMMISSION APPROVES REZONING (FRISVOLD)
YOUTH-SF
ZILVERBERG LUCINDA
ZINK CHARLES
ZIOLKOWSKI RUTH
ZONING
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